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By G .DEWEY STARY ARD.
KEITH BAKER
MICHELE JEFFRIES
Hillroe Staff Member.; ·
Dr. James E. Cheek consented to an interview
and addressed various questions presented to
him pcnaining to university related issues.
Q. In the GAO report ,..1ea..i March 9th,
there were numerous citations of university
deficeocies or itt egularitles. What is the real
effect of this rq>0rt on the university, namely
the budget requests and when will Howard·
formerly "'ply? ·
·
A. There were no irregularities cited·-in the
GAO repon . It is no ~t that Howaril is an
underfunded and underresourced instituion in
comparision with other universities. We have
already commented on the reports inaccuracies
... for example. errors in the report had to do
with the status of the hotel/motel management
training program in the school of business. Dean
Wilson had given the GAO representative.s four
class lists and they for some reason stated that
there were only two students crirolled when in
fact there had been 94 itudents who had talc.en the
introductory course , and four served internships
at the. Howard Inn, where as they stated that no
one had had an internship. The misleading part
had lO do with university administrators salaries
in which data presented a false picture. 'fbe repolt d id serve some good purposes in that it
confumed what we have been saying about our
necdS over a long period of time and to that
extent 1 had no problems with it (the report).
Q. Is the university considering buying
more property or doing more construction?
A. We had an oppottunity to appear beforo the
house committee on Education and Labor which
is currently working on the reauthorization of the
High Education act of 1965, and we were requested to submil what Would_be the miniq:ium
needs of fiscal year 1986 so that it could at least
go into lthe record . We requested $72 million for
new construction and/or renovation and $30 million for a new phisical science building to replace
the physics building. The reason we are requesting for a physical science building is because we
received the money from the government to do a
study on the renovation on Thirkicld Hall. The
outside consultants did a study, it is a published
document . The bottom line is that there is noway
Thirkicld Hall can be renovated and m

President Cheek

equate for contemporary physics. What they proposed was the construction of a new building .

The consultants have projected a design . It will
be a nine story building in excess of 200,000
square feet. What our proposal calls for would
accomodate physics and some of the programs in
engineering, computer science, math , astronomy and geology. They 1<COnunended that the
cost be increased by nine percent a year until the
funds become available. So, that is the largest we
asked for . We requested $18 milliOn to construct

another women 's quadrangle dormitory for
freshmen . We bave the preliminary plans
already drawn by architects for a new quadrangle
that would accomodate from .750-800 students.
And the third item was a re.quest for$27S ,000 for
plans to design a new men's frestuncn donnitory
on the north side of Drew Hall . We will not start
worltiog ~ tint ]IDtil somotitllO around N.o.yember or DeCcmbcr.
Q. You are not comldertng doing anything
with the football field or anything In that area?
A. For the football

fi~ld ,

we are going to do

the minimum for now, because we have plans for
hopefully the construction of a convocation center.
Q. In your last Interview, you said that you
wouJd make an active effort to become more
.visable to the student body. From our owo
Obtervation we did not see much of ou on

•

campus. Did you make an effort to become
mo"' vUible to the student population?
A. Welf, I have been out of town lately and I
have taken on a major project and that is Fisk
University. I did not know that it would iequire
so much of my of time and attention as it has. l f
just got back last night, and it is worth taking the
time to do . It is in worSe condition than I thought.
it was .
Seeing the president out on the campus talking
with the stiidents might be symbolically significant, but that would not represent the best use of
my time . If next year we have a tremendous loss
in federal support and they have to increase tuition substantially and then The Hilltop will
come out with an editorial saying ''Cheek ought
to be spending his time raising funds rather than
lolligagging with students." The fact is that
there is insufficient time to really devote to interacting with students and that is what the job is
all about .
Q. Wbat<is your personal •ssesment of the
situation at Fisk and what in the immediate
future can be done7
A. 1bc physical plant needs major aitention.
Their back. bills now total up to $4 million which
we thought was $2 million wich has to be paid
because the school is on fmancial probation by
the Southern Association . It could lose its
accreditation . We hope to prevent that from
happening. The Black community has to be corralled in a way in which it has !lever been before
as well as in the white community. In addition to
money, they have to undertake a massive recruitment program. lbey also have to get a lot technical assistance in the area of marketing and public
relations major assistance in the fiscal office and
a staff in the development office.
Q. What do you - u the type of "'lation·
lhlp that Ibo oclmlnlRnltion will have with
~ti ID .\98~198S ~ . ~ .. ·~ ....... .
•...A. We have insisted that our other admin1sttative people be available to stUdents, to interact
with students, and to attend their sponsored
affain. The university is a community of scholars. 1be segmenting of the university or the
coliege into student, faculty , and administration
is purely an artificial son of compartments. We
are here for different purposes but all for an

'

Television journalist Max Robinson
will deliver this year' s graduation keynote address .
A veteran journalist, Max RobinSC?n
was named "anchonnan of '' World
News Tonight- The Weekend Repon
Saturday' ' and evening ''New~brief''
in October, 1983 .
Mr. Robinson joined ABC News in
June , 1978 , and began anchoring
ABC' s new evening news broadcast,
''World News Tonight' ' one month later.
·
He came to ABC News ffom WTOPTV in Washington , D.C., where he had ,
been anchoring the station's ' ' EyeWit- '
ness News'' since 1969. He had also1
anchored new s specials and publi~
affairs pro~s for that statipn.
Mr. Robinson had been a Correspondent ·for · WRC-TV in Washington,
D.C., from 1966 until 1969, where he
anchored the ''Today in Washington'
Early Morning News'·' and covered
Capitol Hill , the White House and the
District Building.
He began his career as a studio director at WTOP-TV in 1965, becoming a.
news reporter shortly thereafter. He is.
the recipient of two national and two•
regional Emmy Awards, The Capitol.
Press Club Journalist of the Year·
Award and the Ohio State Award , B!;
.well as an awud from the .National
Education Association. His mQSt recent
national Emmy was in the News and
Documentary category 1979-1980.
In 1983, Mr. Robinson received a
Harvard Foundation SpCcial Award and
a Golden State Minority Foundation
Medal of Excellence.
In 1982 he received the Rohen S.
Ball Memorial Award from the Aviation and Space Writers Association for
his special coverage of the Space Shuttle 's maiden flight.

(See Cheek page 9)
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In 1981, the anchonnan =eived the
College of William and Mary Heritage
- Award for fuoolleoce in Joumalism,
the Manin Luther King, Jr. Melllllrial
Drum Major for Justice Award, and
Detroit's Distinguished Recognition
Award from the City Council. He wa5
also cited by the National Association
of Black Journalists and the National
Association of Media Women.
Mr. Robinson received Doctor of
Humane Leners degrees in 1983 from
Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, N.C., and Texas Southern University, Houston. (See· page 141
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Jackson's success spotlights a progressive Black electorate
Part :! o f

11

2 Part series

artists. Once a Black artist made a hit
As a presidential candidate, Jackson record, the record industry wou1d get a
has demo nstrated that the Black elecwhite singer to make the same tune for
torate as a whole is cl~ly more pro- the 'white 11181ket,' keeping the music- '
gressive on policy issues than most listening public .segregated, just as in·
white voters , and is several light years the rest of society." Neoliberal Gary
ahead of the two remaining Democratic
Hart raced to public prominence only
aspirants , Walter Mondale and Gary when Jackson had garnered media
Han. Clearly desperate for victory, coverage away from Mondale.
Mondale attacks Hart simultaneously · · Jackson's race clearly illusttated the
from the left and the right, stating that lack of tkmocracy within the Demohe favors more social programs than the cratic Party and within the American
Colorado senator, but then assailing political system. In Mississippi, Jackhim for being '' weak" and naive about son trounced Mondale and Hart, wino·
the CommunislS . Hart , the candidate Of ing almost half of the votes.in the March
the white upper middle class , tried to 17 c 1 11cuses. But because of the state's
blur his anti-labor positions throlagh regressive caucus rults, ·Jackson and
slick advertisements and outright lies .
Mondale received roughly the same
Ironically, Hart's success as a candi- nu!'lbet: of delegates: In Illinois, Jack·
date Would not have been possible with- son won a fifth of the statewide vote,
out Jackson , who flf'St shattered Mon- but obtained no delegates. In Arkansas,
dale' s crucial support within the Black Moodale narrowly defeated Jackson in
electorate. As author Amiri Barak.a statewide caucuses, 6411 votes to
states, ''Han is like Elvis Presley, who 6011, while Hart ran a poor third. But
got rich as a · ~over' {or Black bl~ Mondale was given 20 delegates, Hart

-'

received 9, . and Jackson only six. In
South Carolina, white Democrats
blocked efforts to endorse Jackson as
their ''favorite-son'' presidential
candidate-. One frustrated Jackson supponcr, Clarendon County party chairman Billy Fleming, told the press, "If
Jesse Jackson were a white man this
would not be happening." Even the

from national Democratic officials, the
Jackson campaign represents a genL1ine
challenge to democratize the Democratic Party.
The Jackson race demonstrates the
failure of leadership.within the national
Black communitr, and the ineptitude of
the majority of its elected officials to
express the interests of Blacks. In Ala-

The-Jackson Campaign: An Assessment
By MANNING MARABLE
House Democratic Study Group, meet·
ing after the New !lampsltir<. primary, bUna, Birmingham's influential may- ·
'*3fted a joint fuodraising letter to aid or. Richard Arrington, and Jde Reed,
House candidates with Mondale's and chairman of the all-Black Alabama
Hart's signatures. After mailing 60,000 .Democratic Conference, urged Blacks
letters, someone finally noticed that to ''be realistic ' ' and not to ''throw
Jackson was still in the rice, and hadn't their votes away." A majority of Alabeen invited to sign! Between caucus bama Blacks still voted for Jackson. In
gerrynJandering and re..eeatcd snubs Georgia, Atlanta mayor Andrew

'

Young and .Coretta Scott King championed Mondale's credentials-but
over two thirds of the Biack electorate
went with Jackson. In IDinois. 79 percent of Afro-American voters supported Jackson. The ' 'lesser-of-twoevils'' line offered by Black Mondale
proponents was effectively trounced .
Finally, something must be noted
about the internal contradito:tions within
the campaign which have modified if
not entirely negated its progressive
potential. Moat of the principal advisers
in the campaign-including mayor
Richard Hatcher of Gary, Indiana,
national campaign director Arnold
Pinckney, Coog=sman Walter Faun·
troy, New York businessman Eugene
Jackson, and fOrmer Mat.lbattan
Borough President Percey Sutton-are
moderates within the Block political
spectrum. Other than New York State
Assemblyman Al ,Vann of Brooklyn
and California Assemblywoman Max.inc Waters, most of Jackson's aides
~ave tried to ~' the tDObi!Wtl!OD

within the safe boundaries of status quo
politics. Most have no desire to ' 'bum
their bridges 1' with the Mondale forces,
since their conceptualization of Jackson's campaign is clouded by their own
parochial ambitions. Thus, when Jackson was debating whether to accept an
invitation to travel to Nicaragua in Fe~
ruary. bis .advisors overwhelmingly
·urged him not to go. Pinckney finally
bad to fly to New Hampshire to insist
that Jackson bad to stay home.
Despite t1""e moderwing factoli, the
Jackson campaign bas become something larger than the candidate himself.
It rcptsents a new stage of p0litical
history which tra 0 sceods the limitations
of the civil ripts and des<gtqolioo
era. No longer will any white Democratic presidential candidate take the
Black electorate for granted. No
genuine coalitions across mcial banicn
can occur unless they II!< forged on the
basis of equolity: and the Jaclcloo campaign bas crated the terms for such
coeljriou.

CAR conference marks I 0th an11iversary
BY ltlVSTU OffiNN
HDltop SWf Writer
' ' EduC3tion in Transition ' ' is the
theme of the second annual ,cont·e r e n~e held by the Cenre·r fo r
Academ ic Reinforcemen t (CAR) .
The conference, to be held on April
30 in th e Blackbl1rn Center, al so
ma rks tl1e 10th ann iversary o f 11\e
ce'n1 er .
''A series <11· work shops will be a
·par! o f th e conferen ce," said
Roland Byrd , Ass iStant Director of
CAR . ''01h cr sc h~l.o; and colleges
will be representin g various progra111s in lhc area 0 1· developmental
learnin g'' he added .
Dr. Margarel Seagers, Execurive
director of the White House Initiative on Historically Black Col-

'

~i-~es

leges and Universities will be the 1919,
its services 10L all the
Iheir sChool -or.r;;,Jlegc 10 lake a
gucs1 sreakcr at !he lun cheon .
"' · schools and colleges on campllS.
CAR COl1rse.
Edward Palmer, OirectO/ . ot· CAR opera~es on t'ive co1nrX>nen1s:
A .'ill~dent ~ay earn lhree semest~r
·Academic Sl1pport Services fo r the verbal, malhematics, learning Sllidy
hot1rs in cred11·for the CAR co11rses;
Middle Slates Regional Ofice, 'viii skill s , compuler concept s and
lca~nln g sll1dy skills, verb.al skills,
speak in th,c closing session of the col1nseling. Verbal skills, algebra,
basic ma.'~ I and ~'~o.
conference.
arithmelic, reading comprehension
In add111on lo a1d1ng the sll1dcnts .
Dr. Saml1cl L . Myers, President of' and learning stl1dy skills arc taughl
on campl1s, CAR al so work s 'vitl1
the Nalional Associalibn f'or Equal at the cen1er.
lhe .'ilt1dcn1 s at area higl1 sc hools in
Oport11nily in, Higher Ed11ca1ion, College freshmen make up the bulk
\Vor.k.!ihops lhal deal \vith rcdl1cing
.will be lhe guesl speaker at the Ban- of CA R's s1uden1s. Ho\vevcr, some anx1e1 y, ·"tl1dy ski'll s, ancl otl1er proquel in the Ea.Iii Ballroom of' 11pperclass stt1dents do tise and gram s.
\
·
Blackburn .
benefit ffom CAR (')rograms .
''We a.re a service 11nit," said Byrd .
Special s111den1 speakers, former · Thegreal •majorftyot' 1he .'il11den1s
''We a ss isl s111dent s lo be
, CAR sl11dcnts, will also be 1·eatt1red are refercd by 1heir individual • s11l·ce.. sf11f .'' a: the conference spcaking on the :.?Chool or college. HovevCT, if a sluThe stat·1· 01· CAR ,,·orks closely
benefits lhe CAR program has given dent feels he/ she needs exrra hcl(') in
\vith the rclaled dej"\artn1cn1 s said
thftn, uid Byrd.
an area_ the st\1dcnt can vol11ntarily
Byrd . ''Son1e CAR teachers n1a~'
CAR, which wa'1i established by the sign up for lhal CAR course. A s111teach a f'11nc1ions class."
llotlrd of Trust ..< in the Spring of dent does not have to be rcfered by

!
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SUBWAY Goes Well With Any Course

•

Science and Bioscience majors!
And all other interested students! !

'

e Howard University College of Phar1nacy and Pharmaca
\
Sciences is seeking ambitious men and women who need a

•

..

career in an honorable health-care profession
'

OPPORTUNITIES
AND
OPTIONS
ARE
"'
. .
UNLIMITED

'

- ranging from

* self employment
* to employment in
* indl:lstry,
* government and community

•
•

•
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•

~
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PHARMACY ALUMNI HA VE THE HIGHEST
TARTING SA~ARIES· FOR .B.S. GRADUATE

•

•

- averaging about $30,000

THE COLLEGE HAS A
IOO% CAREER PLACEMENT RECORD
'·;

•
I

'

..
•

·s1~00

OFF

AmvFoo~l.o•• .....

For more information, contact:

Qin Coat
APRIL 20

College of Pharmacy
Office of the Dean

WHAT TO DO
AFTER COLLEGE . . .
is a question a lot ol voung people in high
school and college ore asking . Then. even if you get
the finest college degree. where con yJu use it mean-

J

ingfully?

.

·

Perhaps !he answer lies in becoming on Air Force officer througti Air Force ROTC . We hove many different
career areas 1n which specialists of au kinds ore needed.
And as on Air Force commissioned officer you con have
<..1nequaled opportunity for leadership and management
experience, plus on excellent starting salary and benefits
package.
1
Consider Air Force ROTC as a gateway to .o great way of
life for 9ou . Find out about the benefits of a four, three or
two·yeor schQtorship that r,ols $100 a .month, tuition, book
costs and lob fees . Coupe hot with what will be waiting
orter graduation, and you hove the onswer to what vou·ve
been rooking for.
.

fl'

•

thru
APRIL 30

'

.SUB.i
.... . .
'•

.

~
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FIRSI'
AGEMENT.
The Army ROTC
2-year program trains you
to become an officer for a
modern organization today's Army - which also
includes the Army Reserve
and Army.National Guard.
An officer who is not
only a leader of men, but a
manager of money and
materials as well. ·
That's why one of the
things you 'II learn in our
· 2-year program is manage-

•

ment training skills.
Your training will start
the summer after your '
sophomore year by attending a six-week Army ROTC
Basic Camp. ,
You'll earn ove; $400
for attending Basic Camp.
And up to $1,000 for each
of your last 2 years
•
of college. ..
· But the most rewarding part is you'll graduate
•
with both a college degree
and a commission. And
· become a member of the
'
(Army management team. .
~r more infor'mation,
write, Army ROTC, Box 7'()()(
Larchmotit, New York 10538.

.

.·
•

•

•
"

•

"'

•

•

ROTC
I.FARNMW

•

Got•woy too greot way of lit• .

CONTACT:
iTHOMAS L. BAIN
tAS~T.
PROF,- OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
) AFROTC DET 130
P.O. BOX 848
.HOWARO UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20059

•

IT TAKES 10 lFAU

•

CONTACT
MAJ. ELLIS S. FRISON JR.
ENROLLMENT OFFICER
OFFICE PHONE:

(202) 636-6788

f

•

Rl1 20A

DOUGLAS HALL
636~5704

•
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•
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Student appeals failing grade

•

By Jan Buckner .,_,
Hilltop Staff Writer
•

Cornell Cooper, a graduate of the
Department of Political Science. is
a~mpting to appeal an F grade he received for allegedly plagiarizing nine
pages of a research paper last spring .

Characterizing the plagiarism charge
1

as ··unsubstantiated '' and ··un-

founded,'' Cooper sought to have the F
removed from his record, but , he said .
he was denied a hearing because he is
no longer la student at the university .
Dr. Vincent Browne , chairman of the
Oepartmeilt of Political Science, said.
··1 am not ~t liberty to disc uss the mat, ter. '' HoWever. he did state that he
would speik with the associate dean for
educational affairs, Dr. Herman Bostic .

•

•

According to Browne, the department does not have a standard defini·
tion of plagiarism. '' We've never sat
down, as a department, to define it. I
think the meaning of plagiarism is well·
known ,'' he said. 9' 1 want to know how

he (Cooper) got this far without knowing what plagiarism is. In view of the
question surrounding ComellCooper,a
·standard definition will be in writing as
it never has been before,'' Browne added .
I believe in everybody being extended whatever 'his rights ought to be .
That includes Mr. Cooper, '' said
Browne. ''But,'' he added, ···1 am not
aware of any legally impermissible
considerations'' which entitle him to a ~
hearing . According to Browne, the
political science department concurred
with his conclusion that Cooper ''has
no case.··
Cooper, who ''ilespite the failing
grade , was awarded a Master's degree,
maintained that Dr. Hilboume Watson,
qte instructor of his World Imperialism
class, reduced the original grade of Bto an Fas a ''punitive and retaliatory' '
gesture in response to a prior conflict
between Cooper and the department involving Cooper's request for a registration fee waiver authorization .

•

Band .director resigns

Calling the n:taliation charge "abso- 'I did 1101 copy Kier11an 's
lutcly ridiculous," Watson explained,
''I was uncomfortable with the paper work word for word •.. '
when I gave it a 8-. When 1 came back · - - - - - - - - - - - - from my trip and found it to be plagiarized I therefore retrieved the grade did not intend to pass off another's
sheet and had it changed," he added . work as his own. ''I cited {the source]
··1 cannot conceive of a case,' ' stated in question eight times in my footnotes .
Watson,''wherc a graduate student If there were an attempt to steal Kier·
uses page after p8ge of someone else's nan's [the author] work , I would have
work [without attribution] and con- made no mention of the authdr or the
elude that to be acceptable.
book," Cooper said.
''Plagiarism is plagiarism whether it
''I did not copy Kieman's work word
comes in large or smaJI volume. Each for word, as Dr. Watson claimed ....
individual [teacher] must use his or her Although I. did paraphrase Kieman's
judgment in arriving at a decision based ideas, I provided sufficient citations to
upon the extent of the act," Watson identify the sour.cc of those ideas," he
commented.
contended.
Watson, who has instructed Cooper
Cooper is requesting the restoration
for only one class, described Cooper as of a B- for the election course. Accord''an _average student.'' ''I think his ing to Cooper, the F reduces his grade
grades reflected average perform- point average from 3.2 to 3.0
ancc," he said.
To prevent future conflicts of this
Cooper, who has never received low- nature , Browne said, ''We see the need
er than a B from the Department of to have a discussion with students and
Political Science, maintained that he to have a statement of plagiarism.

By T. DENISE ASBURY
Hilltop Staff Writer
Mr. Richanisdn , the Howard Uni-

.

By Clarence Walterson
Special to the Hilltop

the reor~anization of the Civil Rights
Last Saturday April 14 marked the Commission.
30th anniver sary of the hi storic
The Keynote speaker at the con''Brown vs . Board of Education of
ference was Professor J. Clay Smith, a
Topeka decision.
•
The decision outlawed segregation in professor of law at Howard University
Law School . ·Prof. Smith spoke to a
public education .
·group of 30 students about the imThe Charles H. Houston Pre Law porta.nce of the Brown decision in
Society h°osted its first annu al con- changing what he referred to as the
ference commemorating this historic ·'system of aparthied in public educadecision in the lounge of Blackbum tion.''
The 1954 decision- was intended to
University Center. According to the
society's president, Kenneth Cox. the eradicate the long standing doctrine of
conference was held because ' ' we as ··separate bllt equal'' which was anstudents should become more aggres· nounced in an earlier court decision,
sive in society and address issues per· Plessy vs . Ferguson. According to this
tinent to the Jaw,'' especially in lighro doctrine, equal ity of treatment was
•

I

'

Calvin Williams of Sheltons Hair
Gallery 1758 Columbia Ave. N.W.

llilltop editor chosen

•
d
est en

hall
'b anquet

By RECOE WALKER
er, '' We worked hard to send our child
Hilltop Columnist·
to a Black College and look at her/him,
Well Seniors and prospective gradu- grad uat ing with hono r s, but no
ates, in a few weeks they'll be playing rhythm!''
your tune (Da-da-da, 'da. da , d-a-a-aThis year's graduation could be dif·
dum, da-a- a-da, da, da dum) . You ferent . Instead of the band playing
. ·know, the tune tl1ey play .at every '' Pomp and Circumstance," maybe
graduation, while you waJk up to pick D.C. Flash could mix and spin an up
up your sheepskin . I think it' s a nice tempo recorded version on his ' ' wheels
•
piece of music, but for some rc!son, of steel," that ' d really help the
ll<lna M. Calhoun, fonner dean of
''Pomp and Circ,u mstance'' causes ''graduating crew'' keep their rhythm residence life, wuncd students SaturBlack folk to lose their rhythm, I kid and stay 'in step. Instead of calling it day evening- that the world is in its
you not! It isn't enough that you're sin· '' Pomp and Circumstance,'' call it ••second scientific revolution'' and
ing on the football field wearing a long , ''Pumpin Circumstance .'' I could real- urged them to prepare for the working
hot, black gown , •'' trying to baJance Jy gft wit that!
world while still at Howard.
that mortar cap on your head and the
Alas~ alack , I won ' t be in them num·'The whole manpower structure is
tassle is beatin your chet ks' · like a cat- hers, but aJI my best wishes to some of changing. You've got to be an expert in
o-nine tails in miniature, you 're trying the most brilliant, resilient resourceful, your chosen profession,'' Calhoun adto locate _your folks , li sten for your a~bitious, tale~ted , ch~ing, Joqua- vised her listeners.
narne , and fight O
rr the fatigue from aJI _ c1ous, progressive and sp1nted people I
Calhoun made these n:marks at the
of the panying yo~ did the night(s) be- know· .
,
.
sixth annual Residence Halls Awards
fore . Then they start playing your
I know ya 11. goo set th1~ world on Banquet at the Blackburn Center's fac' ' tune '', and you try to keep it all fire ! (metapho~call~ s~ng) .
ulty restaurant. 'f.hc banquet, attended
together 1 but you' re looking more like a
One more thing . ~y gift for all o~the by over 200 s~dents, was the highlight
graduate who's doing a Jerry Lewis im- graduates who are ured .of folk asking, . of Residence Halls Weck 1984, honorpersonation than anything else. As your •·so, w.hat?'~ you ~~1ng to do after . ing students in the dormitories who held
parent's spot you, trying to maintain , graduation . . Reply. Return my~· grade point averages of 3.5 or better.
your Pop shakes his head with a look of take a few pictures , and hve lunch with
Dr. Carl E. Anderson, vice-president
feigned exasperation gracing his brow. my p~nts at the Howard~!'' That'll · of Student Affairs, presented the
He nudges your Mom and , without teach em not to get testy with a Howard awards for scholastic achievement,
looking at her. be.complains in a whisp- -graduate !
whose recipients ranged from engineering and accounting to music education
and computer science majors. Dr. Anderson expressed his feelings toward
their accomplishments in Ibis way: "I
think all of us can be proud that so many
of our students are doing well
I academically.''
1be theme of this year's Residence
Halls Week, "Community Spirit:
Catch It, In the Residcoce Halls," was
most evident in ~judges• selection of
the Tubman Quad and Park Square as
joint ftnt·place winners for most outstanding dormitories. Meridian Hill
came in second and Sutton Plaza and
Carver Hall tied for thin!.
In addition to boooring the most outstaMing on and off-c•mp.11 dotmitorStudent
Dl•count
ies, the banquet acknow lodged the
·
I
1
.
year-loeg bud WOik of raidence ball • '
S:J,OO For Any Lunch Entre
counselors and staff, residence and
'
graduate usi ... nll and tbe Residcoce

)!

'

LOCATION '
••

"'.

•

-nd

Calhoun speaks

nt
I

this year, and placed under the direction
of the Office for Student Life and At;.
tivitjes. Arche!j said he WU not &wale
that RichardsoD had rai"""' .
Clifton speculated that another nason for Ricbardsoo's rcsignation wu
the possibility of N.orris' uraqina an
entin:ly instrumental "'"" without any
auxiliary units (i.e., flags, rifles, ormajon:ttes)c
Labor said that as far as be bw:w.
there l"ould be auxiliary unill in the
marching band next season. I ahnf said
the band is used to Mr. Richardsan, and
they are a bit appn:hensive about starting over under a new director and new
conditions.
''We· bavr a tot of good people in
band, ·and we 'cOli coopente with Dr.
Norris. I hope everyone who supported
Mr. Richardson will· also ••ppcnt Dr.
Norri1'1 prolfllDI, andthaiall ''fc:ll 11 CT
meniben will return next ae•i:e, 11
1•bo< said. I Abo< also eocounpd Howard Studenll to support ba..U activities such as the Jazz band, and other
band programs.
Mr. Richardson would not~
on the issue saying "I do not wish to
talk about it''.
Dr . Norris said Richardson's
resignation will become official June
30, 1984 at
of the fiscal yar.
He would give t.O further comment, but
did offer to talk about the future of the
band in an interview at a later time.

venity band din:ctor, will be n:signing
befon: the 1984 Marching season be·
gins.
According to James Clifton, a band
member , Mr. Richardson made the announcement on Monday of this week.,
April 16. Clifton said he believed the
resignation had something to do wittf
the appointment of Dr. James Weldon
Nonis, choral director, as bead of the
newly fonned Department of Chorus
and Band. According to Clifton, the
' unband and chorus have been placed
der the auspices of Student Activities ..
because it is being utilized for recruitment purposes .
Clarence Labor, band president, said
that he does not think there is any
specific reason· for the resignation of .
Richardson . He said that the Blll!cfand
Chorus had come.under the auspices of
the Department of Student Life and Ac·
tivities, and that Dr. Norris had. been
placed as head or direCtor over the
Office of Choir and Ban<l, but he was
not sure jf the action had any effect on
Dr. Richardson's decision to leave the
(
.
I
•
band.
~ .
According to Ray Arther, Dircc~
,
acheived in the eyes of the law when National Guard of Kansas to inforce the of Student Activities (HUSA), the
Band and Chorus were removed from
facilities used by the different races Supreme Court decision .
''In the field of public education, the the School of Fine Arts in January of
were substantially equal, even though
doctrine of separate but equal has noL--------------------------~
they were separate .
·
According to Prof. Smith it was an place," s&d the Supreme Court 1n the
irony µiat the progeny of slaves who Brown decision. In Brown two the
wrote the briefs and argued the cases. court said ' ' we want to eradicate the
badges of slavery with aJI deliberate
Special mention was made about ~u  speed ...
30 years atter the Brown decision A HiUtop Staff Report
preme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall who was the special counsel ··implementation of that decision is still
among the NAACP' s troop of lawyers unfullfilled '' said Prof. Smith, citing a
Monclay the Hilltop selected Henry -b
who argued the segregation cases.
Washington Post article dated April Boyd Hall and JonatM·n Matthews as
The decision of these cases had tre- fll'St stating '' the level of tax support for the paper's Editor-in-Chief and Busimendous social impact on America as 'public schools was slashed by 2/3 since ness Manager respectively for the
evidenced b}' President Roosevelt ex- schools were desegregated in 1954. 1984-85 school year.
ercising his power as commander in Prof. Smith contends that schools arc
Hall , currently the Hilltop's ExcCuchief and nationalizing the State more segregated now than they were in tive Editor. was selected by the board .
1954.
over Jerry Thomas, a fonner section
The all-day conference had in addit- editor for the School of Comion to the keynote speaker, two panels munication' s Community News .
which discussed '' Education After the Matthews also a member of the current i
Brown Decision'' and ''Justice: Ifu- Hllltop staff will move up from his poplication of the Browrrdecision, '' The sition as assistant Business Manager,
cepanelists i~cluded Dr. Russell L. Ad- he was the only one who applied for the
ams, Chairman, Department of Afro position.
't
American Studies, Prof. Leon Jones ,
This summer Hall will be an intern/
and Prof. James E. Newby. Then: wen: reporter at the Washington bureau of
Hall, a News bd1torial and Writing
also three guest attorneys.
the Wall Street Journa.I and Matthews
1be Charles H. Houston Pre Law will intern at Prudential Life Insurance majOr and Los Angeles, Calif()(Dia native will be.a senior during bis team as
Society was named after this dis- Company.
tinguished former professor and dean of
Hall plan·s to expand the news cover· Editor-in-Chief . Matthews, an
Howard University Law School who age of campus, international, and local Accounting major from Neptune, New
taught Marshall and others, who were issues. He also plans the purchase of. JerseY ' will also be a senior. lbcy arc
able to go on and rewrite a piece of more equipment for the production of both members of Omega Psi Phi
fratenjity, Inc. Alpha Chapter.
American Judicial History.
the paper .
By MICHEi LE D. JOHNSON
•
Special to the Hilltop ·

Law ·s ociety reme111l1ers Brow11
,

I

"ue••.:Sat.

Coupon 1ood tbrou1h May :J1,

The II, mJ co+•• 11UI OD tbe ~of
• studeoll wu that the Residence ·Halh
Awuda BIDljuet WU a nice and appropriatle way of eclr•+oWledaina ~""'nu'

'

lo,oo A.M. - , 4, 00 P.M.

TIME,
I

•

Thursday, May 3 , Fri. 4,
Mon. 7 , Tues. 8 , \Ved. 9 ,
Thurs. 10 & Fri. 11, 1984

DATE :

Halls Week eommittee members.

HO\iARD UN!VERSITY BOOKSTORE
2 :ol FOURTH STREET, N.ti.
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Howard the Bison
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By B.· Tyler Cox

•

t{owArd., we. a/I know -Hia+ thQ.
reason you 're. f'aK1n9 (;\ broicen co//ttr
bone i~ so you won•+ have +o +al:.e.
'-- . ,
your fina.I e.ta~!

so

.

-for·

rnuc,h

•

\ eauca+ion !

•

I

'

Hillcrest

'

•

· Women's Suri-Center .

I

•••
.

General Anesthesia

Local Anesthesia

First-Trimester
•

'

•

sum100

1712 m JTREET. N.W.
W\SHINCTON. DC.

Mid·Trimester

t

Aleo chick thl WllhlngtOI) Pewit tt.•111'11nd
Section tor camera Ind 11111 11111. •

_ Sterilization

---·--

~
•

(202)584-6500 \ ·.
7603 Georgia Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20012
.
.
.
'

(202)298-9227
TTY (202)29&-66.5-'

1'9nn Camera llU Ille "-* -.i11te llne of
darkroom products In Ille i.•tr 1lllr'o;l1111 MILO
area. Come In for all your pha1o oltTI n11 lie

Pregnancy fests Abortion
.

20006

IN THE DARKtt?

.....

(202)8~9-5620
3233 P£.nllsylvanla Ave. S.E.
. Washington, D.C. 20020

GET NAVY TR.AIMING
AS A CIVILIAN

....

(

etl I ITllllT. N.W.
WMHINSIOll, D.C. HDlt

•ao•• a.a.. >>>

.

"

'

I

The Women's Mcdi(;al C , I
ofWUllington, D'.C., Inc:. acr..1
the followi~i serVicei: ac II
• medicine; complde reptNt:tivc
. ' p •• ' "-Y healdl .,_; '"1g; ment•I health w:a•it:DI far,
lnc1ividu1l1, coujllea, f~
and puups; lec!'ftl ... ~-

st.oPsi

I

.'

/

•
•

•
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With the Sea "nd ~Ir Mariner Progra111,'
you could receive on·the·job training,
·salary, while learning~ and opportunity
for advancement. You would be on
active duty. up to 8 months, Including
I
.
training at a Navy Technical school.
-.
Then return to civilian life as an expert ·
'
.
in your field-from aviation to health
care. Fulfill your obligation to the Navy
by attending reserve
drill one weekend
. \
per month and a two week, active duty
training period once per year.

•

•

•

They're the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the
,1Army Nurse Corps. As an Army Nurse, you'll be an officer,
with all the respect and dignity that go with being an officer.
You'll have the opportunity to continue youreducatR!>n, to add a variety of professional skills, to grow in your
pro{ession.
.. If you're working on your BSN or if you already have a
BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or
Puerto Rico, you could be eligible to become an Anny Nurse.
·
To fi1 : out what ·
you want to know
about Anny Nursing,
call MAJ Deborah A .
Bell. Call collect: .
301-677-4891 or 301,'

•

"'

.

•

,

•

For m .o re Information call:

677-4706.

MON-WED
•

••

,,

9AM toZPM

'

800·492-0707
(MD,DC,DE)
800-6JB-07JO
(VA)
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cer rate
nslll
'
such as regular medical check-ups, pre- of treatments. However there are three
ventive health practices. and entering main types· of treatments · for cancer,
the medical system at early stages of said Dr. Chisholm.
t

By Jyounkee Hardy
Speclal to the Hilltop

~

'1

Black pcopl~ve a higher rate of diseases.
These treatments include surgery,
.some kinds td7cancer than whites,
Ac.cording to Dr. 'Chisholm, ciga- radio-therapy, and chemotherapy .
according to ~ pamphlet issued by the rcttc smoking plays a major factor to Radio-therapy involves high doses of
United States Department of Health and lung cancer. And according to the pam· X-rays from radioactive materials such
Human Services.
phJCt cigarette smoking is associated 'as cobalt or radium. Chemotherapy is
This includes cancer of the lung, pro- with Rt least one out of every five cancer the use of special drugs to kill~ cancstrate, stomach, cervix, pancreas and . deaths. It has been linked to cancers of er cells. Whether injected into the
esophagus. Cancer of the breast, large the mouth, throat, esophagus, pan- bloodstream or .given by mouth, the
bowel (colon and rectum), bladder, and creas, and bladder. But lung cancer is drugs go through the blood stream to all
mouth are among the types of cancer on where cigarettes take their greatest toll. ports of the body.
the rise in the black communities.
Overall, smoking causes 30 percent
Because the drug effects the normal
According to Dr. Reginald ofallcancerdeaths. lberisksofgetting cells. the main mechanism is to effect
Chisholm. chief of Medical onocology lung cancer from cigarettes increases the DNA, said Dr. Chisholm. DNA is
clinic at the Cancer Resean::h Center at with the number you smoke, how long the basic substance in the cell which
Howard, breast and lung cancer are the you have been smoking, and how dee~ proliferates and makes new cells.
two most common types of cancer ly you inhale.
Because the normal cells are effected
fouiXI in the clinic.
Scientist believe that repeated con- ~y the chemotherapy, there are so many
Cancer is a group of many diseases
affecting the body's cells. according to
a U.S . Department of Health and Human Services pamphlet. 1be body is
always making new cells. It does th.at
when one cell splits in half and becomes
two new cells. If everything is Working
right the cells divide over and over
again in an orderly way. This is how our
body ·g rows and repairs itself.
If cells divide without any order, a
growth known as a tumor builds up. A
tumor may be benign (not cancer or

•

•

-

,.

-~·

••

•' '

unlikely to spread) or malignant (cancer
or likely to spread) which may be life
threatening, according to the pamphlet.
An analysis issued by the· Current
Population Rep<>& stated that O!JtOf 15

•
•

tremely high cancer rates. They include,
WashiQ.gton, D.C., Baltimore, Md.,
and New Orleans, LA., in that order.
ln the past few years, scientist have
identified many causes of cancer. To-

•

•
'

· 1·--
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Seaga opposes Jamaicans
EA RL FINDLATER
1-Iillioo Staff Writer
Forrt1 e~

Depl1ty Prin1e Mini s1er.
q f Jamaica, 1-he Hon . P .J . Patter-~o n said the greatest damage 1he
presc11t gO\•ernmcnt t1nder\ Edward
Sc•1ga htls done has been to reverse
1!1e psychC 'o f lhe Jamaican people
to, depend on f<,>rign goods.
~
lri hi s address to abour 70 people i11 tl1c School of Social Work
A11ditoriun1, last Thursday, Patterso 11 said 1t1e reverse has come
about as a result _of lhe frct!in g up
\ ) f tl1c Ja1naican economy by
· Seaga. '' Ju st wl1en th e J a n1ai L·an
11eoplc \Vere beginning 10 ap1,reciatc the things they cou ld,gr1 "1 \\'
for thcn1scl\'es they were con\,inced
thi:tt tl1ey cou ld get everything tA cy
11eeded from abroad," he said.

'

'
f''

Speaki ng on the topic '' JJmaica
1984: A Country In Conllict,"P'atterson said Jamaica, as a developir1g cou11try, will have to build
tl1rougl1 self reliance rather 1han
fo reign dependence. This drew apP!.~~ sc ·from the reserved audience
of mainly Jamaicans. He cited a11
cxa1nplc of·. foreign dependence by
saying there were aboUt 7000
fo reign consulta111 s in Jamaica,
nl:lny 01· I hem working in areas
•
\Vhcrc Jamaicans where have proven capa~ il i ties-. He acknowledged
also that there were some areas
\v t1cre the country needed help;
111ainl.,., in the technical fi eld .
Tl1e former deput y PM critici zed
Scaga's economic policies, though
n1ost times he avoided mentioning
Seaga by name . ''From the very
car-l ie s~ he embarked on certain
cconorl1ic policies which we (the
opposition) knew were doomed
fail, ''Patt~ r so n said.
Jan1 : 1i i.: a' .~ l1Jdc lil·f; · ·. wisen
frclnl s::t):' 1nillion ;,, ' ... ) ') $760
i11 •lli<l11 in !QR~ . Also. : · • • ·· ~so11

t.r

'

•

'

.

side effects said Dr. Chisholm. Such
side effects .include hair loss, nausea,
vomiting, defective blood count, and
sterility.
1be patient who receives radiotherapy will come into a hospital or a clinic
four days a week for a few minutes each
day. While the chemotherapy patient '
will come in only once very three to
four weeks.
ThC difference is that the radiother- ~
apy accumul~tes after a certain·time but
each treabnellt is short. Whereas che-

motherapy last in the body anywhere
from 12to 14days. So the patient needs
time to recover from the original treatment .
· A~ing to Dr. Chisholm the only

said , Jamail'a l111dcr Seaga l1as boi" ro\vcd mo.re 111011cy in tl1rcc years
tl1an it J1ad borro,ved i11 ci gl11 years
under the opposition P1:ople' s National Party (PNP) to \V l1ict1 Pat terson belo11gs. Jan1aica' s cx1Jor1 s
arc also do,vn, Patterson added.
According to PattefS'o n tl1e PNP
has set up a11 econOn1ic a11d social
com missio11 to look into e·dl1cation.
health, soc ial sec11rit)' and o ther
aspect s of co nccr11 in Jan1aica. He
said tha1 from thi s the PNP \viii
hold a special delegates cont·ercnce
May 25 and 26 of thi s yea r.
Represented wil~ be members of
-lhc ' youth and \vomen' s ar111 of the
parl)". tt\e National Workers Unio11
a11d partv leaders.
1111 t~i s. .:onferCnce the PNP' s
poli cy level will be han1mered out.
Until 1hen, only gene ral con1ment s
wi ll be made abol1t policy, Patterson said. The party needs to spe k
with one voice so 11liat tl1e ·pco e
can see and 1101 gCt confUs in g
signals·, he sa:id.
After the May conference; at1erson ·said the PNP \viii cmb k
on a '' massive exercise or con eying and communicating'' the
message to the people . ' 'No plan
· ~an succeed unless the Ja1naican
people feel a part of ii."
Tl1ere arc almost as man)'
Jamaicans abroad as there are in
Jamaica Pat ~rso n · s aid, so 1hey
v.•i\I be comm unicated \\·ith this
titpe. llnlike the last .eight year
period when the PNP h~ld off.ice
( 1972· I 980) . .
II is a fact that the PNP had
made error,s in its past ·a dministration PattCrso"ll
admits, but he sa id
'
1he party fQlt and still feels it mus1
embark on a fundamental method
of <;hange. He said there _were
reaso ns why 1he PN.P made the
Jccision ,10 forego its remaining
t'''l) years 0 1· cli}!ibility in office by
L'a lli11g earl~ · cle.:tions in 1980.

I

.

tobacco.
It must be understood that ~ng in
constant contacl with the agents mentioned may ciuse cancer over a long
period of time. A person may not real-

change or better known as hyperpigmentation. 1be person will look like
they received a bum. Fortunately these

side effects only last during the duration
of the treatment .

day it is known that about 80 percent of ize that they may have cancer until 20

-

SAN FRANCISCO, 15 A~r11--R1tch1e Bradley of the Spattac1st League,
wearing· uniform of the Union Army, climbs llO~foot flagpole at
' -CiV'.1.c Center ar.'d rips down Confe Je rate flag, banner of sedition,
.
'·
slavery anq race terrqr.
(Wor~ers Vanguard photo)

,·

•

major metropolitan areas in the United throat ; and possibly the liver when major complicatioo with radiotherapy
States found that three cities have ex- combined with an initiator, such as. is that it causes the color of the skin to .

•

tact with substances called carcinogens
may play a part in cancer ca~sing elements. These materials seem to cause
the disorderly ·cell division that results
in a tumor.
lbcre are two kinds of cancer causing agents according to the National
lnstituteofHealth. lnitiators,whichinelude cigarette smoking. X-rays, and
certain chemicals that may be found in
theair,water,food,drugs,andatwork .
The second agent is promoters, these
usually do not cause cancer by them•~!vos. They change cells already dam·
aged by an initiator from normal to
Cancer cells. For example, studies have
shown that alcohol promotes the de~
velopment of cancer in the mouth,

'

Blacks constitute the largest minority
cancer cases are tied to the way people years or more after initial contact with a group in the United States having 26.
million pC..sons; 11.8 percent of the tolive their lives . For example, the foods carcinogenic element.
they eat, the work they do, and whether
The most common symp1om for lung tal U.S. population. The number one
they smoke all affect their lik.ihood of cancer is a persisting cough, said DI:. leading cancer for blacks between
getting cancer.
Chisholm. The smoker may also have
Due to the changes in dietary habits, ·chest pain which is also persistant. And
family structures, and cultural bases, it a wheeze, hoarseness, or shortness of
is very probable that these facto" have breath may develop. In addition then:
contributed to the over all health status may be symptoms that seem unrelated
of blacks in the U.S.
to lung cancer, which maybeca•,W by
According to a pamphlet issued by spreading of the cancer.

1969-1971 is lung cancer, which is
29.7(per100,000) compared to whites
totaling ooly_26.3 (per 100;000~ For
males ooly in the U.S . for 1970 was
5,132 or 27.4 percent.

·

The number one leadin'g cancer

the Cancer Among Black Population,

Such as a change in bowel habits, among women during the 1970s was of
the major underlying factor conttibut- difficulty or pain in urinating, swelling course breast cancer totaling 2,331
ing to the poor health status of U.S. •or knots in the nack, annpits, or groin, females who developed breast cancer.
blacks, is th# relatively low socio- sores that dbn 't heal, repeated or coo· which is 16.4 percent of the total U.S ·

However, he did not reveal wl1a1
tl1ose reasons 'vere.
economic status. This makes it not only tinual tiredness, and a lump in the
Co111n1c11ting on why hi s party
difficult to obtain the goods and serv- breast. These are also the general sym·
reft1sed to conies! the snap general
ices necessary for a high-quality life- ptoms for cancer.
electio ns called by Seaga in Dec .
style, but makes it difficult to conBecause there are over one-htl(Kired
19R3. Patterso n said certain eleccentrate on more future oriented goals types of. cancers,
there arc several
.
.
toral reforms agreed upon b)' ho lh
parties (!he PNP and Seaga's
Jamai ca Labor Parly) were . no t
con1plct ed. These inclltded an upB
E. BAD.EY
the school of bus111\.ss. According to
dated voters! li st. Thi s li st shol1ld
Y • I to the Hillto
Faxior, at least 21 bank representatives
be read y by At1gust al which time
peaa
p
have interviewed Howard students
the PNP would be \Vi\ling to run
Employment opportunities for 1984 since the fall of 1983, ·inCluding Chase
f'o r oft.ice, he said.
Black college graduates varies. de- Manhattan bank in New Yorlt City,
Pat terson outlined some of 1he
pending on the industry, prior experi· · Melloo bank in Pittsbwgh, Pennsylsocial Acheivement s of hi s party
ence from internships and overall aca- vania and the First Nation8:1 Bank of
which it made when it had been in
po\ver. He sa id these gains hi.s par- demic stanping, according to a Marchi Chicago. Recruitment for Black. graduApril 1984 issue of The Black Co/.
!y ntade gave dignity to Jamaican
men and wome,n . Again , PatlePson · legian and Howard University Faculty
members .
\vas so undl y applauded for thal ·
kecruitments in banking, education
statement.
and print journalism has increased at
Some of the economic dit·Howard, while recruitment for chemificulties 'vhich led to his party's
,.i cnginee" has decreased, aecotding ates, be' added, has risen .
dct'eat in 1980 were also outlined .
to faculty members.
r
In education opportunities are exby Patterson. These included a 300
''We have an increase in the number peeled to increase by 1985 and 46,000
percent jump in \vheat prices; an
of corporations recruiting both semes- additional teachers will be needCd, parincrease in the cosl of the basic
ters,'' said John Faxior, .cooperative ticularly in math and science the articJe
ra\v materials and the energy crisis
education ~ placement director fpr stated.
'
o f 1974. Jamaica, Patterson said,
•
also had difficulty selling bauxite
(its chief export) to the United
States.
lh stit11tion s such as the lnternaThe bill provides specific measures
liOnal Monetary Fund and the
•
A Hilltop Staff Report
to preven~ the shortage of health proWorld Ba11k seeks to impose interCongressman Louis Stokes (D-Ohio) fessionals in America. The measures
national capitalism on developing
introduced legislation concerning the are:
countries, Patterson said. He
severe lack of minority physicians. de. First, the bill authorizes direct grants
criticized these institutions by sayntists, pharmacists, and vetenerians in to minority health professions schools
ing 1hat 1heir stipulations are ap•
the
nation
last Friday before
House which in tum are to be Used for lowplicable to certain countries bUt
were unacceptable 10 countries like and Energy and Comme~e ·sub- intcrqst loans to low-income and minorcommittees
on health and the~ environ- ity students.
Jamaica and less wealthy nations.
~
,
ment .
Secondly, in tenns of student loans,
He said if the PNP returns to
Stokes Bill, entitled The Health the bill also allocates funds for loans to
power he hoped to renegociale the
Minority Training Assistance Act of disadvantaged minority students enpayement of loans more fairly .
1984 amends Title VU of the Public rolled in any accredited publ~c or nonFinally, Patterson charged the
Jamaicans in the audience to ''be a · Health Service Act by establishing a profit health profession school.
The tliird provisioo is that in both
proud ambassador for your coun- . . health loan program for mioority SUI·
dents and institutions serving large cases, the loan may be forgiven wi ·:1 a
1ry ~ Never sell your country
numbers of poor minority students.
minimum of two years of service in a
shoi-t. 1 '

JXlPUlation.

Although then: has been a slight rise
in lung cancei in women said Dr.
Chisholm, it hasn't replaced breast •
r.ancer yet.

Job
outlQok
very
promising
.
.
.
KAREN

s

Employment

r

Jeanne Nelsoo., assts~t dtreetor of

the office of can:erplanrung agreed and
added, ''We have presently 28 S£.b9ol
systems coming to recruit.:· Teach!li
opportunities. she co~t1nued_. ~re

primarily at the se<:ondary and 1un1or
college levels.
,
In the field of print journalism, Howard students who have he'd internships are being activel)' recruited by
various publications, according to Dr.
Lawrence Kaggwa, chairman of the .

joomalism department. An effort, hC
added, is being made to include more

Blacks into the mains~am. ''Most
newspape~ an~ magazines do have
progr&.1ns m which they are looking for
minorities,'' he said.

Stokes bill to aid minorities,.
'\'<

.

health manpower. shortage area. Such
areas include specific geographic sections and Washington._ 0.C. as well as
many rural ~as in the South. 1be

•

United States Department of Health and
Human Services would specify those

underserved areas.

\

•

Institutions also would be the beneficiaries of the Stokes Bill in a/"'f!fla
provision. Incentive grants~ outlined
in the bilJ for accredited public on non-

profit health professi,oos schools Wlti<:h
have demonstrated a commitment to
reCTUi~•~c .....J rcU.::1 .n~ minority stuoents.

Mitchell ,charges Reynolds b i a s , - - - - - - - - - - - - - A Hilltop Staff Report

(1) The case .o f Boston Chapter,
Conpsman Parrcn J. Mitchell (D· Percentage oi cOunty contracts sef aside
· Md) has c•lled for Ibo removal of Wil· for minority businesses.

liam Bradford ReY11bld1, A1si1tant . Reynolds ei-sted ihe ordinance in
, Attorney •' General of civil rights far a brief filed with the 11th Circuit Court
his atte!nPls to undo civil righta and of Appeal• in Atlanta which stated that
the statute was unconstitutional.
'
Mit~ll cited examples of Justice
Mitdt<ll charges
Reynolds with hi•
receat ICCion to revcne a~ County Depamuent u1tervcntion in recent coun

affmnafive action gains.
Flatida -

'

tbll Would jJtOVide • actium! These included:

NAACP v. Beecher. Boston
FirefigltlersUnion,Local718v. ..
Boston Chapter, NAACP, in
which the Justice OcputmclJt
ftled an amicus brief with tho

Memphis Fin Deparrmenl, tile
Justice Ocpartment attempted to
force a "last hired, ftnt fired"

Supreme CQUrt to overturn 1
federal ·district Court's injunc-

tioo agoinsttho City's uae of the
••1utbired, fintfiml'' "'""•nl

in lhe wake Of forced re tu.."1iooa
'

'

in police personnel.
(2) Again, in the case of Stotts V~

~

policy in the wake_Of forced
layoffs due to inadeqllllt city
revenues, despite a lower court
11.1.lmg llarrio~ this. ~ u
turther "~'- mizattuR <( m&DOri'~

workers.
(3) In Williams v. c;ry · oj ljew
Orleans, the Justice Department
interVened to prevent the City of
New Orleans from reaching rac·
ia1 ~ance {in its police nnks,
uguing that ~ qUOlaS
violated both Title Vil and the
• 14tt Amc.r.!.-ocnt t• ·~,. f'on·
,\

in thecueof B-v.,
Chy <if Detroit, tho Jb•i<:e Department opposed promotion
-~~- ' putty
•
•
--L
- cpW•• to -....."""
ID
atDong bllq and poli<:e.Dlft. RcynqJcb Ml
d CO in"
etvene despite
rulin11 by a
fodesp' tliibkt ClCl&t and ··,~·
tbc ; . ~. CO<lrt of Appeal• •• '

(4)

~inally,

1-

""t*

.lffi. ••••• Ille . .alhy
sy 11 .

~

'

•

'!f Ille

'

• • •

•

•
•
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•30(),000 March OD W ±ington.
Marchers from over 300 ci ties ,
representing 40 counlries, descended
on the nation's capital August 27, to
commemorate the first March on Wash·
ington of twenty yean ago. The 1983
version was billed as a ''March for
Jobs , Peace and Freedom."
•Slowe Hall reopens. With features
resembling a plush apartment complex,
Slowe Hall reopenS after a $7 .4 million
... renovation jOb. The dormitory was
closed for two and a half years . Central
air conditioning , complete kitchens
with microwave ovens, handicap facili tics and a musical intercom system
were a few of the new features in the
renovated Slow:e Hall.
"b
•first Black American Astronaut
explores space. Lt. Col. Guion Bluford
Jr., a 40-year-old Philadelphia native,
0

•

•
•

Lt . Col. Buford, the first Black
•

man in space,
a 40·year·old Philadelphia nativ~.

Ma ny stud ents participated in the 20th ,1r1r1ivl'r5.1r)
Ma rch on Wa st1 ing ton for jobs, pc.1cc, an't frl'l'r1ur11.
1

I

on Tucsda:y, Auguat 2, is aboard Space
Shuttle Chai lenser marking the · fll'St
time that an American Black traveled in
space. Aronadlo Tampa.yo Menez of
Cuba w.S ~ first Black in space .
•Howard ln1I GM ralgns. Ellis D.
•
•
Norman, wbo had been general manager of the trbubled Howard Inn, !'CSigns
Mter qisputes with University officials
over the hotel 's $2 million deficit. Nor- 1
man also stated in the Washingt(/n Post
that he resigned because he did not have
control over the hiring, fuing and transfer of key employes.
•Aorida A&M to leave MEAC.
Florida A&M University elects to withdraw from the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference after CoflllTiissioner Ken .
Free imposed a fine on the school for
not scheduling conference opponent
Bethune-Cookman. FAMU was fmed

$5,000 and all of their men 's an
wome'n's teamst were declared ineli

gible for MEAC championships~ '
'
•Praklent
Janw E. Cbook dell,v

en: Convocation Addraa. PrcsidCn
Cheek tells faculty,..and student
gather«! for the Opening Conv
·
in Cramton Auditorium that his Id
ministration has ••begun toexaminC ev
cry program ~ activity of which w
arc engaged" in order to ''live wi ·
the means of the univenity." Ho·wai~
onded its 1983 fiscal year in June with
dCficit in excess of $6.6 million.

•qymplc Committee Appoln
HowardSIDtoPro11 Staff. Al;,/pi<
mons, Sports Information Director, i

appointed by the Olympic Commiitted
to serve as a media liaison on the pre5'
staff.

•
•

cto

ove

er

•

•Thief hits' Varden Studios iri of the School of Communications
Blackburn Center. Approximately finishing as the first ru ner-up. Deda
$3 ,000 to $5.000 is stolen from Varden Venson from the School o Engineering
.
S1udios Inc .. in the basement of the was second runner-up .
•HUSA starts Stud t Senate. In
Blackbum Cenler . The assailant ran off
wilh the JX>rtrail company 's cash box an effort to bridge th gap between
containing a minimum of $3,000 in HUSA and student rganinrlons. a
. HUSA Vice~
cash and checks through the back door. Student Se'1ate is fo
· • '' H,USA
•Williams Named Miss America. President._ Connie CJ
Vanessa Williams becomes the first would like 95 to 98 percent of its proBlack woman to earn the title of Mi ss grams to be handled in conjunctiorl with
America. Williams, a Syracuse Univer- student organizations.:''
•Homecoming fashion show a
sity junior. was representing the state of
smash. The show . which was coordinNew York.
•GA accused of distributing funds ated by Wayne T. Avery. is fu ll of
unfairly . The Caribbean Student creative mind , style , and fashion . The
AssociatiOn claims that the General audience experienced the ri ght tradition
Assembly was biased in its awarding of quality clothing and was introduced
of funds to int'e rnational student to a tnily innovative concept. keeping
organizations. HUSA President Nate in line with thi s year's homecon1ing
•
Jones ci tes the charges as being theme .
•Bofill and Starpoint shine at
''ridiculous'' and said, ''no money is
guaranteed to any organization, ev- Homecoming concert . Angie ··s ··
ery organization requesting money offerS a variely of her slow ballads
from the GA submits a proposal and while Starpoint. an up-and·coming
based on that proposal the QA either group of six out of the mid west. prefers
a more upte1npo style .
approves or rejects it."
·
•Bias found in Worcester County
by lioward Professor. A report done
• on the behalf of the NAACP b}' Professor David Honig and Howard stude nts fi nds that '' discrimination against ,
Blacks by governments and other. ins1itutions'' were prevalent in Won:cster
I Coun1y, MD. The report was entitled
'' Worcester County, Maryland - A
Dream Deferred."
•Harris and Howard end dispute.
Michael Harris, a former Howard University lawyer who filed a sex discrimia1ion suit against the school and a
·omplaint with the Equal Employment
pportunity Commission, reaches an 1
Vanessa Williams
ut·of-court settlement with the school
nding the widely publicized cee .
•Reagan sends troops to Gienada.
President Reagan sends troops to Gre- ..- ....~
nada , an island in the Caribbean. tq !II
·· protect American lives, forestall further chaos and'-to assist in the restoration of conditions of law and order.'·
The U. S ~ troops were met with more
resistance than they expected and
•
Reagan was questioned about his ac- '
tions that did not rcs~ll in many
Black communities1 - ~
.I I
•New Queen Crowned. Charlotte
. ''
Lewellen, a junio~School of Business
and Public Administration student, is
named Miss Howard for 1983-84. The

-

..

'

I
•
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J

•Jackson kicks off presidential
ampalgn. A standing room only
rowd of approximately 3,000 ftlls the
istrict of Columbfa Convention Ccner to hear Rev. Jesse Jackson &nJl'?Uflce
is candidacy for the nomination of the
mocratic ~arty for the presidency of
e United States.
•Health Service Expands. The
Health Service, under the direction of
ol. McLain Garrett, expands to inlude a new female clinic and pharmacy, as well as dental services, and longer hours for its dermatology clinic.
•Computer shortage cited. Over
500 students sign-petitions to present to
General Frederic E. Davison, executive
assistant to the president , stating that
the univenity offers 30 computer.-tei:minals for usage throughout the unNefJ
sity by approximately 4,000 students.
•King awarded Natlooal Holklay.
Legislation authorizing a national holiday for slain civil rights leader Martin
Luther Kin& Jr., is signed into law. The
law will make the third Monday in January a national holiday begining in

'

)

1986.

•Omega's hold Second Annual
Senior Citizen's Day. Over 350 et
Washington's senior citizens are. treated to a day of appreciation by the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Alpha ChapAndrew Kdly
..,,
A. B.Wilions>n
Rmee Po-1 ;m
ter. Councilman Frank Smith (Ward I)
-----'------,---------~------------- •
delivers the keynote address in the pro- point average'' can play for the Univer- Questions from the panelists on the can- that a Black would hold the Qffice of
gram that was designed to inform, en- sity of District of Columbia by Bison didacy of Rev . Jess e Jackson, the mayor in Philadelphia, the foUrth largtertain and honor the senior citizens. coach A.B. Williamson ignite some special role and problems of Black est city in the nation.
•President Cheek answers qucs-- controversy between the two schools. Mayors and the importance of Blacks
•Students switching to Dee's. With
tions from students. In an exclusive 1 TM New Trilogy, UDC's student pa- taking part_in the political process . The many students becoming disgruntled
interview with Hilltop staff members , per, urged students to write Howard panel of journalists included Renee with the university's Good Food ServPresident James Cheek addresses such President James Cheek demanding an Poussainr· of WJLA , Kojo tJnamdi of ice, Dea's Delicatessen offers an
sensitiveissuesasHoward'ssettlement apology . Williamson later responded WHUR , William Raspberry of The alternative to the students. The Dea's
with Michael Harris, expansion plans that ''I didn't mean that they had people Washington Post, Barbara Reynolds of meal plan features more convenient
f the uriiversity, the university's defi- playing on their.~ with 0.00 grade USA Today , D. OrJaiido Ledbetter of business hours, wider selection of food • .
it and tuition increases.
point average. I was strictly talking The Hilltop, David Barnes, editor of the and a payment structure which bills
•UGSA and NOBUCS bold third about the lower enttimce requirements Morgan State student newspaper, Ver- each student's parents at the beginning
!aim ual Salute to Black Women. Poet that division U schools have to meet.'' onica Jackson ot' 1h~ 'JOC student paper of each moqth.
onia Sanchez, TV-woman Renee
•Crackdown slated fo.r student and the editor from Cheyney State .
•Bilon finish 1-9. Joe Taylor: who
oussa.int, Aorctta McKenzie, Super- loan ddaulters. In a stepped up effort
•Business ~eek a. Success. The was hired 11ndcr much optimism, leads
· tendcnt of the D.C. Public School to collect on federally insured loans the seventh annual '' Business Week'' is a the Bison to their worst recud in modystem. Lorraine Williams, former government announces m~as ure s smashing success. Seminars are offered cm times. The Bison were viewed as a
ice-president of Academic Affairs at aimed at defaulters. The most extreme in special areas such as ''Arbitration, threat .at the beginning of cbe seuoo to
oward, Vernice Howard, director of measure called for the defaulter ,to be Black Entrepreneurship and Black 11nseat perennial conference champion
Educational Advisory Center. Dr. sued by the Justice Department.
Women in Corporation America."
South Carolina State'.
ranees Cress, Nana Seshibe and Mary
•LASC bold Black Mayors sum°<loode elected mayor in Pbiladel•Ed HB1 named Allt. SID. Ed Hill,
lirlcsey arc honored for their contribu- mit. In a program that featured Black phia. Wilson Goode collects 55 pen:ent a native of D.C., who warted for lhl
·oos in their respective fields. 1
mayors from across the country, the of the vote to soundly defeat two white J Wins1on-Salem Chtooicle, is biled to
•Round.ball coach's remarks ignite Liberal Arts Student Council hold a opponents, Republican John Egan and the post of assistant sports infc11 • e:cm
OC. Comments to the effect that ''Discussion Wlth the Nation 's Black Independent Thomas Leonard . directortoassistAliosClemc•11.~••any Joe Blow ... with a 0.00 grade Mayors.'' The ~ayors were drilled on G<x>de 's victory marks 'the firSt time tor in public' · 8 Howard atbletics.

D
DO YOU LIKE TO HElP DEVELOP EFFECl'IVE SOOAL POLICY?
• . WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS WORK?

.

If so, you may want to consider social work as a career: Social workers are professionals trained

to .help people
cope with the stresses of daily
life, as ...;ell
.
.
as with problems s uch as depression, anxiety, child or spouse abuse, physical and emotional disabilities, alcoholism and drug abuse. Social workers can help
families cope with probiems that accompany unemployment. They also serve as social service managers, program evaluators and community developers .
.

•

-

j

•

We offer a part-time or full-time program, and day, evening and Saturday classes. U you are a college graduate who is interested in working ita

-

. J.

similar situations, and who would like to obtain a Masters degree in Social Work, call or write:

•

.

·
•

Dr.
'

'

•

•

(

•

'

'

'

LOOK TO THE FUTURE!!.!

COME TO HOWARD U

·

SGIOOL OF SOOAL WORK.

Jacquelyn~

:·

Gon,rm

Director of admissl,i'>ns

Ilo,,·ard l' ni,•ersity School
of Social \\' ork
. \\'ashircgton,
o.C'.
20059
'
.
Telephone: (2Q~)686-7SOO

.

I~

.
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the Hilltop, _~ri·day!-A:pril 2Q_l-l 984
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.,.aylor dlsmlssed; Jeffries blred.
, Shortly after the publication of a series
of editorials denouncing the athletic
' program and its facilities , Joe Taylor is
fue9 as football coach of the Bison after
posting a 1-9 mark. Willie Jeffr!cs,
fonncr Wichita State coach, is hired to
I tum the Bison program ~nd .
•Dean &Ina Calhoun to retire. Af, ter 19 years of service to Howard University Dean Ed{ia Calhoun announces
that she would retire at the end of the
academic school Y<fM· William Keene,
executive assistant to the vic.c-prcsident
for students affairs, is announced as her
1

.

0

'

-
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••

i int~:;;~;;s:~· complaints

Robert Jones (32) goes up against UCLA's Stuart Gray (55).

physical Rainbows 78-68. After getting
back to the mainland , the Bison stop in
Los Angeles to take on the Bruins of
UCLA for the frrst time ever. SpMiced
behind the outside shooting of freshman guards. George Hamilton and Fred
Hill. the Bison make a run at the Bruins
but come up short , §J-52.
•Two Mr. Howard pageants set for

'84. In ,an obvious power struggle
HUSA vice-president Connie Clay
plans to sponsor a Mr. Howard pageant
as part of HUSA 's spirit week while
UGSA coordinator. Dan Jackson contends that UGSA held the rights to a
Mr. Howard Pageant because UGSA
was the last to sponsor the pageant in
1981-82.

•

-

-. J
Palm trees in beautiful downtown Honolulu

'

.

\
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•Hilltop endorses Cathcaf\. In a
nprece.dented mJve, The H;lt·top
ditorial s~aff endorses the slate of
hris Cathcart and Manoni Jenkins for
e offices of HUSA president and viceresident .· The editors cite the fact lhat
athcart/Jenkins represented a slate
at would attempt to engulf all -o f the
tudents and not just lhe students that
hared their"saine ideologies.
•Sharks take Black Nationals. The
oward UniverSity swimming team ,
hind strong perfonnances by Andre
ropper, Ceasar Williams and Kenny
ilson . capture the 7th Annual Black
ational Swimming and Diving Chamionships . The Sharks rack up a total of
54 points . Lincoln.College finishes in
distance second with 89 points .

I.

••

~hris

Cathcart

r

•Cathcart and Byrd in HUSA runoff. Chris Cathcart and Manoni Jenkins
snare. 37. 2 percent of the vote and
Raymond Byrd and Darryl Fields col1
lect 29 percent. Since neither slate collected Jhe needed 51 percent a run-off
was necessary . Cathcart and Jenkins
pre" ailed in the run-off with 80 percent
of the vote .
•student thrown from shuttle bus.
A student is thrown from a shuttle bus
when the door of the bus accidently
opened while the vehicle was in motion . The incident stems from the practi c~ of overcrowding the shuttle buses
dufing peak hours of operation.
•Byrd mailings questio&ed .
Raymond Byrd, Liberal Arts Student
Council President, who was seeking the
oft\:e of HUS.A president, according to
Dean of Admissions and Records , William Sherrill, uses labels to mail out
campaign materials when the labels
were ~uested for a Fisk University
fund raikr project.
·.,Bison drop title ga~e ·. 1be Bison
SUCCU!\lb to !'/Orth Carolina A<tT in the
MEAC tournament fmal , 65-!s. With
· Coach A.B. Williamson starting two
freshmen and a sophomore, the Bison
were not supposed to be a force in the
MEAC this year. Seniors Kevin Scott
and David Wynn go out in style with 21
and 18 points respectively and are
named along with freshmen guard Fred
Hill to the all tournament team.
•Bowlen roll on. ErJJcst Sevous,
captain of the Bowling team fmishes
with a nine ganie 207 avera~e to post

Kevin Scott \

the highest avera~e in the American
College Unions-International touma·
meot . The Team finishes third behind
Penn State and West Virginia.
•Jeffries suspends players. New
football coach Willie Jeffries suspends
senior running back Jeff Owens, wide
receiver Edwin Wans, and freshman
wide receiver Tyrone Prather for crashing a Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity party.
Jeffries agrees to let the players come
back in the fall as walk-ons and try to
earn their positions and scholarships
back.

*Tuition increases announced. A
Tuition increase of $300 from last
year's $2,400 to $2, 700 is announced .
Increase in tuition at the Law School is
$500, $600 at the School of Dentistry
and $800 at the College of Medicine.

owtecl football

coach Joe Taykn

•

,

Students line up to board shuttle

.---"-------'---~
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Ervin ( Ma gic ) Johnson

•

Daniel Jackson

Moore. is found not to be registered in

dent .

•Larry Spriggs night held at the school while he was still presiding oV

Capital Centre. Larry Sprigg, the Hilltop Board meetings. Moore w ii--'
former Bison sultan of dunk, is honored also helping with UGSA coordi
com
at halftime of the Bullets and Los An- Dan Jackson 's attempt to
geles Lakers game by the Howard Ath- HUSA president and it is .sc:ov
letic Department and The Hilltop. from a source in the financial aid offi
Spriggs is the only former Howard that UGSA funds wtre used to regiistetl
player in the NBA . While at Howard Moore in school. Later Jackson de:ni'csl
Spriggs was the main attraction on misappropriated UGSA funds by stat
teams that were billed as the 'DUNK ing that the $1 ;200 used to get MIOOJ:d
registered was a loan of S1,000 and
PATROL.'
•Hilltop Board Chief found not to $200 stipend for his work with UGSA
be registered. Chairman of the govern- Other UGSA membe" had no know!
ing board of The Hilltop, jtegi.nald edge of the transaction .

•
"'

1

"'Ill!"
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about
i shuttle bus service. Students complain
to Rev. James Coleman, coordinator of
. the shuttle bus service for the university, about late running buses or buses
that didn't show at all to transport students to campus. Coleman promises a
study of the shuttle bus system by the
Residence Halls Advisory Committee
(RHAC).
•Law School goes to grade
normalization. Amidst some controversy the Law School moves to a
new grading policy that would automatically fail a percentage of .each
class. The grade nonnalization policy
was seen as a way 9f minimizing grading dispersion across sections, accord·
ing to Professor Michael Newsome,
chairman of the testing committee
which is responsible for overseeing the
policy.
•Pageant controversy resolved.
UGSA coordinator, Dan Jackson backs
down and agiees to be a judge in the
HUSA version of a Mr. Howard
Pageant thusly resolving what would
have led to two Mr. Howard pageants.
But, the HUSA pageant gets cancelled
a week later due ta: lack of student suppon.
•Women's basketball coach keeps
ploy<;P from talking to Hilltop reporter&r ~omen 's basketball coach Sc1 nya
Tyief..imtructs her players not to talk to
lJilltop reporters because of an article
that named the five players that were
declared academically ineligible for
spring semester. Tyler felt the school
newspaper shouldn ' t print anything
negative about the university . ·
•Bomb threat clears Blackburn.
When a university employee discover$
a bomb threat note the Armour J .
Blackbum Center and the School of
Education arc evacuated. After a 45
minute search by the D .C . Metro Police
Bomb Squad that turned up no evidence
of a bomb , students and staffers are
allowed to return to the buildings.
•HUSA voter registration drive top
S,000 mark. Through a voter registration drive spearheaded by tfUSA
financial advisor, Mark Hall and
Special Projects Director, Andre
Owens over 5,000 local residents are
registered to vote in the upcoming 1984
presidential elections.
•
•Magic comes to Howard. Basketball star, Ervin ''Magic'' Johnson \1isits
Howard's campus to take part in a question and answer session with students.
ohnson was a magical treat, discussing
such topics as going back 10 school to
et'1'GS college degree, his suppOrt 1of
es.se Jackson and said inter-racial rela'onships were sickening.
•Comic strip ''Howard the Bison''
~lkes debut. Brian Tyler Cox, creator
f the comical character 'Howard the
ison' makes his debut in The Hilltop.
Howard the Bison' deals with 'the scr
ial plight of the typical Howard stu-

'

-GAO report on Howard relcawd .
A 35-page report by the General
Accounti1>11 Office is released citing deficiencics.fn the university . The un, ivcnity'sownershipoftheHow¥<flnn
is qucstiopecl, executive salaries are
found to tte ~ve the median for collegcs with similiar sized budgets, the
l.aw School Ii~ is ranked 171 out of
171 in number of seri_al titles held .
-Chi 1k bu
time in Senate.
Sen. Lowell Weicka:.(R.-Conn.) drills
President James E. Cheek on why Howard's executive salaries were 167per·
. ccot higher dw! those It Olhcr universilica and how Howard has been able to
.8 million deficit at the Ho-

.

(

.
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•Howard launches effort to save
Fisk. With Fisk University near the
brink, of closing its doors, President
James E. Cheek initiates a National
Committee for the Preservation of the
school and calls for faculty and students
to donate funds to help save the school.
lbe move was questioned on the editorial page of The Hilltop in light of the
fact that Howard had its own deficit to
deal with .
. •Thriller Video gets reviewed.
Hilltop Film Critic Gary Denny. likes
the new approach in the 'videoCassette
but says. in essence Michael Jackson's
'Thriller' ' is not exactly the epitomy in
videocassettes. but if one does not talce
I the ·'Thriller' ' itself too seriously the
I rest of the tape can be enjoyed for its
diverse contents.'·
: •Bison ,roundball squad treks to
Hawaii and UCLA. The Howard University Basketball tCam travels to Honolulu. Hawaii over the Christmas break
to take on the University of Hawaii .
The Bison are overpowered by the more

..

.

\

ward Inn Hotel.
-Cbeek~Sl60mlDlonfrom

Congress. President Cheek requests
$160 million for the fi~al y
19~5.
The requesc marks a rune
nt mcreaseoverthe 1984app:opi lion. The
1985 budget includes two new requests
for and endowment grant and for research.
·
•Boycott of Coon
Alter the president of the Adolph Coors
Brewing Co., mode statements that
"Bllcks should be happy that whites
dragged their~· over here in
rh•im," a boycott of the compony is
l>i•!VM<I by the Blick ~unity.
•Marvin 0.
. Ga

an-·"""'·

Minister Louis Farrakhan

Sen. Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.)
.

once fondly called the ·'Prince of
Motown" is shot by his father in a
domestic squ•hhle .
_
•Star Cb8d captunl Intramural tide. Bebincl Cecil Holt"s I~ poinrs, Star
Child's Vision Clplurca the lnttamural
title over the Bison Squad 63-62. Holt
the title
and

team mate

Doug Scott is nanicd to the

all-intramural squad.
•Howard trackaten qualify for
Olympic trails. Track

team

members,

Tereoa Alleii, llmlda Bailey, Oliver
Bridges, R'upcrt! Cbarl~s. D~vid

aod Riclwd

· will · ·

' •

..
I

coach William Moultrie at the Olympic·
trials. Rozier Jordan of the baseball
team is also invited to the first baseball
Olympic trials.

•Farrakhan address Coleman
f rue. A.ftcr it is rev~ed that WuhPool re rter Mill<HI Cole

reported on statements that were made
off the record and after Minister Farrakhan is charged with placing a
on Coleman's life, a press confcrcDcc ·
held to clear up the matter. F'unlkhlioj
attacks the white press for its OD:sidlt>
reporting of the issue .
•Hilltop wins SOX oward. The
cietyofProfcssionalJoumllists, s·
Delta Chi awards the 1983-84 edition
The Hilltop as the second best 1111
uound student newspapcf in Rcgi
Two. The Region covers Delaware
Maryload, District of Columbia, Vir
ginia, and North Carolina. The Di
amondback of the Universiry ._,f"' >•..,!)-'
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The Hilltop, Friday, April 20, 1984
•

Trttth For Truth's Sake

llEvIEW · & OUTLOOK

" I
During my student journalism career,

into supporting their cause, Darryl bad the won TM Hilltop the coveted Sigma Dt:Jt<&
arrived at a philosophy OOl from religiously courage IO say: '"Enough is enough.''
Chi award for onJy the second time in its
Even though it was an unpOpular scnti: hiStory . It is difficult for most stuctmcs to
Most journalism students are predictable. rcading' 'TitcCompleteReporter''-thcrcAsk them to explain the guiding philisophy quired text in the University's journalism mcnt to hold during thole volatile days . ~ appreciate the magnitude of that achicve,
...
of their chosen craft and most merely rattle departmc:nt-but {rpm reading worts out- Darryl insisled that McKnight was ~g . ment.
Ever! with his rigorou s scheduleoff innoc uous and hackneyed pro- side the discipline . Jn fact, William Shake- Since then, everybody and their btod.cr has
nouncements about ''lhe ~ W's," ' "the spcue, through one of his characters in arrived at the same conclusion. But <;luring balancing class and the newspaper- Darryl
pre ss as watchdog ," "' freedom of the ''Hamlet,'' managed to capsulize my jour- me time when the nuth needed to be put managed to pursue other campus activities .
nalist philosophy in ooe sentence:
forth,Darrylwasoneoftheveryfewpeople He was Basileus of his fraternity. Otnega
This above all,-to thiM owmelf be
courageous enough to do so.
'Psi Phi, and he managed to squeeze in time
Secretaries, ediior.;, reponers, Ad
trw: A.nd it mMstfollow, as tM night t~
My auociation with Darryl beglUJ dming lasl fall to amounce home football games
day , Thou canst iiot tMn be false to any
the 1981 -82 school tcnn whenl wu manag- over the public apdtcs& system. Add to that
representatives and photographers
man .
ingeditorofTM Hilltop and be wasarcpor· his selection fO(ithc 1984 edition of Who's
all worked longer hours than were
What does that line mean in the context of ter oa our sports page. Witbou\a doubt·, he
Who Al)>Olll $tudents in American Colrequired because they felt they had a
joumalism? Of course, one ~y read many was our most reliable reporter. WhAt ~
leges and UnjVersities, his appearance on
things into it or nothing at all . I imagine an mo1e, be may very well be the moSl prolifi1.. the Schoof o(Communications Dean "s List
responsbility to the Howard Univeruninspired journal ism instructor would sim- writer in TM Hilltop's S9-year history, hav· several times', and his receipt of a host of
sity Community .
ply reduce it to ··muckraking.·· I choose co ing authored some 98 anicles in three and a awards, and' you have a very rich academic
· The Business departn1ent of The
think that it speaks to the nobleOC55 of pur- half yean with the 5Cudenc paper.
career. Alf1 that is left now is for him 10
suit of truth . Thus, in my estimation,
In January 1983, Darryl became the fmt graduate .I
Hilltop went after untapped recourageous, unremitting pursuit of truth- · full-flcdgededitorofTMCommunityNew.s.
Th.is lane, Darryl will return home to
sources in the advertising market
for truth 's sako-is the highest journalistic the journalism department 's laboratory <;:'9Veland to wort wilh TM PltJin Dealer. a
and raised a record $54.000 to help
ideal .
newspaper. The paper became viable, and ~wspaper he delivered to doorsteps as an
defray Ihe $30,000 deficil in which
Which brings me lo Darryl Orlando .earned the respect Of journalism students } 1-yearold. It is no small accomplishment.
Ledbener.
because of the diligent wort he put into the as the Cleveland Plain Dealer is one of the
the paper was left by the funner
As time goes by , Darryl's accomplish- we.ck.ly product.
15 largest newspapers in America. lbe edieditor . The Business Manager ,
1
ments al the Uniyersity, and the accolades • Danyl was selected editor of the 1983-84 . tors there were impnfSsed not 011ly with DarBradford Seamon , must be comhe has garnered as a ~dent will be but Hilltop last spring, succeeding McKnight. ryl 's collegiate work , but also with hi!ii inmemories tucked away in a forgotten scrap- He took the reins of the paper when it Was temship experience as a reporter with The
mended for doing what at times
book. But those of us who labored beside arguably at the lowest point in its history . Gret!nsboro (N .C. J News and Rt!cord, last
seemed like an irnpossi bl e task of
Darryl during his student journalism career After being selected by Tbe Hilltop-Board, summer, and 71rt! Daily Press in Newport
keeping the paper financiall y solwillalways rememberhiszealous pursuit of Darryl promised that he would n;store the News , Va .. two summers ago.
truth .
paper to the lofty position it held during
1 cannot help but derive some vicarious
veitt . The tasks was 11o t e,asy. as
In my four years at Howard . the issue that 1981 ~ 82 . when it won jts fU"St Sigma Delta pleasure seeing one of my dearest friends
Seamo n had to inc rease the addivided the University more than any other Chi award in its history . Arid that he did . and most faithful colleagues move on to big
vertising ratio. eliminate color from pn.·<;s .. , ad nauscum . Preci
few student! was the Jani ce Mc Kn ig ht fia sco .
Saddled with a $30,000 deficit.jnherited
time journalism. I know he will do well . My
the pages and all staffers were re- of Journalism look beyond th · textbooks , McKnight , an errant scudentjoumalist. was from the McKnight Hilltop-a defteit that only saddness is in knowingthal the Univer·
quired to take a pay c ut of at least 10 or challenge the pedanlic Jes. ns forced mythicized into a conquering heroine who prevented McKnight's Hilltop from sity has lost one of its 1nos1 sleadfast and
conscienttous pursuers of truth . I only hope .
upon them by their intellectually cffelc pro- had taken on the administration . Even as publishing most of the second semester of
percent .
.
fe.ssors , in favor of searching for a meaning- misguid ed McKnight supporters demon- 1 the l982-83 school tc1111 .Darryl and his thereissomeone tograbthe torch1hatDar:
The recent aWarding by the Soci - ful jo~ nal islic philosophy .
strated and anempted to browbeat students staff produced a creditable newspaper that ryl so nobly pa.~ses on .
,
ety of Professional Jo urn alist. Sig• ma Delta C hi represents a signi fi -

By Jmeph Perkins

·-

-

.

.Our objectives this year were

very clear. We set out to return The
Hilltop to respect.ability by serving
the Howard Univer.;ity Community
with skill and character. We set out
to exercise First Amendment freedoms with vigor and responsibility .

We attempted to be aggressive in
attacking the news and accurate in

reporting it.

.

Considering the limitations in

both time and resources (human and

r

'

,

The Final Word·

•

,

•

financial) we knew we could not be

all things to all people . Instead we ·
made ediiorial, fiscal and management decisions that enabled us to
zero in' on what we felt were the
•
most important .issues .
We set out to meet our goals by
having four sections an~ a versatile

editorial department. Cenainly we
were not perfect by no means, but
we will not make excuses for our
.
'

shonconungs. We make no apolog-

ies for our aggressive style of
reporting . Our critics have attacked
us as being too conservative at the ' cant mark in the history of The •Hillbeginning of the year and then too top. Staff n1embers have won the
scandalistic during the s econd pres tigious SOX award once besemester. We simply went with the fore , Qut neve r has the e11ti re paper
facts and reported on them been se lected as o ne of the best all around papers in thi s region , which
objectively and fairly .
This year's staff, overall, has to is cons ide red to be one o.f the tough have been the most talenied and est .
The return to respectability was
dedicated
in the 59-year history
of The Hilltop . When selecting the completed when top professional s
staff, Ihe editor went after the top in . the joumalisn1 .fi1' 1,1 cited thi s
'
students
in the journalism depart- year's edition as being tlie second
ment that had served internships at best all -arou1ld paper in regio11 two .
major daily newspapers and young It is the hope. especially 1hal of the
aggressive staffers who had the de- graduating senior s taff members .
sire to work . It is no coincidence that The Hilltop l·onti nu es to
that the entire editorial staff will be achieve higher goals and becomes
working or interning at major daily m ore of a force to be reckoned wi th
newspapers across the country . o n the local and national sce nce .

1

•

Jesse Gets Unfair Press
-

•

consisted of ' 'one·· issue, namely Civil
Rights -wilh an emphasis on the
downtrodden or Black underclass . But
Since the Rev . Jesse L. Jackson an- fot five months Jackson has crissnounced his candidacy for lhe office of crossed America encouraged students
presidcntonNov.3, 1983. hehasbcen at univers ities . such as Southern
subjected to undue scrutin y by men1- Methodist, Georgetown, and Virginia
bers of the media . However, he" s trans- Union to vote in 1984; gaining the supcended the c riticism of his c haracter, pOrt of T .J. Jemison , President of the
motives. and in te gri ty . He 's been National Baptist Convention USA Inc .,
cal led e:<ploiti,·e . dogmatic , dilalory, and discussing party rules with Demodisorganized. and a Black Messiah. cr.ttic National Chairman Charles ManJackson ha..c; weathered all these inept alt . Also , he ·s visited the Black Mayors
accusato11s and has continued his quest"'( Conference, addressed environmental to in st itute Black participation in ists in New Hampshire, and won the
national politics .
endorsement of labor. unions in PennJackson ·s no more of a Black Mes- sylvania .
siah than Andrew Young, but he' s an
College students, clergymen, Dern<r
intelligent individual whose brilliance cratic Party officials, mayors , environ·
is now being witnessed by Blacks and mentalists , and labor unions certainly
\,,., .
whi tes a like . He' s been c a11~4..fl llil n:presentabroadbaseappeal;andthose
gadOy- ;.vhich means he '& troub~ 1 t 1 !1.J>lks are not dispossessed or ''down· .
- I.
son1e to so1ne. and adarnant to othcr.1 . trodden .'' When Jackson didn'I receive
~owev c r . rnost people a nnoyed by
the endorsement of the Black Alabama
Jackson's so-called gadfly behavior are ~ Democratic Conference last December ,
those political types, who are con- he approached that let-down by tackl·
cemed about being upstaged by Jack·
ing critical issues , such as freeing cap•
S(l n ·s poignant political views and optured Navy ainnan Lieut . Robert Good1r11(1ns _
man fro'tn Syria:
This past school year Howard
He was accused of havi ng no foreign
Despite his Syrian ··success,·· JackBlack a111erica .
son received criticism from media types
students have witnessed unpreceHowards new graclt1ates ~ave ex - policy, and running a campaign which
dented dynamic political an<lsocial perienced a renewed disct1\1cry o f
change for Black America: Jesse
politica l c loul . Surely. we cou ld
Jackson's presidential campai gn
hav e exte nded our invitation to
bid, Black mayors head three of the someone with a greater in1pact on
six largest cities in America, Guion
society thi s year . Jesse Jac kson
Bluford's ascent into space, Vanes- quickly con1es 10 n1ind as .. does
sa Williams crowning as Mi ss
Harold W as hin g l on . Ra11dall
America are just a few of these s igRobin son , Max's brothe r and execnificant events. Arguably, this year utive direc to r of TransAfrica , a
has affected Blacks more than any African Cou-ibbean lobby organiza-·
year since I %8 .
lion seems a better c hoice .
Cri1icism is useful and even necessary a11inies, any evidence for lhe ··massive di"ppointment"'
Thus, !he choice of Max RobinAmong this years graduates will particularly
when it reflects the truth aboul the as the reponer charactcri:zed the cullural show. It
son, a television neWs joum!llis.t , as
be the world ·s and natio ns future thing or cvcn1 being criticized. For such a critic- is obvious that this comrnenl is ba.scd on her own
ism may shed light on aspects that were ignored prejudices and is incompatible with mponsible
this years Commencement Day
leaders . 1984 has been a year that and
can insllVCt how they can be in1proved. But journalism. Indeed, we believe that most of the
speaker is akin to choosing Booker has altered our social structure , re- that was no1 the case in the article enti1Jed · 'A 1epo11er·s oommenlS , if not the entire article .
T . Washington to speak at a Black placed old perceptions with new Caribbean Experience." in the April 6 issue of belong in the gossip column and nor oo the pqe
ror Intematiooal News.
, The Hilltop.
Panther rally . Prominent, articu - visions and redistributed the politi Finally, we consider the n:mart made in the
In that aniclc. the n:poncr look leave of the
late, and maybe a fine orator, cal power base . It would seem only lask of reporting to engage in the act of rumin.it- article, namely ·•The Audience (as usual) was
Robinson 's tecent history is un- fitting to h a\'e a comme nce ment ing over the ~poncr·s biased opinions. In lhc
process she bettayed a passionace concern with
congruent with the dinamic political s peak e r th at personifies the se the trivial and a pre(tilcction for a phraseology of
exaggeration.
an social changes taking place in
changes .
We agn:c fully with' the reporter that the show
was struciua.lly loose, the lighting was amaleufish
The fact that the visible degradation of women
and the breaks, allhough few and nol loo lonk in
duration , were . nonetheless, avoidable. Also, we is becoming more and more prevalent in today "s
commend her good judgmenl on perceiving the . society is indicative of a serious social mal~y .
•
quality and n:levance of the films , but we regrel ·• For example, the obscene cal-calls and the
its absence in her remarks about the other aspects "J thoughtless and increasingly common use of the
of !he cultural show . For example, the laudatorf' word ''b-··h"' 1o ·refer lo a woman are jusl two
terms deservedly showered upon Dr. Pmis's manifestations of the almost daily abuse to which
D. Orlando Ledbetter,Editor-in-Chief
rendition of a speech by Marcus Garvey wen: women are subjected. The seemingly hopelessaccompanied by a misinierpn:tation Of Dr.•Par. ness of the aituation is almost too depressing to
Henry
Boyd
Hall,Executive
Editor
ris"s intention which elici1cd a lencr of rectifica- bear. But women do bear it - by pretending to be
'
tion f1:9m him prinled in last week's Hilltop. deaf to the vulgar language and blind 10 the
Similarly, her characieriz.ation of the Caribbean brazen looks and sordid gestures . Bui. dumb... ·pretend to be dumb? Never. This is why
folk dancers as ''zombies rehearsing for a death
march'" is patently non-senslcal and is indicative WOlllCll will DOI ign<JR ot loierale lhc blatant
of Iler crave for word roongering and nod\ing disregard for our feelings as was recently diselse. For if we are to judge, even M>lely, by the played by a certain pmmotiOnal flyer j,osled on
loud calls of ·encore· from the audience they were campes last wcelt. Women eJ:pocl more ud deK . LaRoy Williams. PnlducliO!" Director
Bndford S'tmon, Business M:inagrr
well appreciated. And we are cenain that Ma . """.......
I
Joo A. Matthew, Aul. Business Manager·
Cry-.1 C.l:'''!ll, Campus f.di1or
The fl)'CI' in question publiciz.cd aa Omega Psi
Wilson does not wan110 suggest that her aesthetic
sensibility is more n:fined lhan that of every one Phi tr.raity puty hdd last Saturday, April 14.
Freda Sattt:r1'hile, Produc1ion Assc.
a..ry c.ta-, LdcaVNarr.on.J Ediroc
Tbe flyer was lbe topic of discussion lasl week at
else in the audie~. for that would be the epi·
.
-~. my f " .,
11f!N _
Ansell Offun, Chief Copy f.di1or
two UJ4#••
......gs 1D
...... ICC hall •
K ly ~. lnlemarional f.ditor
tomy of self-delusion.
Even the sound sys1em is introduced only to be It wu the consensus of the women a·s i n1bled tbat
Krlly Marbury, Copy Edi1or
a 1b ·w Uq. lw:rviaiom f.diror
blamc4 for lhe reporter's inability to hear the lhc flyer was in DO way tlatterillg, beca••se we did
Wayne E. Jacbon, Phocography Din:c1or
n. Rat' •, Sporu Editor
dialogue of a slci1 on the U.S. invuion of~na' DOI appccWe it. Nor WIS ii hwqorous, bec•w
.
.
-da. Frankly, we wonder if the reporter ia writiq we were not amused. Qui1e simply, I feel 1bM lhc
Snhune Houston, Lab Ass1.
D•itl •• t di. Aut. Sport Editor
ipi•
about the same &how v.·e were watchina. For we flyer WU ODC of lhc moil offemive Ind p
'.
!II ¥4 Th 11, Ad Manqcr
G . Drwey Stanyard, Executive Assis1an1
heard the dialogue k>ud and clear bu1 felt that the rited depictures I have CYer wibK teid.
For lhose of you unfamiliar with lhc flyer,
con1cn1 of the Wt needed nKWC elaboration.
ll:IJ Ewell, Asst Ad Manager
Nov.:. concerning the fuhion show. the repor- allow me to describe it here for your oomidenter described the models u '"the people walking lion. The overall meuage of the flyer iavolve1
down the aisle" ' as if to imply lhat they were female Atbservience and sexual 1ooK-:1t . The
incompelent at modeling. Aaain, this is a sub- illultntioo conaists of a ''Que doa·• carrying ·a
•
jective and unfounded n:mut, and we atrongly hceJeaa femaJe fonn . The woman ii ac ·jty clad
feel that it is tinged with envy Md ia reflecciw ol in a te:my woenay tank top, a prt:r "811:, ..t
ber own self-perceived pliyaical lnwkquacy . W>cki•p. The ' 'Que do&'' bu llil pnlllllnd
Nonetheless, we agree with the spirit of Mr. lqU&R!:ly p!Ktid on Ibo woman' 1 behied m lbc ia
Thompsoo"s comment quoted in die article lhal lbowG rcc:iprocabna by pippin&: bis ''te•··al
De
np 1 d .., the ediloriol pog<(s) of The Hilltop do noc ...,.. erily
....... . • aa:waty "< 1. The afoo I
gw,.t
there wu nodti"I Cuibbeaa ablJUt lbe f tp.
1ellei 1IM
afHowad University, its Adminiatr•tion, Tbeffilltop Board or
iqw
·•h••a, pljke m •Cl i ia* W
lhow. ID f.ci, we will mike Rift &om.,_ oa,
the
. letf&s for the editorial paee lhou&d: be addrtr rd to:
ilt t ..... • DOI CJ18 to b tw; r•k•. 'hey
dw such fadtiom not be ,.Mod in a show aboul
By MICHAEL T . GREEN

.,
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Commencement

•

r~

..

I
1

•

who unwisely tampered with his ac· leader of the Nation of Islam . Farrakan

compJishment. Unlike the Reagan ad- supposedly threatened the life of Washministration who refused to criticize ington Post reporter ~ilton Coleman,
Jackson after Goodman was released . after Coleman revealed Jackson' s offHowever, the administration initially
e - r e c O r d • • H y n1i c · a n d
vi~wed Jackson's trip as countcrpro- ,. 'Hymietown'' statements about Jews
ductive . The Washingt.on Post (Jan. 4] and New York City. Despite JBckson 's
classified Jackson's mission as mis- apology , the Jewish controversy has
chievous and irresponsible. Also, the been used as a device to derail thC Jack·
New York Times [Jan. 4] described son presidential train--especi,ally when
Jackson 's missioo as a publicity stunt, it rides near a '' rainbow ."
and an opportunity to unQercut the
Clearly, some members of the press
Reagan administtation .
arc eager to sec Jackson 's campaign fall
ManypcoplefeclthatJacksonclear- on it's face , but Jackson h's disly overshadows Walter Mondale and • rcganJcd oraJ and written critic1 i.~ by
Gary Han during presidential debates. superceding racial and political po\·
However, the media has downplayed shots . PrcscntJy, Americans arc witJackson 's performances by viewing oessing a gentleman who' is unafraid to
him as a mediator, referee, and candi- assert himsclf · intel~tualJy, politicaldate who perspires too much during de- ly, morally, and diploniatically because
bates. Tel~vision and print ~ia sel- ~:s aware that national politit;:!l initiadom ment100 tbal Jacksot:t is 'rC&povs- tives from lijac;ks are long ovCNuc. In
ible for forcing dialogue on conCretc C:~ncC~ JaCbJn ha..c; shown AmCricans
issues, such as South Africa ; Nicar-· that blacks aren't immune to brilliance.
agua, Palestine Liberation Organiza- Enough said , except for I' m amazed
ton, and the second primary system at with Jackson . And the media as you
debates .
know is not easily impressed .
Recently, the media has been preMr. Green is a Washington . D .C .
occupied with telling the American bcµed free~lance wriier and an Urban
public that Jackson should repudiate the feague Employee. lie i.r also a H o,w ard
support of Minister Louis Farrakan, G ad

tjf.
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1
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Letters to the Editor

'
'

'

Caribbean Week Coverage. Criticized

"

'

•

••

extremely rude. "' to be a slur and we deplore it.
Whether she was n:ferring to .audiences at Howard Univenil}' in general, or IO the audience of
Caribbean students in particular isineleVant. For
we feel that we are ooe. u OW' theme indicates
'"People of acommon. heritage.striving for ajoint
fu~ . ··

suggest that lhe repot1cr seek the company of lhe culrural philistines who frequent lhe
baUs of the Kennedy Center, pix-idly sitting in
their seats as if they were socially coostipicttl and
rrlCR ,

we

responding on cues
M:.mve us alone ! '

IO

the performance -

ond

including Afro-Amcric!U'S and Africans

among others.
'
Ustly. we make no apology for having flustered the prudish ego of the repMcr. Further-

Dean Sirjt,le

,

of the

ChaUman

Caribbean Week Commit1cc;-°

I

Barking Up The Wrong Tree

The Hilltop

c'

0

I

t

11- Hi*gip 2217 Fowdl St.• N. W., W1 hinl'on,

Caribbean aa1ruft .
hll lipc oflbe above~.

we c:ao mt &.I

......... l'i .
illy. ii ia
•·

I

a'aaa-.••rw.
...... Cl

......

Ho.kvtt.

drew the flyer bas artistic talenr.
I feel
that hNnd the fraternity of which he is a part have
a responsibility to themselves and 10 the Howard

Jui semcster and the semi-annual Blood Drive.
tiodoubtcdly, to taint such praiseWOl1by 8Ctions
~ilh ~perpetuation of a "'doggisb' ' repitatiou
ts f~1sll to say the least. The oegative condlact
only serves to erode the basically positive char·
acter of Omega t-si Phi. I think the tradeoff is
hardly worth it.

University.community to no1 misuSe tha1 takn1 in
sue~~ debj!ie ~- Omega Psi _Phi hu a rich
tnditJon <I Conumtment to fundraising and vvious worthy programs throughout the nation. Its
ln conclusion. I feel that having a pmty co have
prominent membership ~ludes the most inspir·
ing B~ preside;ntial hopeful 10 date, the Rever- a good time is grea1 . If lhc party endeavors 1o
end Jeue Jackson . Moreover, ~ fmemity 's raise funds f& a worthy came or organi1atioa
Alpha cbaptc:r hcR at the Univenity car. be com- then that's even better. However, tbal ~
mended for its corisislent seryice to the university affairs be promoted tasiefully is impeqti....
and D.C. citizens. Among the most oulSianding
Lyndelle D ;..,
of their Ktivilies are the Senior Citize'ns Day helo"I
Sg I I

I

I

I

No problem with Statement :
ln the Name of Allah. Who came in the Pcnoo
of Muter Fard M11bammad, ll'!d in lbe name of
His Servllll the Hononbk Elijah M11Nmmed .
As·u'aam alaikum .
Thil is • Idler in re rf()lfse to the atic)c in the.
April 6 Hilltop , efttit'ed,· ' 'Farralthm vs. CQke..
man.' ' PicMe do a.ll be fooled by the preteDIC of
ipl(ll'llQ lhll wbi1e1 show witk regard 10 Minister FMTlkbaa ud ?tic Nabnn of Islam.

While . _.... polWcal <>Cfidab, ..........

or

and positic:JJI

iO

.
Ud1uence the ·pHic:,. YCrY,-1-d

••s1ap·· onthekndlet. Blact1ep:w•1 •
wbo have DOC med their .
aalvaniz.e the upliAmenl or our
aeou t' •pp:11 b 1bOD1 Black
DOC and

Minittn Falt.tltn wl ,_Rev.
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By USA A. CROOMS

we

Lest

•

•

forget

masses of oUr brothers and sisters who imperative that· we remember thac the
still live in poverty and have little if any ··system'' has not heel) kind to our peohopC for the futwe.
ple, and in its present form it will never
Keeping this in mind I extend a pica maximize the bcocfits available to peoto my fellow prospective graduates that ple of color. It is our task to formulate a
we not forget. We must not forget that plan that will serve to uplift our mosaes
ialthough we have come a long way. we and do away with the inequities in-

As the 1983-84 school year comes to
a close. we. the Howard Ulliversity
Class of 1984, prepare to don the ccrc-

mooioos garb of graduatioo and join the
millions of individuals who will participate in annual commencement exercises throughout the world . Although
our graduating class of a few thousand
is small in number when compared to
the total number of graduates scheduled
to have their educational_c~rs reach
either a final or intermedrate platea1.1
this spring. ours is an important class ,
and we have a great task to undertake.
As n.en1bers of 1984 graduating class
of Howard University. we will soon
join the legacy of graduates who have
carved a '' better way'' for those people
of color here and abroad . It must be
kept in mind that this '"better way' ' has
not touc hed the 'vast numbers of the

After Graduation

• • •

•

lA
•

use them to further benefit their cause. sleepless nigllts will accompany our
But We mull remember that this cause is
the maximi7.ation of profits of multinatioaal C<ll)><Dlions, and the bunlen
will ultimately rest with the m=scs of

our hledie1en. The task-of railing oor
consciousneu and oJ cwting our people in the ways or the world lica in the

app>il'ltlrK:Otl to positions at Harvard,
Yale, MIT, Morgan-OWll'lllll)', ClJaseand Riggs Nalional and that
these sleepless nigblS will ultimately
lead lo answers to unanswen:d questions dUd have arisen with increased
involvemeat in Soulh Africa and Olher
Third World "'gions touched by the
rclcntlcu greed of those who arc Willing to sacrifice human rigbls and lives
in order to increase their rate of return_

our people. These people , cu ooly
watch as their hopes and daeams, as

have just' begun. (Jun; has been a rocky herent in the capitalist system practiced
. road be sejged with many obstacles and in this country .
setbacks, bui we have penevered. We
We muSt form groups of inrel&ectuals
arc a race of strong individuals who dedicated to bettering our lot, and these
have converted what Seemed like dis- intellectuals must never kise sight of the
a trou s defeats into resounding ultimate goal or true liberatioo and fiee.

•

they""' personified in us, ""'exploited
in order to further pcrpc1ua1e the
wrongs committed by coipoiale America. It is up to us, the leaden of the new
generation, to decide within and

•

a

hands of not just few of I.II, but it ii •
tasYJiat must he lh!ia•oknt by av...
•
majority if our efforts sc ID be frvid1d .

We n1ust look to the hcavemi abo:we and
utter a prayer for strength and un-

amongst ourselves lhat it is more im- on ionvestments.
Lest we forget that all hope .lies with
us. and we are the key to·thc future. But
in order for hope to exist and a futwi to

triumpM, and we must cOOtinue in this dom . We must allow our conscious to portant to wort for and with our people
vain so that the dreams of our people rule our actions and sacrifice so that the to make a much better way for all than
may someday be realized .
whole may be better off. It is ncccssary
to wort to benefit ourselves in white
We are the leadtrs of tomorrow; the for us to remember that the very people · corp<>1alc Arr.erica at the expense of our
nc~ gcncratiort We must reevaluate who help to perpetuale the wrongs comown .
our priorities and redefine our roles and mitted against our brothers and sisters
As we venture into the new horizons
responsibilities . Lest we forget from throughout the world will soon be mak- of graduate school and the work world,
whence we came and where we arc ing attractive monetary offers designed
I can ooly pray that we will allow oor
headed. Here in capitaliit America it is tn ..t.... ;" our intelle.ctt1al resources and
conscious to be our guide. I hope that

derstancfing to the gteal llpirilual being
that guides our course ftoo1 biJth IO that
all may someday be free. LEST WE
FORGh'T.

come about, we must remember that as
the system exists in its presenc state, our
people will always be at the bottom,

'

•

Ms . Crooms is a prospective gradltal< of the College of lib<ral An• from
Atlanta, GeorgUJ.

and die possibility or upwud mobility
in a system ~riz.ed by greed and
inequity is nonexistent for the masses of

Athletics need to .be examined

•

J

l
ment to athletics results in a mediocre

By DARRYL RICHARDS

athJctic program .
Former head football Coach Joe,.
Taylor often said last year that it is
diffic ult to succeed when you don ' t ;
have the horses. While that is ttue, it is
also difficult to succeed athletically
when you don't have the hay. the
stables, and the commitment necessary
for making sure that horse is the best it

For example, take the football field . I
really mean take the football ficld!. lt_'s
littlcwondcrthatthcfootballficld1s1n
poor condition . It 's not only the practicc and playing field for the fOO(ball ,
scx:cer, and trac~ teams, but it is .also
us~ as a playing field for vanous
physical education courses .

can be.

i

•

Students affectionately refer to Ho-

Such is the situation at Howard.
For one spCcific reason we are not the '
best we can be , and that reason is a lack
of commitmenf to our athletic programs
in the fonns of facilities.
For years our athletes have complained about the facilities here. They
have reasonattly argued that it is J
difficult to excel'With inadeq_uate facilities . Now some people may question
the relationship between facilities and
the quality of an athletc •s Performance.
But imagine a surgeon trying to make
an incision with a penknife inslead of a
sterile scalpel and you would have a
small idea of the relationship between

ward Stadium as the ••Dust Bowl .''
This is because the field is so dry and
weather beaten that an occasional
tumbleWeed can be seen rolling across
the ftcld . Yet this overused and underfed field is.called Ho ward Stadium.
Both the tenniS and baseball t~s
have to operate at a severe di sadvantage: While most teams un<k:r
any adtJcuc program play half of q>e1r
games at home and the othe~ half of
their games on the road,~ te~.is ~
plays only three of their th1rty-n1nc
matches at home and the baseball team
plays only nine out of their forty -nine
games at~ · And when the baseball

facilities and peifonnancc.

team does play at home they have to

1

play at Banneker Field which looks lik~

In a nutshcli, a mediocre; commit-

I a war zone in some spots.

•

years. For dleir efforts during that perIn addition the commitment to the
iod they have earned close to $300.000
basketball programs falls quite short of
for their university . For finishing
~ the commitmc:nt necessary to field a
second, Howard, who is also a member
'superior- program . Both coach Sonya
of the MEAC has received a meager
Ty.lcr of the women ' s program and
share of that amoont.
coach A.B. Williamson of the men's
We can no 1onger accept the com1
program are severely understaffed and
placcncythathascomcovecourath~ic
perfonn the jobs of two or three assisprogram. We can also 00 k>nger settle
tantcoaches .
foramcresbatcofwhatNorthCarolina
Coach Tyler is presently coaching Boston College, yet these schools are A&T earns for going to the tournament.
the basketball team on a pan-time held in high esteem academically de- Apparcotly, we believe that we can get
basis . However, coaching basketball is spite iheir heavy commitment to ath- something for nothing, when a serious
a full -time job. It is a full·time job be- letics.
·
· invesbnent · into alhletics is what we
cause besides what you see on the
We lose athletes because of our lack I really need.
' OOurt, a coach docs much much more. of respect in the athletic arena. We also
One of these investments can come
Tyler has to map out strategy. run prac- k>SC money .
from the alumni in the form of a booster
I tice, monitor players scholastic perWinners of NCAA championships club. If a program can be instituted
1 formancc , andrccruitplayerswhich isa get a great deal of money . Gcogetown where a small contribution is put aSide
I full -time job in i!stlf.
. .
University, for winning the N~ bas- for~ athletic progr.un we can be welt
. 1bc same applies to Coach .W1ll1am- ketball championship, received over on oUrway to having a superior atbktic
son and sometimes he can be found $600,000 f~ their efforts. And regard- progam.
_
driving the learn van to road games .
less of the -fact that Georgetown has to
In addition the athletic programs
These arc a few examples of how our share that money with members of its . DN"d .to be under the guidance of an
lack of quality facilities contribute to an conference, they still rcc.eive a sub- academic advisor, so fiascos like &osing
' athletic program which falls short or stantial portion .
half a team to academic ineligibility can
being
best it can ~·
North Carolina A&T has won the be averted, like 1his·semestcrwbcn five
There is a long standing argument a.< MidiEastem Athletic Cooferencc bis· memben of the women's baslte!ball
to why Howard is not heavily com- ;1, kctbaH tou_rnamcnt for the past three ' team weac declared academically inelimined to adtlctics . One reason is because we arc the ''Black Harvard" and
arc committed to academics not athletics . We hound ourselves with the
myth that if we commit ourselves
ad:tlctically we will lose our place in the
academic hierarchy .
While it is true that we arc an ··academic'' institution. the same can be
said of Georgetown, U.C .L.A . , and

'™:

..

,,

gible .

'

Finally a commibcw::ni: IO improving
the football f1Cld is in Olik:r. There are
I two possible ways of doing dlis. One
1

i wayistouproottheficldllldirr•Dao

astroturf surface. and the SCOOI~ way is

to build the much ballyhooed allpurpose domed stadium, Which has
been discussed, consideaed and reconsidemlforalmosttwodccadc~
. Ideally, if the univenity is willing lo
invest in 'sonic quality facilities. Ibey
will attract better athletes . Thole
athletes will in tum make up better
teams-and like a good in~cst11w::nt
lhcsc teams wiJI win the tides. champiooship6. and the nKMkY pe:_or:••-y IO
pay for their original inveslmellt.
1be idea is not tremendously new or
. revolutionary--tt's just plain old base
I sense.
- - - -- - -- - - - - - Mr. Richard.J is pres~nlly tltt A.uirran1 Sports Editor for The Hilltoptlltd is

a """"""' of Scciety of Profeuional
JOIU1llJ}ists. Sigma Delta Chi. H• will
be.... serl!ing an internsltip with tltr
I 0...nsboro Daily News .t Rewid tlUs

I

j S""""4!r.

'

The 'uncivil' Rights Commission
'

•

I By MANNING MARABLE
Nearly three decades ago, the Civil
Rig hts Co mmi ssion was created to
study prejudice and discrimination •• 00
the basis of race, color, national origin ,
religion , sex , age, and physical handicap." Its goaJ was to serve as the mbral
and political conscience of the nation,
to suggest the steps essential in the construction of a nonracist and democratic

participant in this · ·sell-out"' ot· social
justice is Clarence M . Pendleton, the
Commission's chairman . It would be
unfair t~ describe Pendleton as~ modem vers1c;>" of Booker!· Wash•ngton,
1
the architect of the 1~fam~s 1~95
••Atlanta Compromise,
whtch
em.braced scpar~tc-but-cqual . laws.
This woul~ be~ insult to Wash1~~·
,w ho ~csp1~e his accom~od.at1?nist
fhctonc built two great institutions ,

society . It had no legislative power but .Tuskegee Institute and the National
both Coogress and the President..,;.. to Negro Business League. A new epithet
come to tenns with its findings. t;ven m~t be created to represent Pendlewhen headed by Republican chairmen, ton s sleazy brand of neo-Uncle Tom·
the Commission was an effccti.vc in-

strument in the struggle for equality.

tsm.

criminatioo. In theory, the position the ghetto have oothing directly to do serves the original iocegrity and visioo
seemingly MSerted a tougher position with racism . Chavez also opposes of the okl Commission . In the b 'tie

resort'' in attacking racism, the new
Commis.'iion urged the Supreme Coon
to strike down all racial quotas. The six
Reaganite members declared: ··such

oo civil rights. But as dissident Com- "comparable worth," the proposal that against racism, Mary fnmn:s Bouy has
individuals shou&d be paid equal salar-

missioner Mary Frances Deny put it,

become the Dew political comcience of

there were so many ttsllictions written ies for jobs whjcb requiri Comparable !he.civil rights traditiooi. As Ms. Bu1y
other form of unjustified discrimina- I into the resolution that it was l~c oducatiooal requirements 'imd technical SliMes: ''The Civil Rights Commiaion
tion, (and) create a new class of vie- ' throwing "red meat to the wolves" skills. Raganite Commissiooer John bas become a twin or the civil i@I u .
tims. '' In short, white offlCCl"S, many of who want to terminate all civil rights H. 811nu:I. a Democrat. is even more, division of the J
• wl
racial preferences merely constitute an-

enforcement . Finally, to muzzle the crude in his shoddy at:tcmpt to blanv: the hank of juslicc, as ~ Ludw::r
more qualified Blacks, now comprised progressive wok of the 50 stati; advi· the victim. BlllW:I states, "It is a gross King used to say, is npw ~- The
a J>O(;)f . defenseless, ''class of vie- I sory committees on civil rights, the oversimplifv:atioll to suggest that rac- Commission is no lon~r tbe coatims! ' '
~ Commission voted to tightly concrol the iSIQ and discrimination are still the root science of America on ct..vil rights. I
Since this ruling, the noodgates of I publication and distribution of the state c•,... of income and educaliooal in- despair for women and nlinoritics in
raCism and reaction have been opened , committees reports.
eqt••lity. Docs anyone really believe this country .•• Along with 1Ms. Bu17.
wide. The Commissioo has stroogly 1 The political pbilooophy behind this that the special ills which still trap the we must commit ourselves to ., unhinted that it would soon repudiate its reactionary assault on civil rights is Black underclass inpoverty and failure ) conditional struggle to restore a truly
' historic commitment to busing as ooe or Reaganism • a vicious, cruel, and in the can be blatned solely ..,., diS<.Timina- independent Commi!jSion, ficed fi<Jl1!
whom had been advanced in rank over

i

Since January, the"' have been a

'i t has now been five months since the series of devastating decisions by the
Reagan Adlninistration succecdcd in ••uncivil Rigbcs Commission . '' On
uprooting most of its liberal opponents January 16, the Commission voted 6 to
from the Commission . Jo effect . 2 to denounce the ~ of numerical
through bis .own appoinqneot powers • quotas for promoting Blacks from
·and through Republican Congressional ~cant to lieutenant by ~ Detroit
appointments , a solid majority of ~K:C Department. Reve~mg lhe rulReaganites of both parties dominates mgs or the old panel, which had• enthc Commission . 1bc leading Black 1 dorscdtheuseofrac1alquotasasa ~ last

several means to desegregate public
schools. lthasaulhorizedastuclyoflhe
''adverse impact'' of affinnativ~ action

programs on whites of southern and
r.astem European descent. On Mardt
27, the c.ommissioo recommended that
the Congress allow the Govememnt to
penaliz.e an entire institution when only
part of that institution is guiltv of dis-

1

end, criininal distortion of the .social tioo?"
.
i the hypocrisy and llalred Yibicb the
reality of Americanracism. ltsapologThe NAACP argues cogently that I Reaganitcs have usecf ·'to ""''"""the
ists come in all races and in both gcnd- this new Civil Rights Commission is j principles of justice and eoq•ality.
en. The Reaganite Staff Di=tor of the actually worse than having nooe at all.
Civil Rights Commission •. Linda So the Washington office of the Dr. MmuWtgMarabklaldwspolitic.-al
Oaavcz, argues that high uoemploy- ' AssociatiOo has.begun to pres.sure con- sociology at Coliate Urtillersity.
ment rates, the gross disparities of in- j g:rcssmen and senators to dcfund the ' 'From tire Grassroots'' tlf1POfl ;,. owr
come bccwcen national mioorities and c.ommission. Within the Commission, /40 newspapers UW1 ...q,: illy.
whites, and the continued cxi~ of however, a small minority still pre-

l
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Spring time at Howard
By EUGENE KENNY .
It's Spring · time at Howard University;
Fall registration . tuition hikes, fewer classes offered, and Prcstdenl James Checks in
' the cenler of controversy with the U.S. ·
Legislature . On April 6. 1984, lhc..Hilhop
printed the U.S. General Accounting Office
reports of Howard's executive staff salaries.
Many st~nts suffered from e1.trcmc shOck
and ootragc after reading ''Executive Salartes Questiooc.d'' in the Hill&op.
TIJc Polilical Scace Society realitn
that 111 cxplaulioa is nccW to tnldlfully
justify ...... . . . . . _ salaries Ind raises
chat Howard's executive adminis&n&ors arc
receiving . President Chcccks receives
$32.000 over die """""" salaty mige of
universities hlviB1 a similar sized budget

and-•
faefficieol

•

Liberal Arts. (Source: 1981-1982 Howard
Uniffn;(Y BMlktin), Currently, in the Fall
1984oiitiofi of the Howard University Stu-

dent Reference MannuaJ _and Directory of
classes, there are fewer than'25 sources that
are non-intern and honor oourses . For example, pre-law students should note the
abseocc of Consti1utional Law II and other
crucial studies.
The Howard Political Sctence Society
feel thar. the Otccks Administration is enpge4 in a sys&r:matic scheme of educabonal
cxploibltion. Increasing c&K"*lional COSlS is
a ~ity lbat all college lhMkots face . But,
the Political ScicGct: Society feels that il is
unexcusable so ..t for more money from
Howard lhMh M•; while: at the: same time
offering kss (aamcly courses) . ·The ex-

orbitant salMiea Howlld eJeC11•ives mc:civc

c...,.. be justified wile• courses from t: . ..
body .
wmd
~--- receive cs 114)( be justified
UKof capilaJ .......... by lfo'.
whee canes from Howll'd's tchool bullewadi's .tminiatralon hurt Diiiy dac who
are not in IOp lllmini11ntive pmitions. r tin wed• ...,e•iq. ffO'loimd •.& nts, over
the Jal 3 )IC.' haft pO:I moee money for
RcalialJcally spcMing, lhe Howard Uninless - - Tho ..11p. of terViocs by adistr•live e1.eculives slay cool, the inministrators and e1.ecutlves has been
sttucton get wum, ~ die studenb gets
obviou11y wn u llliaimal by stdUenls.
burned . The Political Science Society
I itcn1 Art& SbedetM• COlllfilUIC' ~ larg'
would like to pn: Kat • bypo«hefical
wlysis ,
cst rMJorit>' OB Howmd's campn. The new
of why we ll'C being e1.ploited u Howard

er·.

Sc"'d al 8'il;se:11 is • ICCOlllf'lillunenl

sad:sb.

Mr• ,...,.. is 1hc key IO dcwkipncw. h
. . - ...tJlicaf •intins. p•.,.iu llOlv- ,
ing. wl _. llO
•ion mmy odm fields .
.. die 1911-19121"¥oiyar,O cwacS5

poll*"

Kil

I

• •, .......

cA: d 10

~

• . . . . .,.of

...... .u How•d ........... tb tm;ld be prwd of;
... ii it
:fil•

'Pltiant 10 . . . . 2 COUllCI
IM ......d ~I iAaJAm? H!o, this ia
I

• • · , 'Na •rhh. Howad'1pnlirica1
. . . . . . .!

. , _ . . pa
•

el
0

1

•

ii ... Am ..... toei-

•afdltedli·•af•• nl

Ans.
The African American throughout history has the natural right to be rcvulutionary . Black Americans ti.vc never made
enough accomplishmenl'i to ever rclu and

consider themselves Neo-black conservatives, i.e. Carl Rowan. Progress isdefi~ by the struggle in which it entails .
African Americans should not USC methods
of suppcssion against fellow African~ . We
all shoukl realiu that using the suppression
methods of African colonizers to control
other Africans is unexcusablc .
The p:op>SCd raising of SAT s.coR:S show
the current racial iatergratioaalist·
usimilationist idcoloBy of .... Chocb Ad·
ministralion. Some mc.mbers of the PoliricaJ

Science Society are still getting over
Cheeks' invitltion 10 Ronald Rcagae c..;ng
the

SWIUllCI'

of 3982 .

Howard's cuniculum .scems to be
systematically designed IO CDCOUnF wwwe
of die Aly.. roa: IO -nd llowonl. Tht
Political Science Soccity forms lhia bypodlesis by eva11•arinn of the raultina flCIOn ia
rising SAT requirements . Hiabcr SAT
scores will · deny eMraacc to man)' lubue
Biid< !Wwonl lfl'lllic'•"". W..y ..dm you Md I Iii next IO in elm, would not
p?''ihlybert RiflheirSATll>AeRqUirer 1 wac n ' j,
~
•
llowad, iii Older 10 m Ir l!p
loll
1
1
revr tae fm • II n ifiod black 1 •! •t
"\"Pih Flwill . . . 10teen ., & •eAJy
....
10 Will F If ~ 11· b Ph• al Afto.
Ac iaw t
1al1MA'hw

m-

'?_.. •

•

•

nationalist style mural on the southside of
the Ira Aldrige Theatre are paMive signs of
things to come at Howard.
Howard University shows many characteristics of Neo-colonialism. Fot111er white
leaders have seemingly been replaced b)'
persons black in appearance and white at
heart. Food, shelter, and clocbing me provided in a Howard colony . Black lc.dersbip ·'
showing white cbaractcristics and exploitation of the colooializ.ed Shwlctlt is prew:lant.
Howard's campus is a community wilbin a
c;ommunily . Howard's p:itMitics seem IO
pomok the utilil)' of Whiles IDd 10 the
underdevelopment or Howard saudeats.
African his&ory aDd cdir-on. is r bJ 10
..........,. can 111....i... die r..... wUI!
1hcdleamsoftbc past. The Political Scat cc
Society feels lhat there is dilcct C011e'•Wm
of Neo-coklUalisti praclica ot Mall JI 01 of
Zaire llld Jmnes Choeb of Howad Umiw!rlily. It is funny 10 d!M !Ma Oiceb
... appoineed .. presidear to How.din lhe
lallr 60·s; the moll f*lical .trewil tQwy
time IO f• in tbc 20!h C IUI)'. Cltref•
poaibly . . . . . . If by tbe Ar)'• JIOWCI'
ICnlctUre to psify the elem ,~ of ndkW
7

a11d revolutionary proaressive black
cboupl. Malcolm X wamod Ille Mldr .....
ICI of dw1e: ekm 'I al ,. ''1'3 I I Nesro. '' tlle Hoo• Netio 1 u f•a 'II
-bela111111t WWle .:itty .... BM
Q1Ai

T'Cy.

I

Jlr. f-.y U•
llf• p. '' I •
,sr,.,..
. Sor' ) • • • w1' fWt• ').
'

.Cheek
from page I
ultin-ly common one. There shookl he nothing divisive in the administr•tive-studeet
"'lationship. It ought to be close md com-

plimo-y. So, I don't f.- see my ""-wial
'
re,n
I . hip'
•• •
I
Q. Aa•W• • Wli•a l'y. f t re•tks_.

•bl fl"lm • e?
A. We will dc:c:p
going IO coolOfh'
gains dlM we haw mwle and bteal new lf<J t
in odKr mrea:S: We have M•e cxcilina "'ipp ae
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7
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'
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the horil.Oa in the int 11 Mional area. We will tly

to ......... " it it!lo .. iMittcionol SIJucl'ft.
Aaccher ma; is thcde-veklp:nacof •

univuuil1

wide .-inuiog educalion _ .... We sos here and there, bat we nec:d to more
aaaressively be a "*?"'" for dlil loail « II ..
nity llKI we woUlrl like a a 1· '•a otti1 •iam
i*c+W for lhcm ia Ille eve U. wt·• lie
-.1~1 11•. We allo wMl ID try ID explii c .ila
ti1211i 11hep#•ofllllellitltf'' . . . ot
·tll :ks • 11-.lle~I 2• '11 1* aA 'Is
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The H. U. Homecoming Steering Committee
.
'84
'
.

. would like to announce vacancies for chairpersons

'

r

,

.

.

or coordinat9rs for Homecoming 84 events and com1nittees.
'
Submit the following by April 30th. .,

_i

'

-

)

'

I
'·

.

.

\
•

New ideas are welcomed!

•

·-

r
I

A current resume

I.
I

·'
'

A brief letter of interest ·

•
•

<

so111e possible events for coordinators this year are:
•

*Variety Show

.

*Fashion Show

I

*Greek Show

* Entertairiment

* Kasino Nite

*Parade

*International Day
•

*Blue/White Day

'

•

r

'
All materials
are to be submitte II in a sealed envelope in the Blackburn .c enter. The Homecoming office
'

•

•

•

•

'

.. L'

is Rm. 1:29 if there Is a need for more info.

'

·THE INCO P R BL:E
Jazz Singer - . .
.
LBERT HUNTER
Will
beappean·ng
At
Howard
Unz·versity's
·
,.
TON
ITORIU
on
TRURSD Y PRIL 26TR
~ at .7:00 P. . eatured on the same program will be
. PERFOR
NCES·B YTRERO
~an
UNIVERSITY J ZZ ENSE . BLE
For
ICKETINFOR
636·7~
TIONC
•
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because you are representing a
prestigious university,'' said
Lewellen. ''Being Miss Howard
also knocks down barriers for me,
just by my being a representative
of Howard," said Lewellen.
One traditional
duty of Miss
•
Howard is to plan the Miss .
Howard pagent for the next year.
Lewellen would not reveal any
plans about next year's pageant
but did. give praise to Colette Hill,
Miss Howard 1982 for this years
pageant. ''l can't say anything
about_ next year's pageant, ''said
Lewellen laughing, "But I think
this year's pageant was organized
very well, ~olette did a wonderful
job.••

J:lilltop Staffwriter '

•

•

•

,As tvliss Howard Lewellen serves
as an official representative of
. And the new Miss Howard
Howard University. Miss Howard
University is .. . Miss School of
appears in this months Ebony,__
Business and Publie Admini:straMagazine's Black Campus Q~ns
tion, Charlotte Lewellen!
photo layout . She also serves~ a
It has been a lmost six months,
s1udent recruiter. ''I haven't done
since Lewellen won her title.
any r~ruitinit yet, said Lewellen .
Reflecting back on what she
If the Office of Student Recruit·
, thought the job of being Miss
ment needed her it would be conHoward woul
e like Lewellen
sidered as an official function of
said, '' It's more
I eV>ected,
Miss Howard.
q.obody can really kno .\~hat being
Many people who went to this
a Miss Howard ..is like unrill
years Homecoming Variety Show
you becon1e Miss Ho,vard."
will remember Lewellen performLewellen stresses that the
ing in a singing group, called ''Indemands of being Miss Ho,vard
spiration.'' ' 'Inspiration is a Godextend far beyond what 1nost p'eoC'ent~red gospel group,'' said ·
ple think. ''Miss Ho,vard doesn't
Lewellen. Although a talented '
end after H9n1eco r11 i11g,"said
si nger, Lewellen says that she has
Lewellen, ''The dc111ands continu~
no plans to become a professional
t.l:lroughout the year ." Son1e of
si nger. ''I consider myself a gospel
these demands are speaking
singer', ''singing, for me, is a gift
engagements suCh as Lewellen 's
and a talent that I use when asked,
1
speaking at the H .U . Alum11i
~
no! 10 make money off of.''
Chrisrmas Ball and 1-1 .U. In surance
After attendind the Apple
Day . As Miss•Ho'''ard, Le\\•e\len
B'lossom Festival, Lewellen plans
was also asked to a11end a lunto do her third internship at the St.
cheon with the Rev . Jesse Jackson
Paul Fire and Marine Insurance
and will rcpresenl Ho,vard in May
Co. "in Lilt le Rock Arkansas as an
at the annual Apple. Blossom
underwriter assistant. Lewellen
F~stival in Winchester, Virginia.
also plans to take some s umm~
The dt1ties of Miss Ho,vard are
courses at the University Of A antaken ih stride b)' Le\vellen. She
sas in Little Rock .
said( tha1 participa1ing in seven
Lewellen, an Insurance Major() ,
.•
pagen1 s, includin g Mi ss Ho\\'ard, ·
who expects to graduate in May,
has helped her to be able 10 think
1985, has her long-range plans
•
·Quickly . Le,vell'e11 par1icipated in
mapped out already. ''A"rter
the local, state, a11d 11ational
gradua1ion, I want to work foi" a
phases of Mi ~ s Black Tee11-Age
li1tle while in underwriting," said
World during 1980-81, where she
Lewellen . Eventually, she hopes to
represented
p1.frsue a CPCU which is com, her hon1e state1of
Arkansas. Lewcll~n also parparable to a doctorate in insurance i'
ticipated in. a l9cal pl1ase of Miss
underwriting.
Junior-Miss. and '''as Mi ss
Although happy in her reign as
Wheatley Hall in tl1e fall of 198 1
Miss Howard, Lewellen has sugbefore " 'inni11g the ~ Mi ss Scl19rn Of
gestions for improvement. ''I think>:
Business Pagent This pas1 fall .
there needs to be a more defined
Lewellen has received support
role of the responsibilities of Miss
from friends at Howard as \veil as
Howard .'' During Homecoming
her family and frie11ds i11 her
!he duties of Miss Howard are
hon1et own of Jonesboro, Arkan- _ clearly laid out, but after
sas. ~ ''Thc rcactio11 at home has
Homecoming, the role of Miss
been \lf:ry posilive, ''said Lewellen,
Howard is not as clear as it could
''They did an article abou1 me in
and should be.
the new spaper \v l1e11 I '' 'on and
S1ill, she points out that there
anothe~,pne will come~t et?«MJt:,..
' -arc many benefits to .cc;ng Min
•
1
my beitlg in the Apple Bli\.ssom
Howard. 'For one thina. just Miss
Festival in M ay.''
Ho,vard is a prestigiOllS title

•

•

•

•

Lewellen encourages any interested young ladies to pursUe
their interest in becoming' Miss
Howard. ''By all means, if y6u
have the desire, pursue it and
believe in it,'' said Lewellen.
Lewellen stressed that though the •
competition in everything on
Howard's campus is stiff, a person
is limited only as much as they will
believe.

•

Competition for Miss Howard
starts 'in the individual schools and
colleges of the university where
queens are either selected at large
or through a pageant. These
queens then go on to' compete in
the Miss Howard Pageant. Con·
testants for the individual school
contests as well as the Miss
Howard Pageant must have a 2.5
cumulative grade point avarage,
display talent, poise, and personality. Contestants in the Miss
Howard Pageant must also participate in a hobbies and interests
segment.
..
•

..

'.
•

'
Charlot te Le1vellyn. M iss Howard
University

Photo by Garland Stilwell for The Hlllt cip

·''I'm still very.greatful to.god
and 1 still acknowleQge him as my
reason for winning,'' Said · •
Lewellen. Lewellen says that she is
also thankful ~to all the friends and
supporters who gave her support.
.• , IJl.a, itaj~[!lJ!'t !O ll\• J;io"!.l';ff community ·i.:ewelien says, ''fou v
, m~ebeina · Miss Howard aiot
mote' than 'i would be in·• pi!sldve
way.••

Jo111·nal links religious coniµiunity

.'

1 il'

By Bridgette Lacy
Jnnervillom Editor

•

Jhis summer the Journal of
Religious Thought will celebrate its
40th anniversary of service to Howard
University and the religious community. The journal has tiecn a medium for
scholarly reflections on topics in the
field of religion, especially as they per·
tain to the Black church, its ministry
and its theological or historical mooring, wrote Dr. 1 :•11 Felder, editor of
the JOumal in a brochure on the JoumaJ.

•

1:L'ltll•r. ,,·l1t1 is al."o :1 11rofL'' . . 1lr ir1
1!1L· SL·l111ol 11f f)i \'i11il\', . . :1icl !llL'
.l 111 1r11;1J', l'tllJ1l1:1si .. 1·or 1l1e 8tJ '., i' 1n
.,, l"l'll)!l llc11 r l1l· 11a1 ior1:1l 11t1\t Lll'l' ir1
1l1l· 'iL'll . . l' t,f 1l1e Jo11r11:1I hci11~
l"l'l·11_1!1li/l'Cl ;1r1cl 11sccl i11 lol·al HlaL·k
l·l1tllL'llL'' a .. !l l 0nti1111 itl!,! L'C l11i:;:11io1i
fl''~'llrl· l· for 1t1L· 11:1 . . 10r a11cl 1l1c lai1,

•

0

1•

,,1.,11 \)(11111 .. (lll1 111:11 L·vcrv is. . LIL'
11111.,1 J1L'r! ;1i11 l(l lll:1L·k rc li!!,i<ll1.-. lit·c .
·1·11l' Jr111r11:1I i .. L'1111111ri\L'<l 1lf \L'VCral
:1rl LL·IL'\ L'l)llr<li11:1IL'{I il!'tlltn<I a L·cn- '
1r:1l 1!1L'lllL' , :111111!! \\·i1l1 hoc1k rcpor1 . .
:111cl rL'\ iL•\\... . /\ l)C\\' ClllllflOlll'lll , tl1c
l,:l.,ltlf\ ( ·1ll"lll'r.'::l1:1' llL'L'n a{\{fL'<I IO
1i1L· .l1111fi1i1i llllllCr i L:llll'r ·.. IClllll"L'.
l>r. 1:elclL•r <lL'"i:rihL'" Tl1e Pa .. 1or' ..,
(_~1,rr1er :1.., :1 rc!!,lllar L
·t1r11por1e111 1t1at
cl rl'L' r" '''L·i; 1I :tl'I i tl 11 reso 11 rec." s11c 11
:t .. 'lll'L'i:1l "L'rViL·L'S" l1or 1l1e l1a11dii::111flL'<l 11r <li .. <1hlL'{I, !_!.rea1l'r ill\'Ol\'Clllent
11f 1l1L' Jl1lli fi 1L·;1I 11roi:c."·"es in tlit·
IJl;1L·k t·1111111111r1it\1 , inspira1io11al
111;1tL'ri:1J,, lllll'rll\, aritl pl:1ys 1l1al
''·ill L·r1l1:1r1L·l· Jlr11µr<:1r11 \ in lot·al cl111 rl" 11 l' .. .
''\\.'L' :tl'l' 1r~• i11.I! 111 11ro, iclt' a \1 itrict~1
1lf rL'\tltlrL·l'' 111 e11l1a11 l"L' 1J1e life of
!Ill' l0l·:1i l·l111rl·l1 :t11<I lo i11el'\.'aSl'
frllll\ :1 11r;1l·liL·:1I 1111ir11 t)f \ iL'\\' ! Il l'
<111:1li!\ 1lf 1111•rc:11·I' ····· '
·,~
r,· 0f
1

tl1:1t cl111 rL·l1, .~:1ic\ 1:elcJcr.
1·11L· J11 Ur11:1l 1lf KL•ligic>11.-; Tho11gl11
i... 011c t>f 011ly l\V<l j1111r11als in the enlirc l.'.lltllr)' c>f il'i ki11d. 1·hc olher i.'\
lhl' .lo11r11:1I of J111crc)cnotf1ina1ional
1·11eo!!il·al c_·c111cr . j.11 °/\llanta,
"llcor~·ia.

···1·11crc l1cing only l\VO jo11rnals
1l1a1 foL·11 . . tll)(lll lhc Hlack religio11s
L'xpcrience. \\'C feel 1hat Ho,vard has
a 11ar1ii:11lar tlhliga1io11 to n1akc tha1
as <1t1ali1ir:i.1ive :ls possihlc,'' Felder
a{lclccl.
1·11L· .ltl11r11:1ls ·" l <1 ff consists of eight
pl•ople, tl1rec :ire s111dc11l.'i and 1·ive
arr fac~1l1y 111e111bcrs. S1uden1s parliL·iparc in every a.'ipeL·I 1·ron1 wriling
lo ad vc.·r1i si11f f"clcr notes. He also
adct. . 1!1a1 t1L· is glad s111den1 s arc parlonili11g 1t1c Jol1rnal. D11ring their
:i11nivcr . . a1y !here \Viii be a drive 10
inL·rL·a . . c lllL' rcadcr"hip 01· lhe Jo11r11al.
1
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First female minister puts her gifts to good use

•

'
H<>"'Jrd

•
•

By BRIOOETIE A, LACY
" Inner Visions Editor

~

''What is required of ministry-is to
ogive a cool drink of water to someone in
need, which a woman can do as well as
a man,'' said the Reverend Susan Newman. 1bc 26--year-old female minister
is the first Black woman ordained in U>e
Polomoc A&sa<;iation of the United
Church of Christ and the seventh black .
woman in the e~irc denomination.
Newman served as the Assistant Pas' tor of Peoples Congregational United
Chun:h of Christ in Washington, D.C,
Newman dcscribe.s her experience at
Peoples being
woman riiinister,
")Yben I first came' to Peoples as a
atudenl·inlml minister, there were a lot
of skeptical people in the congregation,
male and female, because they weren't
use to seeing a woman in the pulpit. 1be
other women ministrerial students
usually worked with the Sunday
school, or something like that, but I was
cbe (mt woman in the pulpit, e¥ery
SuM1y, participating in the liturgy,
end once they beord my prayen, and
wilukl )>e.=,r
.preach end.saw that I
-11y
..........
like Ille c#D
' •.
l•

a

q,

male students, my gifts made room for

me.''
Newman's gifts wercaB.A. in Journalism and Broadcasting from George
Washington University in 1978. She
received her Masters of Divinity from
Howard University in 1982, Newman
was also a recipient of the Nannie Helen
Burroughs scholarship and the Be·
njamin E . Mays. scholarship in
1982. , _While attending the Divinity
school, she was selected by the World
Council of Churches to attend the
Ecumenical Institute in Geneva,
Switzerland to study Third World
Theology. Newman uid that her airfare
wu poid by Mt. Sinai Boptist and Zion
Boptill churches, She grow up in thole
churches, that she calla her homo
baptist churches. The World Council of
Churches poid ber tuition.
. Presently, Newman is a lecturer of
the New. Teswnent II the School of
Qivinity, Urban Inati-, She it pRS·
endy vying for a pooitioo II the lfanud
Univenity Divinity school u Ibo Afto.
ciale Di=tor of Ille Mini.aw SnMI*

two

Del*••• au.
Ne••• •ii alloiAleR1ted inael'in1

!)"""''

her own pOsition as a full-time counselor for church ..Newman said that most
ministers don't have time to counsel
their members and perform all their
other duties.
,,
Newman said that she Joves people.
''lbe bottom line to the gospel to me is
did you help somebody, When Jesus
said, I was hungry and you fed me, I
was sick and you came to visit me ... I
was thirsty, and you gave me a cool
drink of water. well all these things
come in many forms and fashions this
day,'' said Ne~man.
AccoR1ing to Newman, "The role of
the ministry changes with every generation. There was a time that the nlinisten
function was to preach on Sunday
mon•ings, to visit the 1ick, do funerals,
wedding• and baptize babies. But the
worlds needs have gone be:nd that."
Newman said that she h to have a
mjnjstry for' all of God's c ldreo, the
h1Micap, the homosexuals, the black,
lhci white, rich and poor.' "Being a
mf11jper, you have to wear several hats,
• have to be a welfare worker, Iii
you
typeaofthinga. '' J have my ancconu up
... be aware IQd llert as to where the
Lard wadi have me mjnkter to next•••
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The 1984 Summer Games: a snorts odyssey
~

the games have been held here, and we
want to give the athlctes.-the 1benefil of ,
Hilltop Staff W rittcr
all the experience and energy that is
-1-. flt is 1984. and everybody is watching
available, ''said Moultrie .
j you..
•
.
Under a new fonnat, that was deFor many athletes and coaches this :.:,; signed specifically with the '84 games
statement takes on new meaning, as the
in mind. potential Prospects for the ·
summer f~t approches and they ready
games were identified as early as 1978.
themselves to take center stage in the
''Sinec; we will be holding the games
here at home, a big concern was that we
'84 Olympic Games.
One individual who will play an inshould have a good showing,'' the
tegraJ role in this summer's games is
coach states. Under the new format ''a
Howard University track coach, Willot more preparation has been involved
liam F . Moultrie, who has been
in the c.oaching of the athletes,'' added
Moultne .
selected 8.s the National 200m Chair0
man. He will also serve as a member of
: The first goal of the new fonTiat was
the relay committee and sprint staff for
to UP.-grade the overal competition of
. _track and field in the U.S . In this upthC United States' team . ·
graded aspect of the format, Moultrie
''I'nt part of an extention to the staff
was given the task of identifying 200m
. . . This is the ftrSt time since 1932 that

By TIM WILLIAMSON

/')

prospects and writing training programs for them, he was also involved in
sprint camps to funher the athletes development.
An elite camp, for athletes with a 75
to 80 percent chance of making the
Olympic t~, was held Dec. 1~-19 in
Orlando, flonda. 1be process will culminate wh.en two individuals &re,

Bailey and Allen along with five
other Bison athletes - Oliver Bridges,
Rupert~ Charles •. David ChatJton,
Rozier Jordan (baseball), and Richard
Louis - have been selected to compete
in various Olympic tri._als \n this country
and abroad.
.
''I think our athletes will be a factor
.-in the g~ . David Charlton (Bah~

selected (with two alternates) for the

mas), Richard Louis (Barbados). and

team. Immediately foll~wing the trails
the sel~ted athletes will report to. an
Olymp~c camp, an~ also after the tnals
:·we wills~ looking at a':hletes for the ·
88 games, says Moultrie.
Tw~ of the pri.n:ie . candidates according to ag~. ab1l1ty, and oth~r factors - for the '88 games according to
Moultrie, are H.U. ttacksters Brenda
Bailey, and Teresa Allen .

Ruperia Charles (Antigua) will be filetors for their respective countries,''
said Moultrie . However, the road to the
Olympics will be a little more difficult
for the U.S. athletes.
''You never know·, yOu have to~be
optimistic about their chances . I think
they can 'have an impact (in the trials),
but the experience and exposure they
get from competing in the trials will be

'
ics, instead of the ''Star Spanped Banner, ~ltrie replied, ''No. I think the
regular national anthem should be played. In a widely covered event like dliJ
everybody tries to get their licb in.
You haven't played it before so why get
into that. '' ·
On a less sensitive note, Moultrie
andthesevenBisonOlympichopefuls,

insunnountable, '' ~oultrie added.
As it has been with previous Olympic'
games, politics has already crept into
tht'Cvenl, with the USSR making a
veiled threat of their possible boycotl
of the '84 games.
moreover, black American have also
used the games to make political-statements. Sixteen years ago Tommy

Smith and John Carlos were banned along with Alois OelllOlls-H.U. sports
from Olympic competion for life for · infomation director and a media plmnraising their arms with clincl:}ed-fists er for the 1984 Olympic GlllDH- will be
-(symbo~zingbla~k power), to protest ,~ honorfdira dinner and reception, to be
, the mis .
n.t of blackS in this coun- '(held Sunday at 6 p.m. in the Blackbum
try, dunn
victory Ceremony . ('68 Center ballroom.
,
games in Mexico City).
'
For further infonnation about the
When asked if black American dtfihe.t.....contact Alan Burton at 797athletes should be given the option of 1735.
choosing to have ''Lift Ever-Voice And
Sing'' played during victory ceremon-

'•

Profile:

Profile:
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Aasif Ka1im

A stro k e o f gemus
. ••.
'''

•

'

Howard University ' s' international
diversity can be seen not only in the
classroom but on the 'tennis courts as Karim reached the semi-finals of the
well . This diversity is personified by tournament, upsetting the number eight
the qewest member of the tennis team and nu111ber two seeded players of the
· Aasif Karim .
tournamerit along the way .
Karim, who grew up in Mombasa ,
''His impressive fall and his per·'
Kenya, is currenlty the number one sin- formance this spring showed me he can
gles player on the team . Karim is a plaY Well under pressure ," said tennis
transfer student from Palm Beach Jun- coach Eddie Davis. •• Aasif showd me
ior College majoring~in Insurance .
his ability to re;ach down and pull up a
The 20 year old sophomore , who is little bit extra ."
equally adept in Criket , staned playing
Although his record is slightly above
tennis at the ~ P" nf 10. after watching
.500, it is deceptivC . Karim has gone up
his father 'l' ll.')Ll t Karim play . (The against some of the \op number one
elder Karim was the Kenyan National
singles on the East Coast , and considerChampion 25 times. )
·
. ing the fact thatbe staned out the season
''I used to watch my dad play, ' · said at the number five singles position,
Karim . ''Then 1 staned to practice by
Karim has been a pleasant surprise .
•
hitting tennis balls against the wall and
''Personally, I had not expected
soon I was hitting with my dad. ''
Aasif to be over .500 this season,'' said
Those moments spent hitting tennis
D~'is . He has the best record on the
balls against the walls and with his
t~ih this season and his maturity
father payed qff for Karim when he won ,helped the younger players .''
the K,cnyan Junior Championship in
Davis added . ''His attitude, his de1980 and again in 1981 . However, the
termination, and his .drive are his
progress did not stop there for Karim.
strongest points . He's a mature young
After winning the K .J.C . , Karim went
man and he wants to improve as a peron to represent Kenya in the junior d\vison and as a player.· '
sion of the French Open in 1981 . '
Another strong point Karim posses''Playing toumiments and touring in 1 ses is his dedication to academics .
Europe gave me the exposure and the f Karimcum:ntly sports a 3.2 grade point
experience I needta to help me become
aveage . Funny enough Karim is here on
a better tennis player," said Karim . I
a business scholarship.
met a lot of players (like Jimmy Arias
''I had an interest in Aas if for someand 1982 French Open champ Mats
time said Davi, . '' But 1 did not have
Wilander) who are playing now .''
enough scholabhip money at the time .
After competing in the Open and
However, because of his good grades
touring European countries like Italy,
Karim was able to get a business
Gennany, Belgium, and the United
Ax>to by Wayne F. Jacbon
scholarship .''
Kingdom, Karim crossed the Atlantic
''He's a level h~ded person who
and graced the courts of Palm Beach
wants to graduate , ' · said Davis . ''He
Aasif Karim, a 20-year-old sophon10re ~ seen above prac'ticing
Junior. College.
has his education and bis tennis in the
his stroke. Karim, who hails from Kenya,~ Howard's ntunber
During his enrollment at P .B.J.C .,
proper perspective.''
one singles player. He ~ also nlllnber one with the books. KariJn
Karim compiled an impressive 46-4
The tennis team will need Karim's
currently sp:4S a 3. 2 grade pcint average. (See Proftle on the ·
overall record and was selected to the
level headedness and ability this
All-Florida State Junior College team .
left.)
weekend when they take on their MidAlthough Karim has played at HoEastern Athletic F,onference foes in the
ward for less than a year, his climb to
MEAC tennis 1<!hampionships in ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
the;..top has been meteoric . Starting out
Orangeburg, S.Cc_
•
last fall in the number five singles slot ,

I

1

I

T~he µps

'

.

Karim amassed an impressive record
during the aurumn, including a su,rprising finish in the Salisbury State Touma· . •
ment .
In the Salisbury State Toum~nt,

By DARRYL RICHARDS
Asst. Sports Editor ,

'

0

school."

· By LEONARD HALL
Hilltop Staff Writer •

'

Sevous said be felt that the lack of

' finances is the ooly factor keeping HoIn comparison to other spons here ~t 1 ward'sbowlingsquadfrombeing"fint
rate." ''We wanted to play -in more
I Howard, the sport of bowling generally . tourneys
this season, but the money
I docs not receive a lot of recognition. In
fa9t, most

peopleprob~ly

don't know

1'fat Howard bas a bowling team. Yet,

1

· despite the team's! relative Obscurity,

a

other problems as well. Fqrmucbo(,the
fall season'the Ji'luad competed without
a full-time coach. Scvous, the team

Ernie Sevous is quietly making name
for himself in !ht sport.
A 20-:year-old Cleveland, Oh. native
and team captain, Scvous has already
amassed an impressive list of accomplishments. His team-leading average

wasn't available for us to travel to
them.''
But the bowlers were faced with

son schedule Sevous also bowled in in-

captain assumed the coaching
responsibilities during thcat period. Re-mart.ably, ~ team did not 'lose any
matches dunng ~at stretch . .
, Recently_ appomted bowling coach
Rohen Holmes, who Assumed the posilion in the ~pring s'pea~s highly ?f
' Scv~s, ~cularly of his leadership
r q~ib~. . .
·
_Emie _1s ~d:l1l811Dercd but. very
business like, wd Holmes. He s not

dividual competition. He won the

thenb-nbtypebutheleadstheteamby

men's singles title in the Associatioo of
College Unions International, (ACUI)
a regional tournament comprised of
some of the best college bowlers on the
East Coast .
\ For winoing this title, Sevous was
invited to compete in a National ACUI
tournament to be held in Reno, Nevada,
May 10-13. If he advanCes in Reno,
Sevous could represent the United

example. ''.
.
.
Bven"'9fhen bowling 1n a mate~ .,
Scvous adapts the same low-key cjetermined approach. ''Whcn" I bOwl,_l
don't bowl against anyone in particular,

, of 187 per game helped the Bison
Bowling team to an impressive t0-1
record, and a berth in the annual Lion· s
Pride International, a prestigious col~
legcbowlingtoumamentheldeachyear
at Penn State University .

,

lnadditiontolheteam'sregularsea-

1

I just go agaisnt the lane,'' said Sevous.
"I try to play relaxed, I don~· get as
emotiooally charged-up as to bowl-

I

ers do.''
In his spare time Sevous enjoys playing pool, card P"""' and ....,i,ng · He
also tries to keep bis bowlillg game
sharp by practicing all!Qt three "hrs a

States in Australia next fall at the World
Amateur Champiooships.
With regards to his chances in Reno,
Sevous is hopeful but realistic. "The
competition will be rough, but I'm going to go out and bowl the best I can,"

week.
After be finishes school, Sevous said

he said.
One of the keys to bis ~t success
I was an early start in the sport. The skills
1

did not come overnight for Sevous,
Who bas been bowling since he was

eight years old.
1 He credits his love of the sport to bis
family. ''Myparcntsuscdtobowliilot

and I think that had a great influence on
me, said Sevous, "'But I really didn't
get into competitive bowling until high

j

he would like to "continue bowlillg far .
n:c1eotioo" but that he bas "no plans to
attempt a pro bowlin~ career. "I may
occas1onally comee~.m a fe~ •m~
tournaments though,. be wd.
.
Next season, the Bison Bowlers will
n:lllm all. but one player_ to the sqwid
wbi~h finished 11 IC). I this season. [&.
eluding .their n~~ one starter and
team le<lder Ernie Sevous,
,
Needless to 11y, the P'.""pecta fer
next season are looking bright.·

'

.I

·-

and downs of 1983-84

'

•

Furthermore, during the 1983-84 Shambourger and the 1983-84 Swimseason the women's volleyball team ming and Diving champions .
were very successful, winning the MidThe Howard tracksters have once
Eastern Atlantic Conference (MEAC) again done an excellent job in
tournament, while placing second in representing ~e University at major
the Barnard Invitational Tournament track meets, by establishing several
which is a tremendous accomplishment meet records in both indoor and outdoor
for the young volleyballcrs who com- ' competition. Another accomplishmCnt

By Timothy C. Robinson
Sports Editor
As the academic school y'c ar culminates, we can look back at what was a
mediocre athletic year, with the highlights of the year including the men's

basketball team upgrading their schedule, to face \he likes of .U .C.L.A.,

piled a 23-24 overall record.
for the team was having seven of its
The 1983 Soccer le~ booted ~ir membersqualifyforthcOlympictrials.
way to a 10-4-2 overall record, which ·Even, track mentor coach William
was an outstanding achievement with Moultrie has been designated to panici·
the youth and inexperience of the squad pate in the 1984 Olympics held in Los
going ihto the season. However; next Angeles, serving as a sprinter coach.

University of Hawaii, Providence and
the George Washington University. In
addition, lo the football team playing

Jerry Farewell moral majority schoiil
Liberty Baptist.
Following a dismal 1-9 record last
. season the Bison football team has to
improve. and newly appointed head

. 1bc Baseball team has two regular

few senion leaving the team, the Boo-

seasdns (fall and spring). The fall sea-

excellence. The Hilltop salutes all the
athletes under the Howard skirt, even
those not mentioned in the article. Congratulations, you are the best.

ters Should be a national contender.
son was an admirable one with the team
lbe, Wrestling team received a shpt mainly facing area competition.

coach Willie Jeffries should be able to
bring Howard football back to

r

'

in the arm.this past season, with interim However, during the spring campaign,

respectability.
As for the.basketball squad the dunk
patrol is long gone, as the inexperience
. of the team proved critical in many of

head ·coach Paul Cotton, the Grapplers the team has maintained outstanding

sent five wrestlers to the NCAA Eastern
Regional toumametit, while claiming
the,MVP Award in this year's Capitol
Collcg._tc Confe1eocc tournament.

' their .contests. Therefore, coach A.B.
'W illiamson and his seasoned veterans
have their work cut otit for them next
season Josin1 two of his starters to
graduation.
Even thoup, b'olh the bad<etball and
the foocball teams ovenbadow naany of
sporu II Howard, the other sports
'
.erve some recognition for their

The I 9S3-M season did produce a
national champion the Howud Shub,
"4lo finned their way to ID overwbelm-

ing victory II the Nllional Swimming
and Diving Cbampiomhip held 11 Burr
0
<JYmnUium. n.:s~dom•
etcdtbe
1
enlire - l:t by WIDlllD~ five, flf'll pllCC'

bitting, which produced a Mid· Eastern
Atlantic Conference Championship

(MEAC) but a limii.d11DOUnt of pitching has been a major tom this seuon.
Wirh Several games rcmainina in the
before the NCAA tounwnent,
the hueboll team bas a chance of qualifyiog.fcr the collep playoff&,
Tbo 198~ aeaaoo bas puduced
')'~
in Ibo lpOlll
m

lftU,

-.

_.. _

.......

wilb m

°!f-bolb

'f oftbeltb'ltel receiV•

to ou11 the remain1na field. Con·
'J •• IDd ioclivHu• ICCfi!llliratulatloni to the coach Yobnnie pl1V.m ata, •
assy dlttaw

occompliJluneni.

'

year ,promises to be better with only a

honors, records and awards . It is important to understand that our . athletes
represent Ho,vard University on a
national level. It is their achievement
that brings more recognition to a university that is reknown for academic

..u-.

.•

-

Timothy c. ltGb's •

...

•
•

-

Freshman \fanesu Grallam •ll to throw the,.fbot ,..._ .

•

r

•

1

'

•

•

"

•

•

"...;

-
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ANN UNCEMENT OF THE

Bi80n MEAC Champs
the semi-finals of the Mid-Eastern Ath-

letic Conference tournament last friday
·aison defeated Maryland Eastern Shore
and Bethune-Cookman respectively .
Pitcher David White stymied .the
Hornets batters, allowing only one hit,

The purpose of the
Lucy E. Moten
..

a home run in the last inning. White
said he feels he was successful because

Fellowship Is to enable students of
oward University to supplement

of his control.

·
··easically. I was successful because
I was hitting the paipt." (using the
comers of home plate for strikes) said
White .
On Saturday, .H -oward lost to

Bethune-Cookman. 10-6, to put the

determined by the applicant's plan

I

I>

A

Y

I

(202) 296-2100
•

•

(-) 121 43'7
/

(

GRADUATION SPECIAL
*' I
•

-

•

Luxury accommodations located just 3 blocks

under these fellowships ls
.

N

RHot>E Isl.AND Avt:.: AT 17Tll S111Et:r N.W.
wASlllNGTON, D.C. 20031. . 'I

'
The amount
of money available
•

N -

••••••••••••••••••••

•

~.

1)

from the Metro.

of study and requirel!'ents for
overseas travel.

••

Wi~hin walk~ng

Several fellowshipswill be awarded
.In 1984 for approved summer
travel and study.

•

distance of Connecticut
A venue shops,
White House,
and other attrac.tions.

•

'

Added Barry Johnson. ·· Hopefully

•

the victory will lead to a NCAA Playoff

bid:·

L

short periods of travel and study

Wildcats .

-

H 0

their education at the University by
abroad.

Rozier Jordari was named' the tournament 's Most V~luable Player going 14
for 23 in the t~ day. tournament. Jordan was also selected tp the All-MEAC
Tournament T~am afpng with tean1mates James Baynes. Bany Jackson.
and David White . Coach Chuck Hinton
was named ··outslanding Coach·· of
the tournament .
··we were looking forward to playing in the tournament since January: ·
said Jordan .

A

•,

double-elimination toumam~nt into its
final game against the same BethuneCookman squad . In that game the Bison
spanked the Wildcats in an 18-1 laughter to win the tournament .
·
Amazingly , White pit c hed his
second game in two days to down .the

I

.Iffe. QQY$./!.NQR ~ !!.0.U.S.~.

I984
PURPOSE AND SCOPE

in Greensboro, N.C.
To· advance to the semi-finals the

•

-

LUCY E. MOTEN
FELLOWSHIP

The Howard Baseball teammmpled
the Hornets of Delaware State, 17-1, in

•

ELIGIBILITY

1'

. - Paul Sumners

'

Call (800) 821-4367 or (202) 296-2100 to reserv
'
......
'
your room.

"

.:.

Competition for the Lucy E~ Moten Fellowship Is open
to currently enrolled upper classmen ijunlors and
seniors) who, for at least two years, have nialntalned a
scholarship average of ''B'' or better at the University.

[

•

'

Please identify that you are coming ip
for
graduation.
•

\ -- APPLICATIONS FOR FELLOWSHIPS
Appllcfnts must provide the following Information:
1. A proposal-containing a clear, well-define~d statement
of purpose;_explicit details regal'ding travel required to
pursue study abroad. 2. Letters from three persons who
can . give information concerning the applicant's
personal attributes, his proposed study plan and
qualifications to 19iursue it. 3. An itemized stat'e ment
of expenses necessary to ezecute the proposal.

*Per

I

perso~,

per night, based upon
double occupancy on

.

Spring Concert
Cramton Auditorium
Fri., April 20, 1:984 ·
Time ,:· 8:00
Admission: $2.00

•

Friday, Saturday and Sunday. ·
'

'

rtl

•

,,
•

•

Howard
Universit:J
·Dance En5embfe
I

For further
Information:
call 636·7175
or 636·1915

•

Robinson ..

From Page 1

•

'

In 1982, Mr. Robinson received a' Mary·
Doctor of Humane Letters degree from
An accompl~sh~d painter, he has
Morgan State University, Baltimore. in ~ught cornm_unicabVe arts ~ televi-

1981 he roceived

1

Doctor of Letters SJon producllon al Federal Cny Col-

de~ from Virginia Union Univer- lege . He atte'!"ed Ober{in College ~nd
sity, RichlJ)OOd, Va.; a Doctor of Liler- ~earned R~sian ~a la~guage , spe~ial

tM.

ature degree from Virginia State Uni- 1st'!'
Air Force lnst1tute at Indiana
venity and a Doctor of Public Service University.
• degree' ftom Voorhees College, DeHe.helped fo~nd the Association of
run.ark, s.C. He also receiv~e honorary Black Jou~nal1sts, a grou.p whose
Doctor of Laws degreeS;· from North ~ff~ are ~1med at e~ourag1ng bla~ks
Caroli~a_ Agricultural and Technical ~'" 1our"!'l1sm and staned the first ·~
State University in Greensboro~ N.C., ·,ternsh1p .Pro, gram for b/a.c ~~ in
in t 979 and a Doctor of Letters degree br'!'1'1c~11ng 10 Wash1qgton 1n1t1a.11:y
fJom Atlanta University in 1980.
u~in~ his .own funds. 1be program 1s
He served 8' a journalist in residence still!" a_rstence '!' WDVM-1V, a cps
in 1981 at the ,College of William and affilta1< Wash1ngron, D.C.

1•

•

I'

I

•

.r.

I .

••

'
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47o/oINCREASE ofSPEECHPA H
AND A UDibLOGISTS 'N E DED-IN THE
NEXT 10 YEARS
with Private Practice on the Frontier!!.
U.S. Bureau of Labor Structures

-

.

• • •

•

-.

. .

. April 20. i 984

•

•

..

•

..

I

•

.-..

.

:For n1ore irlforn1atio11 on tl1is fast gro''' ing p1·of"ession call:
!

..

...
•

)

HOW ARD UNIVERSITY SPEECH AND
HEARING CLINIC 636-6990

•

-

.
ffyou'Jeejw· aror11nl•• l'F I II • .
M• 11111,, the Air FOfc:it wt1;9r,_ • Sii
1hon •1.000 monlh....
Lo..
complM•' hMhh Ind ... ,,.. .,._

tt'lroulhoul yow •r' 1r.,._. Ms ;..
····••.youceriQ11 me•11 .,.
1'1 at IVr Fore. uftiw ha ; OR

Tr9'Nnf lehool. Then. . . . . ,._ . .

••

BclutY c;onic1 In mll1Y colon

~.

..
.. ICMMof:.:ar~tl l'"IMct 7

··

1

$ I

Ard\iitc_lwlil llnll Nllll P' Eicfr11 II.
Sen6orS may qu1lify to b19" I fl~llUleC
pey ,...,. ••A'f'. Jun1on can FfJ \ ....,

Md-. rec1iwne pey up to 12 " • • •

==::::\I

before •MluMion.

Contocl

zuri-cosnietics created for your
specl~~eds In sha9es that
look
ral on you ·
·
Vibrant c lors for nails and Ups.
Rich shades of eye and face
make·UP in unique water bllsed
d oil free formulations end
an res that complement your
~~plexion and skin tone perfectly.

..

Air Folce, you'I ...,. •

ClppOrtUnhy . , . . . i i

COSMETICS : · .
FORTHEWOMANOFCOLOR

ttw

the,,,,.., .....
•wscblcel, "* ••••·

, . . in

9'1. K..... ~lok OI •1·11lll

b'tf*"lllS1~orueelhe11 ... 1•
belaeu. IYoU :uantlOWOfkontheO' ?' 4
.... of 11 chilOlogr. don•t I ' 1. .- ' .
dons •r• baine filled r1111 ·11v..

OllMAIL TO

,/ "

..

UI AIR FOllCE ~ OFFICI
1413

""*"'
-200

Anelr-AFB. MO 20331

-ITillif

•

BEING PREGNANT
ISN'T ALWAYS A BLESSING
When you're laced with an uneKpected pregnancy.
you 're laced with one of the most Important decisions
you·11 ever have to make . That 's why when you come to
Preterm you 'll meet conlidentally with a professional
counselOr who can answer any QUe$1ions you may hav~ .
So you can make the chOtce thal's right tor you ·
There are times when.a woman would love lo be bless·
ed with a preg{lancy.
Thsre are other l imes when beinO pregnant isn't much
of a blessing at ar1.
can 411•1700 PRETEAM
The most eKperienced reproductive health care cenler
.,_ '.
in the Nor{hiaslern United States.
-

•
'

"\\-

,,,.

_...._,......_.

'

I
•

PRETERM

•

A tieensed, rloniJrolll lac1lity tor c11en1.-centered health care ni;iar •
,·
Dupont Circle in N.W. Washington.

•

jServices: PREGNANCY TESTING AND COUNSELING 9
ABORTION e BIRTH CONTROL •
GYNECOLOGICAL EXAMS • PRE·ORGASMIC
WOMEN 'S GROUP e VASECTOMY • SHOR<TERM COUNSELING • SPANISH SPOKEN

•,

•

DIVA

•

.-

.. •

'

(Society for Theatre Women)

•

•

will be having a presentation titled,
•

•

•

''DIVA 'and friends,
•

A night of entertainment
(A revue)
I

•

May 4, 1984, Friday 8:00 p.m.

'

-

•

at

'

I

the Ira Aldridge Theatre

•

'

Admission · $1.25 ·
•

-.

"·"".
.

.. ..

-~

•

.

l

..

•

1

.

. 588-attt

CaD 1his 1oll·free nwnber 24 hoUrs a day..

•
•

To disconnect your phone come to 1317 F StreetN.W.

'

'

May 9, 10. and 11

l

•

·.

•

'

•

Ql

•

•
•

What do you think Jesse Jackson's candidacy has demonstrated to
the American public?
.

I

NAME: Carmen D. Davidson
HOMETOWN: Phenix City,
AL
• •
MAJgJl!'Marl(eting
CLASS: J unlor
I. To the American public, Rev . Jackson:s campaign has demonstrated
the plight of minorities, especially

portant, that Jesse Jackson's can-

didacy has demonstrated to the
American public ~d to the Black
community, in particular is that a
Black peraon can run f<\f the office

the ~ advancing

of Black causes. It
has dcfnitely made the public more
aware of the potentiality._of the
Black community in the i)oliticaJ
arena.
2. Yes. I think that the. misappropriation of funds is unfortunate for the
'
'
students and the un1vcrs1ty
as a.
whole . The university administrators should carefully devise
plans that would investigate and distribute accessible funds where they
are needed most.

l. I regard Jesse Jackson's candidacy
as most beneficial in the vain of
cultivating a sense of pride and hope
into the minds of the masses of Afri-

of the president in this country and
be heard.
The issues that Jesse Jackson has
been quoted as bringing to the forefront of the American public have
been the covert discriminatory ac-

.

NAME: Jeffery Chandler
HOMETOWN: Baltimore,
MD
MAJOR: Chemistry/

against non-whites . Jesse Jackson
has sensitized white America to the
fact that, a]though we have gained a

f

•

can descendents in America. His
candidacy primarily demonstrated J
his ability to rally vuious elements
in our communities that have been
traditionally antagonistic among
NAME: Sheryl Johnson
each other.
2. A situation of this nature was inevitHOMETOWN: Lanham, MD
)
able. A retrospective analysis of the
MAJOR: BroadCast Managehistorical relationships between the
ment
malevolent U.S. government and
CLASS: Sophomore
people of African heritage in this
country reflects that the government
I . Jesse Jackson's candidacy has demhas never worked in the best interest
onstrated to the American public
of us as a people. We must realize
that we as Black people have a very
that when the government purports
strong voting power when we pull
to be doing something that is for the
together and vote as a unit . Also, it
good of our people, it usually has
has deffionstrated that Black people
long-term negative motives. We
arc qualified and capable of holding
have to begin to think along the lines
a responsible position, such as the
of determining our own destiny as a
President of the United States .
university and as a people.
2. Yes,'lann.ware of the GAO n:pon
findings. I was shocked to hear of
NAME: George N. Wyche, Jr.
such deficiencies. Since they were
HOMETOWN: Houston, TX
published, students have become
MAJOR: Finance
more knowledgeable of what the university's financil.l deficiencies arc;
CLASS: Senior
lnaybe now we are able to unI . I think Jesse Jackson's candidacy
derstand the changes that have unhas ; ccomplished a lot not only for
dergone in the university. Because
us Blacks, but also for other groups
of this new-found knowledge, maywho suffer from discrimination. He
be we can do someting about it.
is successfully bringing issues long
ignored by the American .power
structure into the forefront of noteworthy political debate . These
•
issues will have to be placed on the
agendas of both the Democratic ~d
Republican parties at convention

tions that whites still practice

-+.

considerable amount of freedom
since slaYcry, we are still far behind

•

the white racc·in tcnns of equality in
this country .
•

Microbilogy
CLASS: Senior
1. Rev . Jesse Jackson's candid&cy has
demonstrated a new sense of unity
and pride for Black Americans in
the political arena. His candidacy
indicates that at this time, through
Rev . Jackson, we have the at;ility to
construct and determine policy to
readjust society to ~tter suit the desires and needs of minorities.
2. Yes, I am knowiedgeable of the
GAO n:port findings. Then: should
be a detailed explanation of these
fmdings given by the administrative
executives to the students and staff,
before anyone could be either
praised or condemned. However,
the high level of exccutjvc salaries,
the operating deficit and mismanagement of the Howard Inn
cause me to wonder what is the uue
nature behind increased tuition
costs each year?

,

2. Yes, I am knowledgeable of the
GAO ieport findings that lists.the
alleged university financial deficiencies. After becoming aware of
the enonnus amount of the univesity
deficit, I came to the conclusion that
there must be some accuracy to the
allegations presented in the GAO
report findings .

NAME: Inger S. Segre
HOMETOWN: Washington,
DC
I
•
MAJOR: Graphic Design
CLASS: Junior
•

1. I think Jesse Jackson 's candidacy
has demonstrated to the American
public that he has shown Blac:: ks the
• importance of registering to vote
and the impact that their votes can
and will have: He hai shown his
intelligence and strength in all
aspects of the political process. He
recognizes the concerns not only of
Blacks but of all people.

•
~

will take place in Rooms 116
· ,. and G-06

I . -Jesse Jackson's candidacy has demonstrated the quality of leadenhip
within our communities. Despite all
of the negative argument$ cooceming his qualifications to ND. for the
nation's highest office, Jackson has
proven that he is just as capable and
qualified for the position as anybody
else, as ,exemplified by the release
of LI. Goodman through his negotiations. Furthermore, his candidacy will have a great impact on the
political process of this nation. and
will give a sense of pride and respect
to all of us, espCcially our Black
youth.
••
2. Yes. As far as the on-going pressures to close the Howard Inn due to
financial losses, I believe these
pressures to be racist and prejudice
· "devils" on Capital Hill. The Howard Inn should not be viewed as a
profit-making organization, but .
rather as another segment of our
educational institution in fie. ,fonn of
hotel management, etc. However,
most of the enl'ptoyees at Howard
arc grossly overpaid and some ac1
tion should be taken by the ~d
. ministration. in order to ultimately
stop tuition-increases.

•

-

•

Portrait/Index
Assistants
' .

.

Photo Editor

Lab Technician
•

•

-Managing Editor

-

Typists
•

Layout

•

~ditor

Copy Assistants

•

•

•

.

•

I

Portrait/Index Editor

Staff Artists

Layout Assistants

.

•

10:00 am - 5:00 pm

'

•

•

Advertising Representatives

Photographers
L

•

/

,
•

It••• hU time for PaM •aa & Spr•g '84 le receive
~

•

(

PICK UP APPLICATIONS AT:
•
Rm 117 Blackburn University Center

~

••

RETURt-r COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:
BISON YEARBOOK Mallbo:x
Rm 117 Blackburn Unlvenlt)' Center

•

'

•

.

•

•

•

according to the following .schedule:

.

•

'

'

•

"

M•t
....
.,

'

•

Copy Editor

Remainder
of Stu I ent Body
.

I

•

~

FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS

•

May 3 - May 11

I

'

I

•

April 30 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
•
*For Gradu ting Seniors Only:

•

•

/

.

,

.

'

Blackburn University ·Center
,

NAME: Adam C. Powell, IV
HOMETOWN: New York
City, NY
MAJOR: Political Science
CLASS: Senior

•

1"

''

•

•

THE BISON YEARBOOK
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED
,

Distribution of .the 1984 Bison Yearbook
•

time and election time. Furthermore, he is showing the public that
Blacks have the ability to work
within the system to reach our goals ..
2. Yes. In terms of the reports on the
comparison of executive salaries, I
fe.cl that before these comparisons
can be meaningful, we must also
compare the outi)ut (in tenns of goal
accomplishment and growth) these
executives give us for our dollar.
As a business student I am dis- ·
appointed with the level of input and
participation students have had in
the planning and operations of the
. Howard University to get more students involved in the hotel. Afterall,
it is supposed to be an educational
t()()l.
'

NAME: Manotti L. Jenkins
HOMETOWN: Charleston,
SC
MAJOR: Print Journallsm
CLASS: Junior

1. The major issue, and the most im-

#

Q2 Are you aware of the General Accounting Office (GAO) report
findings that lists alleged university financial deficiencies and
.other findings? If so, what are your thoughts?
·

2. Yes, 1 am aware of the GAO~rt
"
findings. I think it's a classic case,i>f
mismanagement. It's not surprising
because of the establishment.

_NAME: Brenda K. Pennington
HO'METOWN: Baltimore,
MD
MAJOR: Public Relations
' CLASS: SeniorCJ

'

•

«

. . . . . .t .. - · . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .,

•

•

. . . . ..

Deadline Date: Apr•l 23, •984 s:oo pm
•

Interview time.will be 1cheduled at the time

•

•

•

•. ..... .•••• ........

'

completed application la returned for
•

April 24th

'
l

•

"

-

~nd

2sth,

•984•

•

'

(

•

•

,

•

•

•

•

l

'
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I

,

I

(

-

•

)

•

•

•

•

'

•

.

•
'

••

'
J.
,

Editor-UHfuef

•

Heniy Boyd Hall
Executive F.ditor

D. Q-la11do Ledbetter

Brddford

Sean1011

BanyCarter
Local/National Editor

Ciystal Chissell
Campus Editor

Busines<~

Ketty Mitcldl-Oark
International Editor

•

•

•

,. Jy·

I

•

•

'
I',
•

•
•

•

'

•

I

/

'

1

•

I

I

,

I .

Bridgette lacy

Tun Robiiison

[\my! Richard<

Angela Offutt

lnnerVISions Editor

Sports Editor ·

A'5t. Sports Editor

Chief Copy Editor

-

w~ E. Jac1o;m

Kelly L Marbury_
Copy Editor

Photography llrector

'

'

r

'

•

•

•
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- - . : _ ; __ _ _ THE HILLTOP STAFF

T AT THE SUBURBAN RECORD PRINTER
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Kongratu
ations
(
:
•
•
••
K.S. Untouchable (21)
••
•: Barry Jerrelf,
Forest
Hayes
·
••
•
••
: ·* Jeff Jerrelf
CJ'iuck Taylor
••
•• Jerry Thomas
-Doug
Jacobs••
••
Greg
Works
•
.
George
Mullins
••
••
••
•• Reggie McCoy
Calvin Epps
•: D Paris
•• Morris Mobley
Paul West
•
:
from $174 "-'
•• Eri.c Green
Steve Alsbrooks
: D London
••
=· from $1a5 ·
Ftank Davis
•• Dwayne Clayton
\::'
: D Amsterda·m
•• Todd Johnso!}
Dave
McDonald
. = from $219
•
••
:i. : D Frankfurt
•• ith a special 'yo' to my -pledge sons:
• from $224
••
'
•• Anthony Coleman, Donald Anderson and my spec:
•
•
.
I
••
••
J
Hugh Barrington
.
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• Prices are one way from N.Y. Flights also from
• Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore and other cities.
• Additional destinations-:<;urich, Rome, Athen
• Tel Av_
iv.
·

I
I

,

501 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 1002~
212·355-4705 800-223-0694 (outside NY State) SCHOOL

: OI'm packed-send details!'
I

Date of travel

I

Destination
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From K.R. Gibbs
* (2 - xi -81) Nomadic Nine (last of the O.S.) ,
'
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PU~ REP CAESAR WILLIAMSI
838 04~
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Last ·will
I
and
t e stament

To ring•.
You btl tn be back htre in Au1hst or your

ni.ina ,,_, tn 1914-1985. How couki you do
any1htm1 tea? You're•1 jimmtna aroup or

behind has had it.

ladln.
Wilh love,
'2· A-83

..,

To my Jewish l'rimd Jill Ann Coleman:
I let.we you bit or Blackness until you can

To Hen ry,
Congr1tula1ions on the Editorsh ip. Good

;;'-•;o;o~· ' ""°"''•"~u:;:'"•Y;.;,io_b_.

~c

J.;L;':';'"'
..
_ _ _ _ _ fine
of your won . Sincef'Cly,
1
To Kelly M\1chell-Oark ,
---·~d!ll8Pjs~C!tollir'------.:.,It has been 1 lcarnin& e~pcrien«: working
l;o my 1lrl C.rla Pattenon: I leavt Yo the

wrn:tuc, 41" nuri .w_. Oii lltiJ
.WwrMt)las / didillfew'Jl"l'r. JIUl.--lllbu.

llv a:ul: of

YOU GOT TO MEET THE DEADUNE!!!

TO SPORT: ·
l'vt GOT THE BEEM AND THE

NEO'S Rl-Alpha Cha ~·~'- -Dear Karen Nicholls and Angie TaylOr

GOLDEN BUNS.
''T .C." BABY:
OUR FRIENDSHIP HAS PREVAIL ED

Thank-you both very, very, mU(h for the
swea1shir1 . Words cannot describe how
much it means lo me.

THRIV E.

in Btthune. Love ya.

J:T.

travels through Alpha Land will be as fu lfill·

Kelly

ina as mine have been 1hrou1h Delta Land.

Thames, Holly Ewell, Jewel Marsh,
Gant,

G . Dewey,

Brian-Price.

I, Dorry/ Orkuw:lo IAdl»t11r. NU., of ..-.4

Mitchell-Clar k. Angela Offuc, Kelly Mar·

Howard U11iwr11ly tltot I MW IWlbk

bury, Darryl Ledbetter, and of CQUl'SC
Hank .

lfliltd Md body . do Jvrtby H.,-ll toall oftltl

la IO!Jt. ID in my /mu Y"JTI {Hctu.u of tilrw
linU1ati01U a/Id pliy1icoJ n1froi1111/ "'Y pltoM
munbcr ;,. C/1wlaNJ-.116·9!1-41J07. Po

IM Sctuli . /...ow Ya.

t

has been travelled btrora.

LIKE' '

YQU,

Luck in wh11evcr )"Ou do .

TO THE THREESOME TWOSOME,

T o the Bro1htr• of Omega Psi Phi Fratcrni·

Rt11 i"'11dMoor"e lff)'phoMtumilwri11Clcwlattd

I)' ,

.

FORGET

IT .

IF

ROOMATE LIKE ME. (TH IS WILL BE

7-Xi-

HARD TO DO OF CURSE)
LOVE VlROEE (VEE ROCK)
TO MY ~ISTea REGINA (01-GJ)
I lcavt you with It\! faith 1ha1 you llhowed
me many yttT1 qo and lhc belief in myaclf.
I love you dearly.

love Viriet (MUTT)

CONGRATULATIONS to an Undoub-

\\/~IOI F ARf. IOR OF GOO. TllAT ' 'E

~able Alpha Man from Memphis, Ten·
k
ness.ec, YLA.N P . HUNT.

\IA\' R I~ AHL[ TO WIT~lSrANO ~ l'I .

From The unquestionable .

~1 1\\' ING

TO: Lcsile and Dwayne,

_____,

I leave yu two thoughu of marriqe: ,
, LO'lt Vir
~

' -- , - - - - - - - - j

DO"IE 1-- -..l

To: ENGLISH MAJORS ANO MINOllS

TO MY DAUGHTER GEORG IE FLORA:

'FO'\ ~<It\

STONE TO JUSTIFY OUR ''Friendship'"

Sec:ms like

To V-Low

) "OU

I LEAVE ALL OF YOU THE ENDLESS

and I are goin1 to move

N@R10N ANTHbOGY TEXTS.

soon. Hope we get our fireplace . • l

'

,

only the $hadow knew?

Now they all

UNCLE KYLAN.

(1/6-91J4807J. Fttlfrtt1ogiwfNacallif
.voMMtd a litrlt NUii 101 ,, rttisttrtd io·illi /IUl
Y'<U if YD"' snuk111 loatt iabr ta ""'8 w ~t

I've enjoyed the~ past two years working
Lisa; I hope you can hand le it. Sincerely,
with ""U
and 1·v~.8rown to love )'Ou like my I"
' ____JC;)OO•ll•!!i<LlRC.£ ! ! ' ' - - - - - - - - 1
,~

litrt . ·

own brothers. At times I mi1h1 not act like

To the 19S4-198S Hilltop Staff:

I , K.E.G ., being of souod mind and body do
bt.!11'b)' leave my boob. brains. and motivarion
to Sludy IOJJIY dell" N.V.A. Best of Luck ·
Swecthean!

it. but I love you all. Stay Swee! .
[)tt Ott F. 83

I leave you The ELtmcnts ofStyk. Sincerely,

··p~scrvc

the sanctity.'"
, • •,
t roug
erscrvcr "' .
1----"''-'-S
ADP 8'
h

Connie R. Clay
Tot h e "
.,..,...' I ' ' ' .;.
..,.,ncraI Asscmbl y: •
I leave' 'you Robert's Rules or Order .

''To the Scars

EVE RYBODY'S

_

DAD,

Well, 1he honeymoon is over guys. (You
""on't have thi s devil's adv~ale 10 ,ush

Even though you get a bit sc hizoph~nic 11
limes, mom still loves you .

s1ay in touch.
·l.o"c )"a! Angie

BROTHER

EVERY BODY'S LOVER.
O RA OUATEO BY SON .

To the not Hilltop chief copy editor, I hereby
bequeath IO you my last ounce ol parienoe.
(You"ll find that every link bit help&.) Sincereroge1her and l"m looking forward .to some
. ly. A.O.
more. Lo•·e You.
Madame Vkc-Prnident
•
'
Ott Ott F.
To my white friend-Jan Buckner:
~
I, Courtenay C. Will iams. bcin& of.sound mind 1----.:::C"-'e:;;_;_:__ _,_-,::--:--~
and body . do hc~by leave io ne~t ye.rs
Td the Om~• Swtt"thearl Court 113-8'
I leave )'Ou 1 tiny bit of soul. Perhaps yo r
seniors, juniors, sophomores, uid incoming
Welconie to the Family . And may wt grow
summer in Filthydclphia will help you learn
freshn..,n. al) of the frusntions. aru.ieties. and>
wurrics tha! ~atencd 10 dcscroy my souno
10 act Black . Love ya,
..,.,., . I lc1ve to my future cl·
Dtt Dee
Connie
mind ind """
wlkgues long , long . lincs"at the A building. !he
1 ratern1·
To an my friends and auociatn who will
bookstore . and everywhere else. headache clas·
..,, "~,, ··~L·~ (- ) . ........... ,..........._ 1,,
return to the Mecca:

Ke y. Bria11 and Dex

arou ng anymore.) But )"OU ,,.·ould ""ant to

hp

19114 Hillt" Staff,
•
11·s "·I
i.=:n a pea.sure
wor k'1ng
Good !u(k in 1hc fu111r ~.

AND

YOU HAVE

1

SCIENCE

MA·

I LEAVE ALL OF YOU WITH THE

know .. The

Lil'S
Maintain the lradition and aL all cost

POLITICAL

JORS/ MINORS

lcga~y li\'CS on .. ~
My mom said to gi\'e me back.
•
L---..ll:L.___________J.~2~-"":,:':;,·~'~-""
:'.:''.::,·:~;':':·:A::,.:'-:'."::C'A:_::!!~!?:__ _-'l-;;-;-;;--'0.0"""''•·",'---------.-;--f
AVE WALKED OUT STRAIGHT.

'

FROM VIRGEE

Remember tho~ nights in Orqw Hall when j..---J'"
·oO'>'""M"oom!!..._...:·-----~ TO :

MANY HAV E COME "' BUT'' FEW

luac:

THE GOOD TIMES WE HAD IN SILVER
SPRING, I HOPE THAT YOU ALL
WILL BE ABLE TO FIND ANOTHER

pctent . ~and I will help you!
Mr· Money
7-Xi-82

•

r111 r: v11 l)A'f'. AND
,\ I I . "JO ,.., TANO.

'' DEATH VALLEY''

To Herb
I leave you U11 Mu11 and Connie Phi

/

EVE R

MONUMENTS CAN BE ETC HEN IN
STONE THEN THERE IS NOT ENOUG H

a grip.

lwi1t1ofiC*ltd1----"L~o~"'~G"h'~""'"--,-,.,,,-,-,,--~---"'c·oA"-8"3"----------

Coo · De-Nu

\\ llfcREFORE TAKf UNTO YOU THE

J LOVE YOU GUYS TO DEATH AND

Love,

mind . bodyandfiNJllCtl, do litrtbybcfllltadilo

To Uncle Benny

DON 'T

PARTY FOR TWENTY-FOUR HOURS
OR MORE. I WILL NEVER FORGeT

'ROTHE RH.OOD, HAPPIN ESS, FUN,
GLO RY , 'WO RK ANO H EA.OACHES or·
being a NUPE, Take good care of the

U"ssful you will be.
6-84-A
SNOOPY alias •SALA~1A NDE R

'' I REME~BER WHAT YOU

!' hope youn.

I LEVE YOU THREE THE ABILITY TO

LOVE,

Good luck ncKI year. BC' stronu. Be rom-

''T RF.ESONE THREESOME''

leave

I he

respond lo failure ttlat determines how sue-

Lewis:
I

you- all

REMEMBER THAT HONESTY IS T HE

"f o my new bro1hcr wh o Is wnquest ion ably 1,
the nu11lc11 Omc11 man On the yard, Buddy

going on to bigger and belier thinas. Good

ALPHA PSII Jeav~

To Oreg Works, the N~w E~chc.:iucr of Xi

1-~--~'~·A:;;·'~':.,.-..,._----.-,,--1

a!l of you . For tho~ of you 1r1duatin1 and

D I t neoph)'les of Xi Chapter, KAPPA

Anybody can accept success: IT'S how you

Lo11e,

11 has been a wonderful year workin1 with

f.,,,,-,,,,-,,,;
G"oo,ipC,·,:;D<c·~N"'~"'c;..:'~-X"IC-8"2"-:'."'."=.,--1 TO: K.C., CHAY, AND SONJA

I WILL CONT IN UE TO

'\

F1.JT1JRE.

'Cause

~·re gonna make it.

To my Sands of OMEGA,

from,

·

Keep m 1ou1h.

l----l~.o~•~<1M~•~<!k1D~.~------1 chapter, i1s all yours now.

1----~G:!h~~~'!....--------_,.+----"C"oo"""""'-~----------~ BEST POLICY.

ord Oltd Q/l of lltott typoJ kl 11'1 llUI EdllOf'-llt.

I. Darryl Orlmtdo Wd«t:rcr,

and the fl4 Une. We love you very much.
P .S. The ~I i$ 1;0min11???

to havt THE junkiest room

00(

pan ing stop us.

1M1tiences that you have put into the ,hapltr

VIRGINIA77 ANS. '' M ISERABLE''
SIR WILL IE 16-82-A

ble for me

Love,

Cllief. Ht"'1 Boyd Hall. Good L11d.'!!

Top Cat

FROM

STORMS AND YET IT CONTIN UES TO

To my ni.amberKYtAN HUNT:
The road ahead i1 indecl Jon1, but the path

W~frorin

QUE 'S

veins, and I thank kyou for m1kin1 it ~ssi·

To Barry Carter, Juanita Storey, Darryl
I, Darryl Orlmtdo ~tr~r. Hi111 of IOWld Richards, BridJCtte Lacy, Crystal Chisscll,
ml11d 1111d body, do litrcby b1q111Atli tM
rTlpCIUibilityofdcalittgwillttMSubw-bfilfR«· Tim Robinson, Kevin Williams, Steven

To /lit Rtol

NO

THROUGH SOME OF THE RU G HEST

,-,,.--,-,.-,--,--,--,,-------·I

womtll Al

WERE

ioia of nn.tness that flows thro111h my

Black ,,.·om&n to another.

MiU , C1i4. fhtwy. Mott, A-.,. ON/ SNW,

Thank you for all 1he tinw, con~rn and

WHAT WOULD THE FRAT BE LIKE IF
THERE

Lu v Ya,
Ghana

I, Darryl Orlaiido Udbtncr, NU., of WfUld with Yo u. &ood luck in G~nsboro and
Mirtd Md body , _ , of. dlrw). do lvrwlry
Nqwatll to Q/l of Ill)' spcdab: JOit , &vry, don'I abandon the st ruglc. From one real

•

•

ABILITY TOSTAY
BANKSl !!!lt

,,.

''

FROM SHARON

FROM VIRGEE
· To MY O IRLS IN PAR"
SQUA
11..

, ____G"'E"O"R"G
""IE"----------~ LIA, LISA L. , LISA W., NITA, LEJO
,.
KEITH .
BENNIE, SHARON, DEBBIE, ETC...
SHARLENE SAID TO CALL HER
I lea11c you all with 1 Woodies chlflc card .

" ' ·II h l>')\!1.

ANYTIME.
LOVE. KELLY

for the cndlcst1 shoppin1 Saturdaya.

J\cilh ,

TO MY FRfENDS IN MERIDIAN HILL

l~'~ _:s;;~,;";';''~'~·~~~~~--~-~'11C"\!ll~M~O~R;E~S~T~E=A~M'.__ _ _ _ _ _ Ti'.';;;;;;C~''-"'~'~''';:~;;::--:--=--:----,

"'" . . .,., "'-'"'''
,. .. , This )'Car has been 1 turc lc1rnin1 ex·
"""l·ICSt wOfria;andstaying-up-all·nipu-long·
~·-

ft~·-

Bui mosl of all. I leave those few gems calted
~'' "'al people '" IUlll dedicl!Od pn:ifcsson Who
· and made
k roaid .

pericncc for me. Thanks for making me a
pall! of !ht family . !\.now next year will be

answer is yes. but! have iogonowforthe lig.ht
II the end of the tul\llCI kotps gcnin& brighler.
Thanks million for your friendship, uid good
1
Jock 10 you al.I .
J

.,

I . K1ttin1 I . Norfleet, being of sound mind and

·•

So I' ve bumped the ,,.·igs and jc,,.·ries. Now
,,.·hat can I gee for your birlhday? tS ' 11 LE· )
Angie

1----~!0-----------j
"f.1r . l.edbeltcr,

yM

I wish you the beSI of luck after ~radua -

Dcar ' Rhea:
'"
Sorry 1bout 1he burnt breakfast , but e•·en

lion, and a future 'bigger thap Harold
Washington.• (smile)

the 1hin1s 1 d~ well sorta go h1ywirc and gc1

Y.'e'•·c had our good and bad times bu1 we

~ade 1c throu gh it all . Aren't we glad we

discombubctcrated .

rnadc
T

readr 10 fix th11 which needs 10 be fixed.

in10 the Orne" Family . l"m glad 10

ha~·e sister• like you. Lo•·e you all .

Where ha•·<' lh<' yers gone? True friend ·
shi r s nc•·er die. Arc you ready for
citing lhree )'cars?

I'll give you a good estimate before the
o ver .

I' ll

mi~s

lht~ e~·

Tothcgradu at i1111bro" s ofO~i

TO BE RECOGNIZED AS S11JDENTS

Lo,·c Ya. The man wi1h t~ sexy voice

Stt you al the top. t.o>«: Cr stal

Priscilla :
flto; e we madr ii.

I LEVE YOU ALL WITH THE ABILITY

a Time to remember.

You, have the

WAITI NG FOR THE BUS AND NO
.T

/To my gradua1in1 specials,
It's gonna be a long journey! Peace, Love

HOOK ERS . (ROOM 303, 1980-1981 )
Love Vi.n,. ...

and Soul Blai:k Men of Omega/

TO MICHAEL

po1.-111 ial to do ,,.·hat you
"·hat you ""ant to be.
You'••c been a ,,.·ondcrful friend.

Jotlnny Flash

7-83-ALPH~'

'

fN.
'
BEING

THE BROTHERS OF KAPPA
ALPHA PSI, ANO THE SERRTHEART

WORDS.

COURT:

THERE WHENEVER I NEED YOU .

'84 graduat<'S:

lt ft><: ls 11ood ... S ~111. E

~
Ir

•THEREARESOMA.NYTHINGS THAT
YOU HAVE GOVEN ME THAT I WILL

T

NEVER BE ABLE TO REPAY YOU

I HAD f.1ANY GOOD "flMES WITH

To m)" Blac k brochcrs "ho~ 1in1t has

EG A

\\'clcomc bacck to D.C. This " 'ill tu rely be

tht best .. Never sct1tc ro r less.

Cl .ASSOJ" "IW

)"Ou all.
Anl!ic

··
. Love Virgec
To ~~1Y FRIENDS IN ETON TOWERS

Hey ZY •

l j usi can't fine the words .. P'l'ou dcs.-r•·e

Look~

BUT YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE )
·
I lffvt you . all wilh my red ligh t and
WH UR Quiet Stonn music.

f.1 y dog Boss said he 's ,looking forward to
s.ecing you.
l.ovc, Kell>·

<'anor Hnd Cleopa1ra :

C- Ball
---------i
He y Computer CenLer Crew!
To my ftllo ,,.· J\.1 a}

' or. ', 1oor•·. IJ r.
That means you (~·bb
'-"" re,
Carr, Garcia. oa ~etl. cral.) li 's b<:cn ru n.

J\EITll ,

. \ry~ t~I

1----~M~•c·~O~l!"~'l'

I'm still willing and

bod)· leave to my undcrgnduatc SQl'Orl, n;iy ,,.___ _0c"'"°""''-'" " ' ' - - - - - - - - - - < sem stcr's
lo>"C , stJT;ngth. and devotion IO carry on tl)c
To Cathy,
s·
eternal tradition of Alpha (bapttt, Delta Sigma
The Assi~lant Mcchal" ic
I • "• , • . y·o u ,,.·ere going 10 make it. Why?
Theta Sororit)'. Inc.-00-00P!

•

.~:>.:~===;:;=-------1

Connie R. Clay
ourl,

it

J\.t . Trenchcoal

over 1hc hump.''
Love always,

c•·en belter . l.ove you.

~:~s=:~ Foral.lof~y";:rie~w~us:,:
, .. ,n~i .. ~. '"is !his the COUJ1fllly J know?'", the
.....
~..

happiness and \f yo; u 1hink il's good noL

1 lc•vc you all of my secret~ fo r ''gelling

... -

~:~~i:i:::!:~~a-:;::~:

et stone:
It's ou1 there for us 10 go and get together.
So let's keep l!raight on our courst for pure

Rich said he ,,.·ants Lo take you visiting :
HALL (IT WOULD TAKE THIS ENTIRE
1----"
Loe'"'o·JK"'<ollo·_ ;_ _ _ _ _ _ _~.J>AGE TO LIST ALL OP YOUR NAMES,

To Y.'endy: f.ly ''t,,.·in''

1 THANK YOU FOR

LOVE VIRGEE

ALL OF OU .
I LEAVE THE
O RGANIZATION \\' ITH THE ABIL ITY

TO RANDY :
TO A REAL FRIEND IN EVERY SENSE

TO SHARE AND

OF T H E wonn..
"'W'

1TO SHOW PEOPLE

I THA NK

YOi

FOR

I, Tom Brown willifliing will my office of
vicc- pok~hoof Kappa Alpha Pai fralmiity
to my special Todd JohnSon. The duties of this
offi~ ihall be pcrfonncd In the .-me thoroulh
~!

'

I, Tim Brown being o{ IOI.Ind mind and body
will all my love. affection and pbyaical being llO
JoAnn Mcfarlane. Thia is to be uaed ~
ctemit)' .

-

I. Usa A. Crooms. being of c•tJT;mtly IOW1d
mind and body do hereby bequeath lhe following: ioPDD cl UG : rnice, cruh po11itiom I. 2,
A 3, A Bugs Bunny; AG, nM, DT, KE, WT.
JF, RKY. TC, SD , . .. E:TC: mer001iu A a
friendship Iha! will last f~Y'CI"; NlrlJ: 111 in1ertsiing 4 y<:an A my love f~ver. BL: your
goggles and hopes that Wi: c111 hang out this
summer; VAR : hope s that you will lake Olhcr
pc:oplc '5 feelings into consideration in lhe
future ; NH: a crash coonc in pet lraiftin&; MH,
MN . CC, ST, SO , CM .. .ETC: 1 buk.llly
untYcntful year in HUSA. I slightly confused
office; JC. TR . EW. BY & 1M otlter '"brodi trs"': 1 court u dedicated A live u lhe 1980-81
Bunny Coon &. the IUUnllCC lhrrl my Howlld
c•pc:ocncc wouldn"1 havt bcicn complete with·
OU! you; JCW : a kiss&: ... : CU:: ...., can bt
friends; TM . CC. DS. FB . .. ETC: We made
it! Here 's iothec\usof 1914:•RP d. VB : a killer
game of bid-wisk in the neat ~ &. much
nttdod "'breaks '' in the middk of the day: A IO
all the~ ol you. thaJu for everything. I bopC
chat you have u much fun u 1 did lhcse paS( 4
ycan. Coming to HU is gJUt , but getting OUI is

RETT ,-

DUNCAN,

MITCHELL

**

ADRINNE TAYLOR, AND SOMETIM ES

'

STEP HE N WASHINGTON , IT'S BEEN

und crslanding.

REAL N I C~ fl'JOw1NG YA 'LL AND

Ott '113

i;)ee

on1quc, De.: De.: W.,

STUDYING TOGETHE R. I GUESS YOU

Billy P., f.1ike A .. Andre, Barry. and Garry

ALL MADE PHYSICS A LITTLE MORE

Rem ember lhe nigh! we weo\i1 IO Bowie

TOLERABLE WITH THAT WONDER -

stale and remember the af1cr party? I had

FUL LECTURER THORPE AND MR .

fun, d idn't you? {SMILE)

RECITATION

0

Y.' ETA, 26, AT 10 p.m . off Tuesday, April

LUCK ON YOUR FINALS. AND HAVE

2~ .

FUN IN PHYS ICS 2 THANKS!

for pilot program.fa!kd ''Third World

Report'' hos1cd by W.ndal Robinson of

YOUR FRJENr;>.

Tran ' Afric a.

DAP HN E M.

To Cr)"Stal Chisscll
Thank. you for ~ ing miscnior ycM the

Ms. Bet ty Bailey,
I rouldn't have asked for a better mom

one were 1 fou'"nd love. Please. Let 's never

away from home. Thanks for making my

'

loose touch.

.'
"

Wed.
APR.

four years here 10 a lo! smOOlhcr.
Love,

. Peace and Love
David

I Ti"' Brown , '/ovi1111/y wiU lff)I aisrtniwnc"
a/Id tUJtrliWflllJ fO Sonya" '"In IM Pock.ti''
Lnck.t11 . TIW asJtr sJtalJ bt uud againsf CU')'
ins..,.~

OR . CAT·

G: HINGS. IT'S ALMOST OVER! GOOD

FANTASTIC!!!

'

HIMSELF.

An ic

t

Ho ward Law 84

Sonya,
Thlllks for all the late niaht talks. We 've

odds.

Hilltopics
'

Howlld Univcrsit)' Counseling SeMOI: is
uc:tin1 a survey on the UK of druJ1, includalcohol, among iU srudcnt population. 'The
to wholn' lhe 1UJYCY will be -.! were
ttl«lod from a
o( Fall, 1983
IJcn. TJv qwstWnnair Ir ttJffYl/nC!y IUI•

r p.;....

randomz:

IO IMeSI the Clll.CDI
of drq UIC and to dctmninc whether and what
kinds of dru1 programs may be needed. 1n addition . these rcsuhs will be compared to the IUhl of similar ~Y' cooducicd on ocher camJIUKI around !he counUy .
The~ with lllmpDd 1elf·idth I lted
rell.lm cnveklpc$ "'ill be mailed out oo Friday.
April 13, 19&4. The ~ lhould be returned

if pou.ibk by April 2', 1984.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY, INCOR PORATED PRESENTS '' AN IN·
FORMAL TEA .. , FOR STUDENT'S SUN·
DAY, MAY 6 FROM 2:00 P.M. to5:00 P.M. ,
IN lllE AFTERNOON. IN 'OfE NEW snJ.
DENT LOUNGE, OF THE AMOUR J.
BLACKBURN CENTER.. PREE REl'RESH·
MENTS. SIGN UP!

FOR SALE -MOTORCYCT.E 1911
1981 -K.aw..W LttM40 bell drlw W spoed
Black with Rid !rim. New Sale price $1900.00
will tab SI .200.00Cllb low mila SericM ,_.
IOll(s) only Jamet QilliM 967-6MI Eo ·na
Woekday1 ud ~k.cndl .,.Um Security
Oft"ic:er HowM'd Uniwnlty Waft tel : ' . .
~118

PE R S O NAL
•

I

'

Althouah our friendship is newly cstabish·
ed, it will ht' o ne that wil be CYcrl1stlh1. •
Now let'$ bum o ut thotc

final~ · so

...., can

1----1'-~'~~'-.!N!>'~moJb<>«•.ll-------i
Diane C.

and 6 p.m .
TO

MY

PARENTS

(RENEE

AND

in in founders on 4-l&-8', it was stimulacing

JOSPEH)

socially, in1clle"Ctu"ai1y, and in w1y1 that I'm

LOVE MEANS MORE THAN SHARIN G

no! 11 liberty 10

LOVE MEA.NS IN -

time.

STILL ING FAITH T HAT CO MES FROM

Yo'.u· hold a .special pla« in my heart th at

ME THAT INSIGHT AND DIRECTING

no one will ever be able 10 rcpla«:. You

ME TOWA RDS THAT GOAL.

havcmade it allwortwhile. lloveyou. God

PUT

GODIN FRONT OF EVE RYTHIN G YOU j_:'~"'~'!Y~
o'~·-----~--;
00 AND ALL THINGS WI LL FOLLOW
Leslie,
,.,..,
WITH

THE

BELIEF

IN

MYSELF,

LOVE ANO GOO BLESS -

throughoul this year and hopefully forc\"CT.

VIRGEE (BA.BY)

•

To, my linesistcrs, sands, and soror Santila
Jackson:

What can I say?

on it, and uked .why ii i1 so"d\rt~ ; IMfcfott,
I k111c it 10 you. I also \eave you 1hc ~ld'1
first PUl"JllC baby.
Love ya, Connit
To my little friend Lisa Barnett :
It has been all lhc live k11owin1 you. l'U
never forget our '' unprofeuion.al '' prakk
'foUo~ ii.

days. lt'1 bee

min yo u ltrribty. Good luck

··~
Oh-

Joe Tucker and l:ar1 WUJOn

~Y life 11\is 'fni, '"Thank you for bc:in1 s f
dHr Md lo ins tnmdl. '
•
•
To
H

1h11 yo

will

TO THE SWEETHEART COURT OF

dent and vice-president. Sincerely.
, coa1ie Clay
Tv the soron

r Alpha Chapter, DELTA

SIOMA THETA. SOIORlTY, INC.:
I know that JOll will haft )'Ci anoch« jam.

OMEOA P$I PHI: ·
LADIES IT RAS Re.N A SPECIAL
ALL.

WORKING

WITH
AS

THE

JIRQTHE RS CONTI NUE

TO.

BUT

MOST OF ALL REMEMUl· TKAT WE

W.P ·

-

.

•
•

'

,

•

1'

•

'••
•

•

I

•
•
•

•
•'
•

•

To ·ordel'·call •3...... and aak IOI'

•

• ••

•
•

•
•

•

•

'

YOU

JUST

ALL LOVE YA. ,

•

•

•

CONTINUE TO STRIVE FOR

PERFECTION

•

•

Be!huoe. Love ya,

PRIVILIOE

)

•

newr be 1ht Ull'W. Ttiank• qain,

-

.,

These tlc.k ets are good for only.T11eadq-- d
.
'
Wednesday (Apri l 24 an.ti April U)
with a limited supply
remalaln••. . l
"
-.. .

thank• for giviq me another Chance and
you 1M: best in all you do . I know Oc¥cland

can haY.c 1he u1l icst room in

I

Darryl, from one wild guy to another ,

leave you all o f the t lU!leT In my room so
100

You can get nine doll•r:••'t•
.f or Just FIVE dollars.

You have both pla~ a very $J>KlaL tole i

' 'Cane Blanche'' wllh my writing. I wish

Jcnkin1:

'Aziz' and I' m gonna

.

jllllf"'

~he H{iltop I• selll~g tickets NOW!

.. I

I

I '!"'ilh you the bell or IU(:k as HUSA prni·

a~at

.

~-

T

- -Oil'

.

time• but 1hrou1h the bad limes al so ...

there throu1h the 1ood times and !he bad. I

.you have laughed 11 it , talked about It, .dept

-

I care for you not only 1hrou1h the good

You've been

love you! I leave you my pink bedspread:

Love Dir
JOAT744

COLLEGE NIGHT
PERFORMANCE

'

You arc a tr.ue friend ,. I lo11e you dearly.
Than ks for your support, love and guidance

P~CIAL

*
'* *Thursday, APRIL 19, 1984 *
.* \ -. at 7:30
PM
*
lltit. "'- ......... .

'-----<

NOT HI NG CAN BE TAKEN AWAY:

.

AT THE

•

Ho"pc: we can do it 11ain {aner

THANK YOU BOTH FOR SHOWING

Mano1ti

You are almosl there girl I only a fcW more

at thif, particulv

WlSOONAND KNOWLEDGE OF THE .i.-=~·_Th'.:::'cM:!!''~o'..f~··~o~'-------j
WORLD AND THE KEY TO SUCCESS.
IS· Xl -84

Luv Ya,
To Sa1nin111.h,

ciie~tion

Wednesday) Signed,

spend every day ' 'in !he bottle. "
Ghlna

.

I really enjoy the ronversation we engaged

and 1hc 10111uc lashin11ha1

To my Girls Leisa, Lisa, and Roz,

back?

10 be held on Monday, April 23, ~n Room
142 Blackburn . 11 a.m., I p.m., 3 p.m. ,

. ,.

Grtr)

to rome. Take care. And oh. Where 's lht

of our interview sessions

ANO CARING.

'"'"'""'""
The information will be

\

on~

vited to al tend

_

Mon.
APR.

T
D.C.
....___·L--.....J1 PLEX ARMORY-___.!
RELIVE-YOUR·CHILDHOOD DREAMS

had a lot o f fun, but ne•I year thcre'i more
mc:r wor k is still available and you arc in-

thru

I

•
'•

•

•

•

.iswaa..

•

' .

•

'

